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Summary

Motivated by a practice in aircraft maintenance, in this thesis we study models of project scheduling
with exchange operations between activities. Here the idea is to move work content within the project
network which admits to move work from critical positions to less critical ones. This admits reducing
project duration and meeting due dates.
The first paper adresses questions of complexity and identifies NP-hard as well as tractable cases. In
the second paper a model is studied where this exchange procedure is fully implemented and a branch-
and-bound approach is developed to solve this problem exactly. Within a computational study the
performance of this procedure is demonstrated. The third paper adresses the aspect of uncertainty
which occurs very naturally in a maintenance context. Since the stochastic nature also increases com-
plexity we develop a heuristic approach and study its behaviour in a comprehensive computational
study.
In a broader setting this work can be also considered as a contribution to the growing field of flexible
project scheduling, for which the classical assumption of a fixed project structure is relaxed in a novel
way.

Zusammenfassung

Motiviert durch eine Praxis aus der Instandsetzung von Flugzeugen, befasst sich diese Arbeit mit
Projekt-Scheduling-Modellen mit Austauschoperationen für Aktivitäten. Die Idee hierbei ist es, Ar-
beitsaufwände innerhalb des Projektnetzwerks zu verlagern und somit Arbeitsinhalte von zeitkritischen
hin zu weniger zeitkritischen Stellen zu verschieben. Dadurch kann die Projektdauer reduziert und
Zeitvorgaben können eingehalten werden.
Das erste Paper beschäftigt sich mit Fragen der Komplexität und identifiziert NP-schwere sowie
in Polynomialzeit lösbare Fälle. Im zweiten Paper wird ein Modell untersucht bei dem die Aus-
tauschoption weitergehend umgesetzt wird und ein Branch-and-Bound-Ansatz entwickelt wird um das
Problem exakt zu lösen. Im Rahmen einer Rechenstudie wird die Leistungsfähigkeit des Verfahrens
nachgewiesen. Das dritte Paper greift den Aspekt der Unsicherheit auf wie er ganz natürlich im In-
standsetzungskontext auftritt. Da die stochastische Natur aber auch die Komplexität des Problems
erhöht, wird ein heuristischer Lösungsansatz entwickelt, dessen Lösungsverhalten im Rahmen einer
umfangreichen Rechenstudie untersucht wird.
In einem umfassenderen Kontext kann die Arbeit auch als Beitrag zum wachsenden Forschungsfeld
des Schedulings von flexiblen Projekten betrachtet werden, wofür die klassische Annahme einer festen
Projektstruktur auf eine neuartige Weise relaxiert wird.
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Synopsis
1. Introduction
The term maintenance comprises all measures to keep technical equipment operable [Pintelon and
Gelders 1992]. This includes preventive activities, which keep a technical system in good condition to
prevent failures, as well as corrective ones, which are carried out if failures have occured [Wang 2002].
Thus a proper maintenance is essential to guarantee a long-lasting functionality of a technical system.
But maintenance is also usually associated with significant cost and furthermore makes downtimes
necessary, such that careful planning is required to keep maintenance as short, cheap and effective as
possible. Besides this practical importance the planning of maintenance activities has also garnered
theoretical attention and maintenance models have been studied for decades [Wang 2002]. However,
a large amount especially of earlier models considers systems consisting of single units or several iden-
tical components, which limits their applicability to more complex systems [Cho and Parlar 1991].
Indeed, the maintenance of more complex systems like aircraft or power plants often has the character
of a project. For aircraft, for example, where several maintenance cycles exist, this especially holds for
heavy maintenance C- and D-checks [Samaranayake 2006]: It consists of a large number of activities
which have to be carried out within a given time frame under consideration of limited budget and
other resources to reach the intended goal, namely to bring the system into a fully operable state
again. The complexity of such a maintenance project is further increased by the different aspects like
personnel, inventory and activity schedules which must be coordinated; a significant number of repair
activities, for instance, will depend on the outcomes of prior inspections which might lead to consid-
erable uncertainty at the time of planning. Thus performing and managing a maintenance project
requires a careful planning. However, the number of project scheduling models genuinely motivated by
maintenance is rather limited, see for example [McKendall et al. 2008, Megow et al. 2011, Masmoudi
and Hait 2012].
Project scheduling is a well-studied area as well, especially the literature on the Resource Constrained
Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) and its variants is rather extensive [Hartmann and Briskorn
2010, Schwindt et al. 2015]. However, one drawback of many variants that has been noted is their
rigid project structure: The set of activities to be carried out is fixed, as well as the precedence rela-
tions between them; furthermore an activity can be only carried out if all its predecessors haven been
finished. For many contexts this has turned out to be too strict and especially in the last decade a
number of project scheduling models have been proposed which admit more flexibility [Kellenbrink
and Helber 2015, Servranckx and Vanhoucke 2019].
Most models which extend project scheduling towards more flexibility rely on logical operators which
admit the modelling of alternative paths, subgraphs etc. On the one hand this has the advantage to
have a modeling tool for many situations where there are alternative ways to carry out parts of the
project; on the other hand such modelling may turn out too generic in some other situations. As a case
in point, the component exchange described below cannot be efficiently captured by logical operators.
The models studied in the following are motivated by a component exchange procedure called ”canni-
balization” which is rather common especially in aircraft maintenance [Banghart 2017, Salman et al.
2007]: Given an aircraft under maintenance, assume some component has found to be defective such
that repairing it or waiting for a spare part would take too long to finish the maintenance project in
time, which would cause significant cost due to cancelled flights, for example. Further assume there is
another aircraft in maintenance containing a component of the same type which is intact; moreover
this component is at some position which is not time-critical. In such a situation both components
may be removed and swap their positions. As a result, the first aircraft gets an intact component
such that its maintenance can be finished in time whereas the defective component does not lead to
significant delays in maintenance of the second aircraft given that its position is less critical there.
The overarching goal of this thesis is to study the effects of integrating component exchances into
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maintenance planning on the planning structure and to generate insights for developing planning pro-
cedures that take advantage of component exchanges. In particular, three separate albeit interrelated
research questions are investigated in three dedicated articles:

1. Given that the ability to exchange components provides additional flexibility in maintenance
plannng, how does this affect the runtime complexity of automated planning procdures when deter-
mining the makespan of maintenace projects?
2. Given that an exchange of components requires facilitating access to both of the components that
are supposed to be swapped and thus resources need to be invested, e.g. to disassemble or prepare
the maintenance objects prior to the exchange, how should resources be coordinated and what are the
potential gains of such a coordination in terms of makespan reduction?
3. Given that the exact status of components might be unknown prior to the maintenance activitites,
how does this uncertainty change the structure of the planning problem and by which planning policies
can this uncertainty be addressed?
The research articles dedicated to each of the questions and their main findings are summarized in
the following section.

2. Papers
In the following we give an overview on the topics studied in this thesis; more information and lit-
erature on maintenance (especially aircraft maintenance) and (stochastic) project scheduling can be
found in the corresponding papers. Each of the papers adresses a special issue, which can be captured
by the notions of flexibility - exchange - uncertainty. On the methodological side, they comprise com-
plexity analysis of a relaxed model, a deterministic model solved by an exact solution approach, and
a stochastic model solved by an heuristical approach.

1. A problem which already requires some flexibility and which can be also considered as a relaxed
version of the models with full exchange is studied in the first paper ”Optimal spare part utilization
in maintenance projects and its complexity”. Here we assume a maintenance project to be given by
a project network with some activities representing repair work of defective components of different
types. Further there are assumed to be some intact spare components available (for each type) in stock
which can replace a corresponding number of defective components. In case of replacement the repair
becomes superfluous and the corresponding activity is set to a duration of 0. Now it has to be decided
which defective components are to be replaced to minimize project duration, i.e. makespan. We call
this the ”Project Activity Insertion Problem” (short: Insertion Problem) and study its computational
complexity according to a parameter scheme involving the number of types, of positions for each type
and of available spare components for each type. This gives a complete classification and in some
sense a complexity landscape of this problem.
Interestingly and somewhat unexpectedly, the problem turns out to be hard for rather restricted con-
ditions, so it is strongly NP-hard already for one type and repair time equal to 2. On the other hand
for repair time equal to 1 this case becomes solvable in polynomial time by applying results from
so-called Sperner Theory, which studies extremal properties of partially ordered sets [Engel 1997].
Even if the problem is natural in a maintenance settings and hence of own interest, the results can be
transferred to the component exchange setting studied in the following papers. Indeed, the insertion
problem can be reduced to the component exchange problem by assuming exchanges by using virtual
activity nodes for the stock. This implies that project scheduling with activity exchange, as it is stud-
ied in the following paper, is already hard under rather restricted conditions, especially with limited
flexibility w.r.t. exchange and without resources.
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2. The second paper ”Project Scheduling with Activity Exchange motivated by Maintenance Op-
erations” presents a model which integrates component exchange into a project scheduling model.
This is realized by representing component positions by so-called ”flexible” activities which can have
duration zero (if the component is intact and hence there is nothing to do at this position) and non-
zero duration (if it is defective and must be repaired). It is assumed that the functional states of the
components are known in advance which can be realized if the components are monitored by a diag-
nostic system. For specification of the problem also availability of the components must be taken into
account; indeed, usually a component is not immediately accessible but typically becomes available
after other activities have been completed (disassembly, for example). This is modelled in such a way,
that a component becomes available (for exchange) if the corresponding activity becomes eligible (i.e.
all its predecessors have been finished). Moreover resources are taken into account, which altogether
yields an extension of the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP).
To solve this problem, a Branch-and-Bound is developed based on a branching with so-called delaying
alternatives and a dominance rule with cuts sets as introduced in [Demeulemeester and Herroelen
1992] for the RCPSP. The performance of this approach is demonstrated in a comprehensive compu-
tational study where a comparison with a standard solver is carried out. Further attention is given to
the dependency on instance parameters in some detail.

3. Taking also uncertainty into account is the topic of the third paper ”Stochastic Activity Ex-
change Project Scheduling” where a stochastic variant of the deterministic problem considered before
is studied. Indeed, as the functional state for many components is not initially known but is revealed
only during direct inspection, it is modelled here as random variables for each component position;
the defect probability is assumed to be the same for all components of the same type. Due to the
stochastic nature of the problem, a solution is given now as a scheduling policy instead of a schedule,
i.e. for each possible decision point a unique decision is specified. Such scheduling policies are regarded
for other stochastic scheduling problems like the stochastic RCPSP (SRCPSP) [Stork 2001]. However,
since all scheduling policies form a very large solution space (as already one scheduling policy alone
may be of exponential size), optimizing over all policies is usually considered to be intractable (so for
the SRCPSP [Stork 2001, p. 2]). Accordingly, we apply a heuristic approach for which the effect of
exchanges to the objective is taken into account, and study the improvement compared with the case
where no exchange is carried out. For this we regard two objectives, makespan and tardiness, and
again the computational study gives an overview on the effect of different parameter settings. For
example, it turns out that the tardiness objective admits larger improvements and generally it is more
favourable to have fewer component types with more positions than more types with only a moderate
number of positions.

3. Conclusion
Motivated by a component exchange procedure in maintenance projects, this thesis presents and
investigates project scheduling models which integrate this feature. Focusing on different aspects
like complexity, flexibility and uncertainty, this leads to different models, making the application of
different methodologies and solution approaches necessary. Even if the deterministic problem turns
out to be hard under rather restricted assumptions, it can be solved for moderate-sized instances
within reasonable time (however depending on instance parameters). A turn to uncertainty leads to
a stochastic model requiring a very different approach.
From a more comprehensive point of view, the models and results can be regarded as a contribution
to the growing field of project scheduling with flexibility, albeit coming here from a more specific
application instead from a more general setting; both aspects are also vital for the development of
Operations Management in general. This also points to the fact, that considering and analysing real
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projects (not only from maintenance) may be a source of operations leading to novel decision problems
which are not yet captured by standard models and established variations.
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Optimal spare part utilization in maintenance projects
and its complexity

Lukas Berthold, Malte Fliedner

Abstract: The problem treated in this paper is motivated by scheduling activities within a main-
tenance project (involving an aircraft, for example). Some of these activities are assumed to be
related to defective components which must be either repaired or replaced by intact components of
the same type. Whereas we assume that replacement takes negligible time the duration of a repair
activity takes a time which depends on the component type. However, only a limited number of
intact components is available in stock. Then the question is which defect components should be
replaced to minimize the project duration. A corresponding model is proposed and a detailed study
of its computational complexity is performed.

1 Introduction and literature review
The decision problem studied in this paper is motivated by maintenance projects as they are carried
out especially for complex technical systems like aircraft [Samaranayake and Kiridena 2012]. Such
a maintenance project typically consists of many diverse activities some of which concern defective
components, which may have been detected by a diagnostic system, for example. In order to restore a
proper functional state, each defective component must either be repaired or otherwise be replaced by
a functionally identical component. Whereas repair of a component takes some time which is assumed
here to depend on the type of the component, replacement by an intact component is supposed to be
done in negligible time, i.e. time zero. Thus, to minimize project duration, the latter alternative is
always advantageous; however, for each type we assume only a limited number of components available
in stock, typically fewer than are defective. Accordingly the question arises which defect components
are to replaced to get a project of minimal duration.
Although to our knowledge the problem sketched above and described in more detail in the next
section has not been studied elsewhere, there are several more or less related lines of research in the
literature.
Technical systems are subject to deterioration; due to the resulting necessity to keep technical equip-
ment in operable state, decision problems concerning maintenance have been extensively studied since
decades [Pierskalla and Voelker 1976, Cho and Parlar 1991, Budai et al. 2008]. Earlier work especially
focused on stochastically failing systems and tried to find maintenance policies to minimize costs or
to increase reliability. These maintenance policies could involve repair, replacement of components,
cannibalization (see also below) etc.; for a comprehensive overview on maintenance policies see [Wang
2002]. However, a large amount of work in this direction deals with single-unit systems or multi-
unit systems composed from identical components arranged in parallel and/or in series whence its
applicability to real complex systems is limited. A model where such ideas are actually applied to a
more realistic setting is given by [Regattieri et al. 2015] for aircraft maintenance: Here aircraft are
modeled as systems consisting of a few components which can fail according to type-specific stochastic
processes. Then the goal is to determine an optimal mix of maintenance operations for repair or
replacement to minimize total costs, which include costs for spare parts, repair activities, downtime
etc.
More comprehensive maintenance models have to take into account different aspects like inventory of
spare parts [Regattieri et al. 2005], assigning personnel to tasks or shifts [De Bruecker 2015, Chen et
al. 2017] and also questions of scheduling (see below). Due to the complexity of an approach integrat-
ing all of them, proposed models usually take only some of those aspects into account. Corresponding
to the model studied in the following, we will restrict to scheduling aspects here. On the one hand,
”maintenance scheduling” can refer to the schedule of time windows for maintenance. Indeed, since
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maintenance usually makes it necessary to interrupt productive activity of a system, time intervals
for maintenance have to be planned between operational tasks. Scheduling maintenance slots between
production tasks has been considered in a general machine setting [Bock et al. 2012, Grigoriu and
Briskorn 2017], leading to extensions of classical machine schedule problems by maintenance tasks. In
a more specific setting of aircraft operations, maintenance visits (beside the time also the location,
i.e. a maintenance station at some airport) have to be scheduled between flights to fulfill different
maintenance cycles as prescribed by official regulations, a problem also called aircraft maintenance
routing [Sriram and Haghani 2003, Safaei and Jardine 2018].
On the other hand, maintenance scheduling may also refer to scheduling of maintenance activities, i.e.
what has to be done within those maintenance windows. This especially concerns complex systems like
aircraft, power plants or ships, where the maintenance procedures have the character of a maintenance
project [Rosales et al. 2014, McKendall et al. 2008]. Indeed, besides the multitude of activities which
must be carried out, further characteristics of a project include a variety of aspects which must be
taken into account (personnel, equipment, inventory), a considerable portion of unexpected findings
due to inspection, and limited resources. All these require a careful planning and management to
finish a maintenance project within given time frames to keep downtime of the system as short as
possible while ensuring high standards w.r.t. safety and operability [Samaranayake 2012].
Even if project scheduling has been studied extensively as well (see for example the surveys [Brucker
et al. 1999, Hartmann and Briskorn 2010] and books [Artigues et al. 2008, Schwindt et al. 2015]),
there are only few models at the interface of both fields. Among them, in [Masmoudi and Hait 2012]
an extension of the RCPSP with fuzzy sets is studied, taking into account the practical difficulty to
estimate probability distributions for activity durations. Another model taking into account also the
skills of technicians is studied in [Li and Womer 2009]. Project Scheduling models were also proposed
for the maintenance of power plants [Megow at al. 2011] and mining activities [Chen 1994].
Even if the decision problem described at the beginning is rather natural in the context of maintenance
projects and hence of interest for its own sake, it is also motivated by a component exchange oper-
ation relatively common especially in aircraft maintenance, usually called ”cannibalization” [Salman
et al. 2007, Banghart 2017]: Assuming that a component is associated with a different amount of
work depending on its functional state (defective/intact), the idea is to interchange components of the
same type but different functional states between different positions. As a consequence, an exchange
of components leads to an exchange of tasks within the maintenance project such that work can be
moved from critical positions to less critical ones. Scheduling models integrating this component ex-
change option are studied in the following papers [Berthold 2021a, Berthold 2021b], where also more
references and background especially on aircraft maintenance and corresponding models can be found.
- Compared with the model studied there the model here can be regarded as a special case of the ex-
change procedure, namely where there are additional component positions (given by the stock) which
contain intact components. As a consequence, the results concerning complexity proven here can be
also applied to the exchange case.
Furthermore there are some structural links to problems studied in so called Sperner Theory [Engel
1997]. Sperner theory deals with extremal properties of subsets in partially ordered sets. For exam-
ple, a classical result in this area is Dilworth’s theorem stating that the decomposition in a minimum
number of chains is equal in size to a maximum anti-chain [Dilworth 1950]. A first link between the
scheduling problem studied here and Sperner Theory simply comes from the fact that the precedence
relation of a project network forms a directed acyclic graph which in turn induces a partially ordered
set via (indirect) precedence. Furthermore and more essentially, the decision at which positions intact
components are to be inserted is reflected by the choice of elements of the partial order for a subset
with suitable properties, such that there is a natural translation from one setting to the other one.
This correspondence will especially admit to establish a special case solvable in polynomial time.
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2 Example and problem definition
For an easier understanding of the following problem definition we start with an example: Let a
maintenance project be represented by the following modified project network:

E

1

A

F

2

1

(3)

2

(1)

C

B

2

D

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

4

1

(1)

(1)

(3)
(3)

(3)
G

H

I

J

K

1

0

Figure 1: Maintenance project network

Black nodes correspond to standard activities with (pre)determined durations whereas grey nodes
correspond to repair activities involving a defective component. The number within the node refers
to the component type. So we have four defective components of type 1 and three defective ones of
type 2, for example. Furthermore there is a number of available intact spare components for each
type (two of type 1 and one of type 2). Replacing a defect component by an intact one is assumed to
be done within negligible time and leads to an activity of duration 0 at that position; otherwise the
defect component must be repaired which results in an activity of a component-specific duration (3
for type 1 and 1 for type 2).
Instead of dealing with intact components (which shorten durations) it is in the following more conve-
nient to occupy a complementary (but equivalent) view and to deal with activities of additional time
which must be inserted:
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Figure 2: Equivalent project network with repair activities to be inserted

That means for component type 2 that we model the three defective components of which one is to
be replaced, as three activities of duration zero of which two need to be replaced by activities with
component-specific duration. In both cases we have finally one activity of duration 0 and two of
duration ptp

2 (analogously for type 1 where two intact resp. two defect components must be placed).
Thus, instead of asking which defective components have to be replaced by intact ones the question
is which activities have to be performed as repair activities - both are equivalent. Accordingly, we
formally assume that the activities initially have duration 0 and a certain number of them must be
replaced (we will say ”inserted”) by non-zero activities.
The objective is to find an insertion which minimizes makespan, i.e. project duration. In the example
above a makespan of 6 can be achieved by inserting the type-1 activities of duration 3 at C and E,
and by inserting the type-2 activities at D and I. This is also optimal: Indeed, inserting a type-1
activity at B or J would already lead to paths of length at least 7 (BFI resp. ADHJ) such that only
C and E remain. Since further D or G is inserted, a path of length 6 cannot be avoided.
The following problem definition formalizes the general situation:
An instance A of the Project Activity Insertion Problem (PAIP) is given by the following data:

• a set of activities A = {0, . . . , n + 1} where 0 will act as start activity and n + 1 as end activity

• a binary precedence relation P ⊆ A×A such that (A, P ) is an acyclic digraph and 0 (resp. n+1)
is direct or indirect precedessor (resp. successor) of all other nodes

• a set T = {1, . . . , τ̄} of types

• a partition A = ⋃τ̄
τ=0Aτ (i.e. with Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for i ̸= j) where

A0 is the set of fixed activities with 0, n + 1 ∈ A0,
A\A0 = ⋃τ̄

τ=1 Aτ is the set of flexible activities, with
Aτ being the non-empty set of (flexible) activities of type τ for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄
The corresponding type function is defined as tp(i) = τ for i ∈ Aτ .
We will also refer to activities as ”positions” or ”nodes” corresponding to their representation in
a project network.
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• durations of fixed activities dfx
i ∈ N0 for i ∈ A0 with dfx

0 = dfx
n+1 = 0

• durations of flexible types dtp
τ ∈ N for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄

(we will usually avoid the superscript if it is clear if the subscript refers to a fixed activity or a
type)

• number of activities of type τ which have to be inserted rτ , for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄

Since the numbers r̄ of activities to be inserted for each type are often treated as separate parameter
we will frequently use the notation Ar̄ = (A, r̄) to make their value explicit.
An insertion of A is a family I = (Iτ )τ∈T consisting of subsets Iτ ⊆ Aτ with |Iτ | = rτ for all
τ = 1, . . . , τ̄ . An insertion I of A leads to the corresponding inserted PAIP-instance AI which is a
common CPM project network AI = (A, P, (dI

i )i∈A) with processing times

dI
i :=


dfx

i , i ∈ A0

dtp
τ , i ∈ Iτ

0 , else

for all i ∈ A

That means durations of fixed activities remain the same, inserted activities get the type-specific
durations and the remaining (flexible and non-inserted) ones get duration 0. Along with a project
network, an insertion also induces the associated earliest start schedule (in the following denoted by
s(AI)) and its makespan (short MS(AI)), such that often we will simply speak of the schedule or the
makespan resulting from a given insertion or which an insertion yields. Thus, as soon as an insertion
is given, schedule and makespan are determined.
Now the PAIP can be stated as follows: Given a PAIP-instance A, find an insertion I∗ which minimizes
the makespan of the inserted PAIP-instance, i.e. MS(AI∗) = minI MS(AI). The corresponding
decision version additionally specifies a bound K for the makespan and asks if there is an insertion
leading to a makespan at most K.

3 Complexity analysis
Determining the computational complexity of a combinatorial optimization problem is an important
step towards a better understanding of the hardness of the problem. It admits to identify relatively
easy tractable cases as opposed to difficult ones. It also conveys first insights as to which parameters
hardness of instances may be driven. We assume that the reader has some familiarity with basic no-
tions of computational complexity like O-notation, polynomial time algorithm, (pseudo-)polynomial
reduction, NP-completeness (in the strong sense); for corresponding literature see [Garey and Johnson
1979, Papadimitriou 1994, Arora and Barak 2009].
For complexity analysis we will consider the decision version of the PAIP, which is easily seen to
be contained in NP: An insertion I simply consists of disjoint subsets of A from which AI can be
constructed in linear time. Then MS(AI) can be computed in linear time as well by forward pass
computation. Hence, given A and an upper bound K for the makespan, it can be verified in linear
time if there is an insertion leading to a makespan of at most K.
For a more fine-grained complexity analysis of the PAIP we regard restrictions to classes defined via
upper bounds on the number of types, of positions for each type and of positions to be inserted. Ac-
cordingly, each triple (T, S, R) defines a class containing the PAIP-instances which satisfy the bounds
for those parameters given by that triple i.e. instances A with t ≤ T , |Aτ | ≤ S, rτ ≤ R for all
τ = 1, . . . , τ̄ . An entry ”-” at a position means that no bound is applied on the corresponding param-
eter. In the following we will denote such a class simply by the corresponding triple.
Since |Aτ | < rτ for some τ will give an infeasible instance - it is not possible to insert in more positions
than available - we need only regard classes with S ≥ R. In fact we can further restrict to classes with
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S > R since for a type τ with |Aτ | = rτ all its positions will be inserted such that they can treated as
fixed activities of duration pτ . Thus we need only regard cases (T, S, R) with T ≥ 1 and S > R ≥ 1
(with unbounded ”-” treated greater than any finite value). Note that (T, S, R) ⊆ (T ′, S′, R′) if T ≤ T ′,
S ≤ S′ and R ≤ R′.
In the following we will prove the complexity of the problem classes as distinguished by this scheme.
The following figure provides an overview of the main complexity results:

NP-hard(-,-,-)

(T,-,-) (-,S,-) (-,-,R)

(T,S,-) (T,-,R)

(T,S,R)

(-,S,R)

O(n )k

(1,-,-;d =1)

(1,-,-;d =2)

Figure 3: Complexity results

This figure contains all possible combinations according to the scheme considered; however note that
cases (−, S, −) resp. (T, S, −) actually correspond to (−, S, R) resp. (T, S, R) since a bound S on the
number of positions implies a bound R on the number of activities to be inserted.

3.1 (T,S,R) and (T,-,R)
These cases are solvable by rather straightforward polynomial algorithms:

Proposition 1. (T,-,R) can be solved in O(nT R+1) for all T, R ≥ 1.

Proof. Given an instance A in (T, −, R), there are not more than ∏τ̄
τ=1

(|Aτ |
rτ

)
≤

∏τ̄
τ=1 |Aτ |rτ ≤ nT R

possible insertions. Since the makespan for each inserted PAIP-instance can be computed in linear
time, we get a running time O(nT R+1) to determine the optimal makespan.

Proposition 2. (T,S,R) can be solved in linear time.

Proof. For an instance A in (T, S, R) there are not more than ∏τ=t
τ=1 |Aτ |rτ ≤

∏t
τ=1 SR ≤ ST R and

hence a bounded number of possible insertions. Thus the optimal makespan can be determined in
linear time.

However, dropping also the bound on the number of types T yields a hard case as seen next.
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3.2 (-,-,R)
This case can be shown to be NP-complete in the strong sense by reduction from 3-Partition:

Proposition 3. (-,-,1) is strongly NP-complete.

Proof. By (pseudo-polynomial) reduction from 3-PARTITION, which asks, given 3n (different) inte-
gers the sum of which is nB, if there is a partition into triple sets such that the sum of each triple
is equal (namely to B); i.e. given integers a1, . . . , a3n and B with ∑3n

i=1 ai = nB, if there are sets
Ti ⊆ {a1, . . . a3n} with ⋃n

i=1 Ti = {a1, . . . , a3n}, |Ti| = 3 and Ti ∩ Tj = ∅ which satisfy ∑
j∈Ti

aj = B
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. This problem remains strongly NP-complete if one restricts to the case where
B/4 < ai < B/2 for each i [Garey and Johnson 1979, p. 224].
So let (ai)1≤i≤3n be such an instance of 3-PARTITION. We construct a PAIP-instance A with τ̄ = 3n
types as follows: At first we a define a path v1 . . . v3n with vi being a node of type i. We take n
copies of this path and link the v1’s to a common start node and the vn’s to an end node. The type-
specific durations are set to dτ := aτ , the number of positions to be inserted is set to rτ = 1 for all
τ = 1, . . . , 3n. Note that the numerical values of A are polynomially bounded in those of (ai)1≤i≤3n,
since they are simply taken over. Now we have to show that A has an insertion leading to a makespan
MS ≤ B iff there is a 3-partition of a1, . . . a3n.
’⇒’ Assume that there is an insertion I of A leading to an inserted network with makespan MS ≤ B.
Then each (inserted) chain has a length at most B whence at most three positions are inserted due
to B/4 < ai for each i. On the other hand, since in the whole network precisely one position for each
type is inserted, the sum of durations of the inserted network is ∑3n

i=1 ai = nB whence each of the
n chains has a length B, thus also containing exactly three inserted positions due to ai < B/2 for
each i. Altogether the inserted positions of each chain correspond to a triple of a 3-partition of given
instance.
’⇐’ Conversely assume that there is a 3-partition (Tj)1≤j≤n of a1, . . . , a3n. Define from this an inser-
tion of A as follows: For each triple Tj = {aj1 , aj2 , aj3} insert in the jth chain the positions vj1 , vj2 , vj3

(of types j1, j2, j3 , respectively). Then each chain has length B (equal to the sum of each triple) and
each type i is inserted only once in the whole network (since each ai occur in only one triple). Thus
we have a feasible insertion leading to an inserted network with makespan B.

Since each (-,-,1)-instance is contained in (-,-,R) for each R ≥ 1, it follows

Corollary 1. (-,-,R) is strongly NP-complete for all R ≥ 1.

and hence also for (-,-,-), the unrestricted PAIP:

Corollary 2. (-,-,-) , i.e. the unrestricted PAIP, is strongly NP-complete.

3.3 (T,-,-)
This case is NP-complete in the strong sense as well, already for rather restricted conditions, especially
for T = 1 (and hence also for each T ≥ 1). However, to establish this result requires some more work
than for the last case. Let MS+(A) denote the upper bound obtained by inserting all |A1| flexible
nodes of a PAIP network A (independent of r1). Then we have:

Proposition 4. (1,-,-) is strongly NP-complete (even for instances A with p1 = 2 and MS+(A) ≤ 5).

Proof. By reduction from Independent Set, i.e. the problem to decide for a given graph and bound
K if it has set of K pairwise non-adjacent nodes. This problem is strongly NP-complete since it is
NP-complete and does not contain any numerical values [Garey and Johnson 1979, p. 194].
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At first we describe the construction of a PAIP-instance which will be subsequently used in the re-
duction. The instances will be constructed in two steps:
The PAIP-networks used in following reduction are built from smaller gadgets which are subsequently
linked according to an underlying graph. For given n ∈ N, each gadget Gdn has the following structure
(edges directed upwards):

v i

1

0

n+1

V

a10

a2
0

a3
0

a4
0

a5
0

a1
1

a2
1

a3
1

bn+1
0

b1
0

b1
1 bn+1

1

bV

Figure 4: Gadget for the case (1,-,-)

The (black) fixed nodes have duration either 0 (a0
i , small) or 1 (a1

i , large), the (white) flexible nodes
duration 2 if inserted (and 0 if not). There are three groups (we will refer to them as ”levels”) of
flexible nodes: The upper ’V ’-level contains one node (bV ), the middle ’1’-level (b1

i ) and the lower
’0’-level (b0

i ) each contain n + 1 nodes.
Now let an arbitrary (undirected) graph G = (V, E) on n nodes be given. For each node vi we take a
copy Gdn(vi) of the gadget above and identify their start resp. end nodes. Furthermore the gadgets
are linked corresponding to the nodes in G as follows: For vi, vj ∈ V with {vi, vj} ∈ E we draw an
arc from a0

4 in Gdn(vi) to bV in Gdn(vj) (since G is undirected there will also be a link with reversed
i, j).
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v1 v2 vn

v1 v2 vn

+

-

n+1

Figure 5: Different edges in G are dashed differently, corresponding edges occur in AG with the same
dashing pattern. Edges in AG are directed upwards.

Given finally a value r1 := n2 + n + k (for some k ∈ N) as the number of nodes to be inserted we
get a completely specified PAIP-instance AG

n2+n+k = (AG, n2 + n + k). Note that AG
n2+n+k can be

constructed from G in polynomial time and that its numerical values are polynomially bounded in n
as well; since for an instance of Independent Set only a bound ≤ n is specified, this already suffices
for a pseudopolynomial transformation to get strong NP-completeness afterwards.
Now it remains to show the following

Lemma 1. G has an independent set of size k iff AG
n2+n+k has an insertion with makespan equal to 4.

Proof. For both directions we have to regard different paths from start to end in AG. Each such path
is of one of the following six types:
P1 : a0

1 − a0
2 − a1

1 − a0
3 − a1

2 − bV − a0
5

P2 : a0
1 − a0

2 − a1
1 − a0

3 − b1
i − a0

4 − a1
3 − a0

5
P3 : a0

1 − a0
2 − a1

1 − a0
3 − b1

i − a0
4 − bV (in other gadget) − a0

5
P4 : a0

1 − a0
2 − b0

i − a0
3 − a1

2 − bV − a0
5

P5 : a0
1 − a0

2 − b0
i − a0

3 − b1
j − a0

4 − a1
3 − a0

5
P6 : a0

1 − a0
2 − b0

i − a0
3 − b1

j − a0
4 − bV (other gadget) − a0

5

Now we can turn to prove the directions:
’⇒’ Let U ⊆ V be an independent set of G of size k. It defines a canonical insertion IU of AG

n2+n+k

as follows: For v ∈ U the V - and 1-level of Gdn(v) are inserted, i.e. {bV , b1
1, . . . , b1

n+1} ⊆ IU for that
gadget. For v ∈ V \U the 0-level of Gdn(v) is inserted, i.e. {b0

1, . . . b0
n+1} ⊆ IU for that gadget. All

other flexible nodes remain uninserted, thus there are k(n + 2) + (n − k)(n + 1) = n2 + n + k inserted
nodes whence IU is an insertion of AG

n2+n+k.
Now we check that the makespan of the inserted network does not exceed 4: Let be P an arbitrary
path from start to end. Depending on the type of P we get the following lengths of P :
P1: l(P ) = 4 if bV is inserted, 2 otherwise.
P2: l(P ) = 4 if b1

i ’s are inserted, 2 otherwise.
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P3: Let a0
4 be contained in the gadget of vi and bV in that of vj . Thus (a0

4, bV ) is an arc from the
gadget of vi to the gadget of vj whence [vi, vj ] is an edge of G. Therefore vi or vj is not contained
in the independent set U . Hence the 1-level of Vi (including b1

i ) or bV is not inserted according to
definition of IU . Thus only at most one flexible node along P is inserted whence l(P ) ≤ 3.
P4: Since V -level and 0-level are not inserted for the same gadget either b0

i or bV is not inserted. Thus
l(P ) = 3.
P5: Either 1-level or 0-level is not inserted for the same gadget whence l(P ) = 3.
P6: Either b0

i or b1
j is not inserted whence l(P ) ≤ 4.

Thus the length of each path is at most 4 whence the makespan of the inserted PAIP-instance is also
at most 4.
’⇐’ Let G be a graph and k such that AG

n2+n+k has an insertion I with makespan at most 4. At first
we show that for each gadget either the 0- or the 1-level is (at least partially) inserted. A makespan
of at most 4 enforces that for each gadget Gdn(vi) the 0-level or the 1-level is not inserted, otherwise
there would be inserted b0

i and b1
j whence the path of type P5 containing them would have length 5.

As a consequence one gets that for each gadget there are altogether at most n + 1 inserted nodes in
the 0- and 1-level.
Furthermore for each gadget either the 1-level or the 0-level is (at least partially) inserted: Otherwise
let Gdn(vi) do not contain any inserted nodes in the 0- and 1-level. But then there are only at most
(n − 1)(n + 1) + n = n2 + n − 1 inserted nodes instead of n2 + n + k as assumed.
Let U := {v ∈ V |bV in Gdn(v) is inserted}. We want to show that U is an independent set of size at
least k in G. It holds |U | ≥ k since all 0- and 1-levels altogether contain at most n(n + 1) = n2 + n
nodes, leaving at least k nodes in V-level. Now let v, v′ ∈ V , v ∈ U , {v, v′} ∈ E. It suffices to show
v′ /∈ U . Since v ∈ U the V -level of the v-gadget is inserted whence its 0-level is not inserted otherwise
we would have a P4-path of length 5. Thus the 1-level of the v-gadget is inserted. Using that there
is an arc from a0

4 in Gdn(v) to bV in Gdn(v′) (since {v, v′} ∈ E) we get a non-inserted V -level of the
v′-gadget (otherwise there would be a P3-path of length 5) whence v′ /∈ U . Altogether we get an
independent set of size ≥ k and hence of size k.
This proves the lemma and concludes the whole proof.

For a somewhat higher-level view on the mechanics of the proof, note that the inserted nodes of the
V -level correspond to an independent set of the underlying graph. To guarantee independence, one
has to make sure that insertion of the V -level corresponding to one node forces non-insertion of the
V -level of a node which is adjacent to the first one. This is done by, figuratively spoken, transmitting
the ”pressure” of insertion via several intermediate and alternating steps which can be sketched as
follows:
insertion V -level → non-insertion 0-level → insertion 1-level → non-insertion adjacent V -level

MS ≤ 4 r1 ≥ n2 + n MS ≤ 4

A similar reduction based on a slightly modified construction can be used to establish the next result:

Proposition 5. (-,2,1) is strongly NP-complete (even for instances A with dτ = 2 for all τ ∈ T )

Proof. The PAIP-instances used in this proof are built from gadgets looking as follows:
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a10

a2
0

a3
0

a4
0

a5
0
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1
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a3
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b0

b1

bV

Figure 6: Gadget for proof of (-,2,1)

The only differences to the gadgets in the proof above are that
- 0- and 1-level each consists of only one node
- the V -level node is of different type than the nodes of 0- and 1-level (which have the same type)
The durations are as above, i.e. (black) fixed nodes with 0 (a0

i , small) resp. 1 (a1
i , large), (white)

flexible nodes with 2 if inserted (and 0 if not).
Given a graph G on n nodes, for each node vi a gadget Gd(vi) with two new types tp(b0) = tp(b1) = i
and tp(bV ) = n + i is introduced. In the same way as before these gadgets are linked according to the
edges of G. Further we add a fixed activity with duration 2(n − k) − 4 preceding a0

1 and finally a path
cn+1 . . . c2n consisting of n nodes of types n + 1, . . . , 2n parallel to the remaining network:
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v1 v2 vn

1 2 n

1 2 n

v1 v2 vn

2(n-k)-4

n+1 n+2 2n

2n

n+2

n+1

Figure 7: Different edges in G are dashed differently, corresponding edges in AG are dashed with the
same pattern. Edges in AG are directed upwards.

Thus the network has 2n types each with two positions. Setting rτ = 1 for all τ = 1, . . . , 2n we get a
completely specified PAIP-instance AG

1̄ . As before, it can be constructed in polynomial time and has
polynomially bounded numerical values. Hence it remains to show:

Lemma 2. G has an independent set of size k iff AG
1̄ has an insertion with makespan at most 2(n−k).

Proof. ’⇒’: Let be U ⊆ V an independent set of G of size k. Then we define an insertion IU =
(Iτ )1≤τ≤2n of AG

1̄ as follows: If vi ∈ U then insert the V - and 1-level of Gd(vi), i.e. Ii = {b1(vi)} and
In+i = {bV (vi)}. If vi ∈ V \U then insert the 0-level of Gd(vi) and the node of type n + i in the chain,
i.e. Ii = {b0(vi)} and In+i = {cn+i}
Analogously to the proof above we get a makespan of 4 for the sub-network between a0

1 and a0
5, i.e.

without the fixed node of length 2(n−k)−4 and the chain. Indeed, with that node we have a makespan
of 2(n − k) which is equal to the length of the chain which contains n − k inserted nodes. Thus the
inserted instance has a makespan of 2(n − k).
’⇐’: Let be I = (Iτ )1≤τ≤2n an insertion with makespan 2(n − k). It follows that the sub-network
between a0

1 and a0
5 has a makespan of at most 4 and the chain contains at most n − k inserted nodes

whence at least k nodes in the V -level are inserted. As I is an insertion of AG
1̄ , precisely one node of

each type τ = 1, . . . , n is inserted whence for each gadget Gd(vi) either the 0- or the 1-level is inserted
(as in the proof above, but there for a more complicated reason). In the same way as above we get
that U := {v ∈ V |bV in Gd(v) inserted} is an independent set of G: Indeed, given v, v′ ∈ V with
{v, v′} ∈ E and v ∈ U . Then bV in the gadget of v is inserted whence the 1-level in the gadget of
v′ is not inserted (otherwise the path between a0

1 and a0
5 through a1

1, b1 (both in gadget of v′)and
bV (gadget of v) would have length 5), whence the 0-level in the gadget of v′ is inserted, whence the
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V -level in the gadget of v′ is not inserted, whence v′ /∈ U . Thus U is an independent set of size ≥ k.

3.4 (1, −, −) with unit duration of flexible nodes
In the construction for establishing strong NP-completeness of (1, −, −) the inserted activities got a
duration of 2, i.e. dtp

1 = 2 for type 1. With respect to dtp
1 this is the lowest value for which the

problem is hard since restricted to dtp
1 = 1 this case becomes solvable in polynomial time as will be

shown in the following. For this we will apply so-called Sperner theory, more precisely the concept
of (Sperner) k−families for which there exists a minimax characterization and an efficient algorithm.
As preparation we recapitulate some essential notions and results from this area (for a comprehensive
treatment see for example [Engel 1997]):
Let (P, <) be a (finite) partially ordered set (short: poset), i.e. a binary relation which is irreflexive,
asymmetric and transitive. A chain is a set of mutually comparable (and hence linearly ordered)
elements, an antichain is a set of mutually non-comparable elements; a k-chain is a chain of k elements.
A k-family is a subset of P which does not contain any (k + 1)-chain. A weighted poset (P, <, w) is
additionally enhanced by a weight function w : P → N0. For a set S ⊆ P define the weight of S as
w(S) := ∑

s∈S w(s). Concerning the complexity to determine a maximal weighted family the following
result is known ([Berenguer et al. 1982]):

Theorem 1. Let (P, <, w) be a weighted poset on n elements and k ∈ N. Then a k-family of maximal
weight can be computed in time O((kn)3).

As noted by Berenguer et al. the problem remains polynomial in n since the case k > n need not to
be considered as all chains have a length of at most n, such that P is the k-family of maximal weight
for k ≥ n. - Now we turn to our original setting again and show:

Proposition 6. (1, −, −|dtp
1 = 1) can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. The proof consists of three subsequent reductions: At first we reduce the problem to the case
where each fixed activity has duration O(n2). This allows the fixed activities to be replaced by chains
which consist of unit time activities and have polynomial length. Finally, by assigning prohibitive
weights to these fixed unit time activities, this case can be reformulated as problem finding a weighted
k-family in a partially ordered set, a problem which is polynomially solvable according to the Theorem
above.
For simplicity we assume that the PAIP instances do not contain fixed nodes of duration 0. This
is no real restriction since we get an equivalent instance by changing start and end nodes to unit
time activities (which increases makespan by a constant of 2) and by successively replacing further
fixed nodes v of duration 0 by connecting each predeccessor u and each successor w of v by an arc
(u, w). Obviously the number of nodes is not increased by this procedure, the number of edges at
most quadratically, such that this transformation can be done in polynomial time.
So let (A, r1) be a PAIP instance from (1, −, −|dtp

1 = 1) with r1 nodes to be inserted.
1. The first reduction aims to reduce the given problem to one where fixed activities have duration
O(n2), more precisely durations ≤ 2n2. If this is already the case, this first step is superfluous and we
can continue immediately with the second step. So assume here that there are fixed activities with
duration > 2n2.
The idea is based on the observation that an inserted activity delays subsequent start and end points
by at most 1, such that an arbitrary insertion delays any start or end point by not more than n. Thus
the activity interval of long activities (with duration ≫ n) may be affected at their start and their end
but not in between: There is a large part where such an activity will be always active, independent
of the actual insertion. To specify those parts which may be affected by the movements of start and
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end points due to different insertions compared with those which are not, we define primary intervals
containing those time points being at most n after some start or end point and secondary intervals as
the remaining ones, i.e. those time ranges where activity intervals are not affected by movements of
start and end point due to insertions. In other words, projected to primary intervals a schedule depends
on the insertion whereas projected to secondary intervals each schedule looks the same whatever the
insertion was. As a consequence, the content of these long secondary intervals is predictable such that
the actual problem can be reduced to an instance with shorter durations by cutting these secondary
intervals out. So this is the idea behind the more formal steps in the following.
Towards this end, using a forward pass, we compute earliest start and finish times ES0

i /EF 0
i for each

i = 0, . . . , n + 1 without any insertion, i.e. where each flexible node gets duration 0 (”0-insertion”).
Correspondingly, let ES1

i /EF 1
i be the earliest start and finish times if each flexible activity is inserted,

i.e. gets duration 1 (”1-insertion”). Then the earliest start times for any insertion I satisfy ES0
i ≤

ESI
i ≤ ES1

i ≤ ES0
i + n (and correspondingly for earliest finish times EF ); the last inequality holds

since the insertion of at most n unit time activities leads to a delay of at most n for each activity, as
can be shown by a straightforward induction. Further it follows for each flexible i from ES0

i = EF 0
i

that EF I
i ≤ EF 1

i ≤ EF 0
i + n = ES0

i + n.
This delay of at most n motivates the definition of the following intervals: Set T := EF 0

n+1 +n as time
horizon for the following considerations. The union of intervals ⋃

1≤i≤n([ES0
i , ES0

i +n]∪[EF 0
i , EF 0

i +n])
forms k ≤ 2n disjoint closed intervals PIj = [aj , bj ], 1 ≤ j ≤ k in [0, T ] (with bj < aj+1 and hence
a1 = 0, bk = T ) which we will call ”primary intervals”. Due to overlapping of the original intervals
of length n, some of these primary intervals are possibly longer than n; however, following from our
initial assumption, there is more than only one primary interval: Indeed, if k = 1 we would have
T ≤ 2n2 and hence each fixed activity would also be of duration at most 2n2, which we explicitly
excluded for this step. Thus we have k > 1. Note that the primary intervals are defined using only
the generic 0-insertion and hence do not depend on any other special insertion, i.e. they are already
determined by the PAIP instance alone.
From the definition of primary intervals it follows that if ES0

i ∈ PIj for some i, j then also ES0
i + n ∈

PIj (and the same for EF ). From this we get that if ES0
i ∈ Pj then also ESI

i ∈ Pj for each insertion
I (and the same for EF ). In other words, the earliest start (resp. finish) time of an activity remains
in the same primary interval, independent of the insertion since the maximal delay of at most n due to
an insertion does not suffice to leave the primary interval. Further, since EF I

i ≤ ES0
i + n for flexible

i, a flexible activity is active within the same primary interval also for each insertion and hence does
not leave it, whereas for a fixed activity start and end time may be contained in different primary
intervals. The following figure illustrates the position of primary intervals together with a schedule:

Figure 8: Primary intervals

Here bars indicate activity intervals corresponding to a Gantt chart. Each start and end point induces
an interval of length n; due to overlapping some intervals may be longer, as indicated by the brackets
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at the bottom of the figure.
The complement of the primary intervals in [0, T ] forms k − 1 ≤ 2n − 1 disjoint (open) intervals
SIj = (bj , aj+1), j = 1, . . . , k − 1; we will refer to them as ”secondary intervals”. Clearly, like the
primary intervals, they do not depend on any special insertion. As the start (resp. end) time of each
activity remains in the same primary interval for all insertions and furthermore each flexible activity
starts and ends in the same primary interval for all insertions, those secondary intervals have the
following key property: For all insertions, the set of activities active in a given secondary interval is
the same; it only consists of fixed activities which are active throughout the whole secondary interval.
Thus, if restricted to secondary intervals, the earliest start schedules look the same for all insertions,
for example like this:

Figure 9: Primary intervals and activity intervals within secondary intervals

Here primary intervals are indicated by brackets (and the details of the schedule therein, which do
depend on the insertion, are blanked out); the bars between them, i.e. throughout the secondary inter-
vals, correspond to running fixed activities, some of which are active in several subsequent secondary
intervals (as indicated by bars continuing at the same level).
Since the part of the schedule contained in the secondary intervals is not affected by the insertions,
the idea is to cut them out and to generate a compact instance description with shorter task dura-
tions such that a polynomial translation is possible. The shorter task durations can be determined by
left-shifting the parts of the schedule in all primary intervals after all secondary intervals have been
removed.
Formally, if ESI

i ∈ [aj , bj ] is the earliest start point and its primary interval for any insertion I ⊆ A1,
the new start point would be ẼS

I
i := ESI

i −
∑j−1

j′=1(aj′+1 − bj′) (namely reduced by the lengths of pre-
ceding secondary intervals). The resulting schedule is obviously not feasible for the original instance
since some fixed activities have shorter durations now. However, instead it is a feasible earliest start
schedule for the same insertion I applied to a modified instance which one gets by shortening the
durations of fixed activities by just the activity intervals which have been contracted and in which the
corresponding activity was active: To specify that instance, let Actj be the set of fixed activities which
are active throughout SIj = (bj , aj+1) (independent of the insertion). Then define new, shortened
durations for each fixed activity i by d′(i) := d(i)−

∑
j=1,...,k−1 , i∈Actj

(aj+1 −bj), i.e. reduce its original
duration by the length of the secondary intervals where it is active. Changing the durations in that
way yields a new PAIP-instance A′ where the duration of each fixed activity is at most the length
of all primary intervals and hence not more than 2n2. Note further the following properties of that
instance:
- Since the set of flexible activities remains unchanged we have A1 = A′

1 whence an insertion of A is
also an insertion of A′ and vice versa; i.e. A and A′ have the same set of (r1-)insertions.
- The new instance does not contain fixed activities of duration 0: Given a fixed activity i, recall
that its start (resp. end) point remains in the same primary interval for all insertions. Regarding the
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0-insertion, recall that ES0
i and ES0

i + n are contained in the same primary interval.
- Finally note that the new instance can be constructed from A in polynomial time; for this recall
the steps: determine 0-insertion, primary intervals, secondary intervals, set Actj for each secondary
interval, reduce durations of fixed activities according to these sets.
It should be (intuitively) clear by construction that, given any insertion I, the schedule resulting from
applying I to the original instance A and then contracting the secondary intervals agrees with the
schedule resulting from applying the same I to the shortened instance A′. We show this in somewhat
more detail:
Formally the schedule resulting from contraction can be defined by reducing all start and end points
by the total length of preceding secondary intervals, i.e. if ESI

i ∈ [aj , bj ] is a start point con-
tained in its primary interval, then the new start point after contraction is given by ESI,c

i :=
ESI

i −
∑j−1

j′=1(aj′+1 − bj′) (and correspondingly for the end points EF I,c
i ). Note that for given i

the sum in the second term is the same for all insertions I. We check that this schedule actually
agrees with that resulting from inserting the same I in the shortened instance A′ (and that it is a
feasible schedule at all). For this it suffices to show that sc(A, I) is an earliest start schedule the
durations of which agree with those in s(A′, I).
At first note that if t1 < t2 are time points in primary intervals and tc

1, tc
2 their counterparts after con-

traction, then it holds tc
1 < tc

2. If further t1, t2 are contained in the same primary interval then also the
difference is retained, i.e. tc

2 − tc
1 = t2 − t1. From the former observation follows feasibility of sc(A, I)

w.r.t. precedence since EF I
h ≤ ESI

i yields EF I,c
h ≤ ESI,c

i for h ∈ Pi (where Pi is the set of predeces-
sors of i). Furthermore, since ESI

i = maxh∈Pi
EF I

h for each activity i, we have equality for at least
one predecessor h∗, i.e. ESI

i = EF I
h∗ . Thus also ESI,c

i = EF I,c
h∗ and hence ESI,c

i = maxh∈Pi
EF I,c

h ,
whence sc(A, I) is an earliest start schedule as well.
Regarding durations next, the duration of each fixed activity is reduced by the total length of sec-
ondary intervals between its start and end point whence it is equal to the duration in A′ (note here
again, that the reduction is independent of insertion/the same for all insertions I). On the other
hand, the duration of flexible activities remains the same since each of them is completely contained
in some primary interval. Thus a flexible activity has duration 1 in sc(A, I) iff it has duration 1 in AI

and also iff in A′
I (and otherwise 0). Thus, since durations of activities agree in sc(A, I) with those

in s(A′, I), and further the former schedule is an earliest start schedule as is the latter, altogether
sc(A, I) is identical with s(A′, I).
From sc(A, I) = s(A′, I) it follows that MS(AI) = MS(A′

I) + ∑k−1
j=1(aj+1 − bj) for each insertion

I ⊆ A1 = A′
1 (of size r1). Thus the difference of makespan is a constant independent of the insertion

whence an optimal insertion for A is also optimal for A′ and vice versa. Especially an insertion I is
optimal for A (i.e. yielding a minimal makespan among all r1-insertions) iff it is so for A′. Thus to
determine the optimal insertion of A, it suffices to determine the optimal insertion for the shortened
instance A′; and since A′ can be constructed from A in polynomial time (compute primary intervals,
determine lengths of secondary intervals, reduce durations), the original problem is polynomial time
reducible to instances with fixed activities of duration O(n2).
Altogether we get the assertion:
Claim: For any insertion I ⊆ A1 = A′

1 it holds MS(A′
I) = MS(AI) −

∑
1≤j≤k−1(aj+1 − bj).

Thus an insertion is optimal for the original instance iff it is so for the shortened instance, such that
it suffices to solve the problem for the shortened instance A′.

2. Having now an instance A′ with fixed activities of duration O(n2), next each fixed activity is
replaced by a chain of fixed unit time activities of corresponding length. More precisely, each fixed
activity i and incident arcs are replaced by new nodes {i} × {1, . . . , d′

i} and arcs forming a path
(i, 1) . . . (i, d′

i) and linking the predecessors of i to (i, 1) as well as (i, d′
i) to the successors of i. Each of
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the new nodes (i, 1), . . . (i, d′
i) gets duration 1, thus being new fixed activities. Since these chains are

of length O(n2), the size of the resulting instance A′′ is polynomially bounded in the size of A′.
Since each fixed activity in A′ is simply replaced by a chain of fixed unit time activities of the same
length whereas flexible activties remain the same, it follows that A′ and A′′ have the same insertions,
for which holds MS(A′

I) = MS(A′′
I) for each r1-insertion I ⊆ A′

1 = A′′
1. Thus it suffices to solve

instance A′′.
3. At first note that each acyclic digraph induces a poset via the reachability relation, i.e. u < v ⇔
u ̸= v ∧ v (in)direct successor of u. More precisely, the binary relation < is irreflexive, since u < v
implies u ̸= v by definition; it is asymmetric since if v is reachable from u ̸= v, u is not reachable
from v as the digraph is acyclic; it is transitive since if w is reachable from v and v from u then also
w from u.
So let (A′′, <) be the poset induced by the acyclic digraph of the precedence relation of A′′, i.e. with
i < j if j is direct or indirect successor of i. Due to the same underlying set A′′, it will be convenient
in the following to identify the elements of both structures; correspondingly, an element in the par-
tial order may be simply called fixed or flexible activity if if is contained in A′′

0 or A′′
1, respectively.

Moreover the poset is extended by a weight function w : A′′ → N with w(i) = 1 if i ∈ A′′
1 and

w(i) = n +1 if i ∈ A′′
0. The large weight of fixed activities will ensure that they are really contained in

a maximum-weight k-family, since removing one fixed activity cannot be outweighed by choosing all
flexible activities instead. Note that the resulting weighted poset P ′′ = (A′′, <, w) can be constructed
from A′′ in polynomial time. Insertions in A′′ and k−families in P ′′ are related as follows:
Claim: A′′ has an r1-insertion with makespan ≤ k iff P ′′ has a k-family of weight r1 + (n + 1)|A′′

0|.
’⇒’: Let I be an r1-insertion of A′′ with makespan ≤ k. Then F := I ∪ A′′

0 precisely contains the unit
time activities in A′′

I (all other activities, i.e. the uninserted flexible activities, are of duration 0).
Considered as subset in P, F has weight r1 + (n + 1)|A′′

0| such that it suffices to show that it is also
a k-family. So let be C ⊆ F any chain in P. Then the nodes of C as elements of A′′

I are contained
in a path P̄ in A′′

I with length ≤ k due to the makespan assumption. Thus C contains at most k
elements since as elements of F they have duration 1, from which we get that F is a k-family.
’⇐’: Let be F a k-family with weight r1 + (n + 1)|A′′

0|. Then A′′
0 is contained in F : Indeed, the

weight of all elements in P is |A′′
1| + (n + 1)|A′′

0| and if i /∈ F for some i ∈ A′′
0 then we would have

w(F ) ≤ |A′′
1| + (n + 1)(|A′′

0| − 1) = |A′′
1| − n − 1 + (n + 1)|A′′

0| < (n + 1)|A′′
0|, a contradiction (i.e. one

fixed activity cannot be outweighed by all flexible ones). Thus F = I ∪ A′′
0 for some I ⊆ A′′

1 of size
r1 whence I is an r1-insertion of A′′. Further note that F is the set of unit time activities in A′′

I . It
remains to show that (the earliest start schedule) s(A′′

I) has makespan ≤ k. So let be P a path of A′′
I

given as set of its nodes. Then P forms a chain in P ′′ and it holds |P ∩ F | ≤ k since F is a k-family.
Thus P contains at most k unit time activities in A′′

I whence it has length at most k, from which it
follows MS(A′′

I) ≤ k.
Altogether the original problem of determining an optimal r1-insertion of A is polynomial-time re-
ducible to the problem of determining a maximum k-family in an appropriate weighted poset. Since
this latter problem can be solved in polynomial time, the former can be as well. Thus the PAIP-case
(1, −, −|dtp

1 = 1) can be solved in polynomial time.

The following theorem summarizes the results:

Theorem 2. The complexity of PAIP-cases according to the (T, S, R)-scheme is as follows:
a) (T, −, R) can be solved in polynomial time for all finite T, R (maximal polynomial-time case).
b) (T, −, −) and (−, S, R) are the minimal NP-hard cases. Both are already NP-hard in the strong
sense for their minimal parameter setting (T = 1 and S = 2, R = 1, respectively).

Furthermore, (1, −, −) has the following tractable subcase:
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c) (1, −, −|dtp
1 = 1) can be solved in polynomial time.

Whereas, as seen, some of these results are rather straightfoward, others are less trivial and even sur-
prising. In particular the fact that the rather restricted case with only one type, repair duration 2 and
a makespan bound of 5 turns out strongly NP-hard, while reducing repair time to one yields a poly-
nomially solvable case by exploiting the relationship to Sperner theory, points to a rich combinatorial
structure which might be fruitfully investigated in further research.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a decision problem motivated by maintenance projects: Given a
maintenance project, some activities correspond to repair tasks of defective components. A repair task
becomes superfluous if the corresponding component is replaced by a spare component from stock;
hence spare components can reduce working time. Since the number of spares is limited, one has to
decide which defective components are to be replaced to minimize duration of the maintenance project.
We have given a comprehensive complexity analysis for cases defined by a parameter scheme involving
the number of component types, defective components, and spare parts. Somewhat surprisingly, even
the case with only one component type turns out to be (strongly NP-)hard, also if restricted further
considerably. However just this case becomes tractable, if duration of repair tasks is restricted to be
equal to one, the proof of which highlights a structural link to so-called Sperner theory dealing with
partially ordered sets. Further research could contain the development of efficient procedures for the
general problem.
In our case, we will extend the problem in another direction, more motivated by further operations in
maintenance projects: Instead of simple replacement from a spare parts inventory, we will regard the
situation where no spare parts are given, but an exchange between components of the same type at
different positions is allowed. In this way repair tasks for defective components and dummy tasks for
already intact ones can be exchanged within the project such that repair tasks can be removed from
critical positions and replaced by dummy tasks. The results given here can be applied to this exchange
setting since the insertion operation considered here can be simulated by exchanges: Indeed, assuming
flexible activities corresponding to intact components at the start of the project (corresponding to
a number of available components in stock), replacing a defective component by an intact one can
be represented by an exchange between stock and actual maintenance project. Thus the insertion
problem can be reduced to this exchange problem, from which follows that the model studied in the
subsequent paper is already NP-hard in the strong sense under rather restricted conditions, especially
already if no resources are present.
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Project Scheduling with Activity Exchange
motivated by Maintenance Operations

Lukas Berthold

Abstract: In the following we consider a project scheduling problem which integrates component
exchange operations as motivated by a practice in aircraft maintenance. Given a defective compo-
nent at some time-critical position in a maintenance project and an intact one of the same type at
some noncritical position, the idea is to remove both components from their original positions and
replace the defective component with the intact one and vice versa, i.e. the components interchange
their positions. By this exchange operation repair work associated with the defective component
can be moved to a less time-critical position and thus saved at the original position where time
is critical. As a consequence, project duration may be reduced, especially if such exchanges are
done for several component pairs of different types. This problem is stated as an extension of the
Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) and solved by a Branch-and-Bound
approach which is shown to be superior to a MIP model solved by a standard solver.

1 Introduction and motivation
Maintenance comprises all activities to keep a technical system operable. This contains preventive
measures (keeping the system in a state of high reliability, i.e. where failures occur with sufficiently
low probability) as well as corrective ones (restoring the system to full operational state, if failures
have been occurred) [Pintelon and Gelders 1992, Wang 2002]. In aviation, where safety is of particular
importance, the measures to ensure reliable aircraft are extensive and underly strict regulations by
aviation authorities like EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency) and FAA (Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration) [Regattieri et al. 2015]. Accordingly, an aircraft has to pass through maintenance cycles
of increasing intensity and complexity, from routine pre-flight check to heavy-maintenance D-check,
which is a deep structural check carried out every six to ten years, lasts one to two months and where
the whole aircraft is minutely inspected and all its systems are thoroughly tested, for which major
components must be disassembled [Vieira and Loures 2016]. Maintained in this way, a typical aircraft
can be in service for up to thirty years [Lee et al. 2008].
But this care and effort has its price: On average, maintenance cost amounts to $3.6 million per air-
craft and year, corresponding to $1089 per flight hour [IATA 2018]; one D-check alone (even if carried
out only each several years) costs about 1-2 million dollar [Philips and Hsiang 2000], for an Airbus
A380 also up to 3 million [Fabig and Winter 2018]. Correspondingly, maintenance is a major cost
driver for airlines, among operating expenses the third largest after fuel and flight crews [Bazargan
2016]. In 2017, airlines spent $76 billion for maintenance, which is about 11% of their total operating
cost [IATA 2018]. Given low margins and the competitive environment in commercial aviation [Do-
ganis 2005], there is a strong pressure to keep these costs as low as possible, especially since those
for fuel and personnel cannot be influenced very much [Rosales 2015]. Correspondingly, a number of
measures are undertaken to reduce maintenance cost and maintenance duration, and hence to increase
aircraft utilization.
One important cost driver in maintenance are high spare parts inventories: The average value of spare
parts inventories amounts to more than $ 3 million per aircraft [Kilpi and Vepsäläinen 2004]. Such
quantities of tied capital result from the need to satisfy demand timely since missing parts - one essen-
tial one may suffice - may prevent finishing maintenance and hence cause delays and even subsequent
flight cancellations and dissatisfied customers, leading to costly downtimes. But since the demand is
typically rather irregular and hence difficult to predict for most components and parts [Ghobbar and
Friend 2002+2003, Regattieri et al. 2005], the inventories must be comprehensive enough to meet un-
foreseen failures which may occur anywhere in the whole aircraft, among its multitude of components.
Therefore an effective spare parts management is a key issue to limit maintenance costs, and a number
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of measures are undertaken to keep inventories as low as possible by maintaining both high quality and
safety standards at the same time. This can or will include, for example, the use of rotable inventories
[Gu et al. 2015] as well as setup and maintaining of an efficient logistic network which admits emer-
gency transshipments [Liu et al. 2018, Kilpi 2004], and even inventory pooling also between different
airlines [Kilpi and Vepsäläinen 2004] and other cooperative strategies [Kilpi et al. 2009].
Nevertheless, in spite of these and other measures, it may happen that an urgently needed spare com-
ponent is not available and cannot be delivered in appopriate time. In such a situation a component
exchange operation usually called ”cannibalization” or ”component swapping” may be applied [Bang-
hart 2017, Salman et al. 2007] : For this, assume that besides aircraft A with defective component at
a time-critical position there is another aircraft B in maintenance which contains an intact component
of the same type at a non-critical position; for example, maintenance of B may have just started
and/or the planned finish time of maintenance is only later such that even a defective component at
that position in B would not cause a delay since there is enough time to react. Then, according to
that practice, both components are removed from their original positions, each component is moved
to the other position and installed there (the defective one after repair or it is simply replaced if a
spare has become available); in other words, both components are interchanged between the aircraft.
As a consequence, aircraft A gets an intact component such that its maintenance can be finished just
in time, whereas maintenance procedure of B is not largely affected since having chosen an uncritical
position. Altogether, the situation at A is largely improved whereas there is only a minor disadvan-
tage at B which may even have no effect if one has enough time to react on that additional work (if
repaired) or waiting time (if delivered).
Here the essential assumption of having two aircraft in maintenance containing the same component
type is more common than not since about 80% of all commercial aircraft are built by only two
manufacturers, and each of the Airbus A320 and Boeing 737 families alone makes up 28% of all air-
craft [IATA2018]. Moreover, especially heavy maintenance is often not directly carried out by airlines
themselves but by specialized MRO (Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul) providers which typically
maintain several aircraft of different airlines at each maintenance base in parallel [Al-kaabi et al.
2007, Vieira and Loures 2016]. This further increases the probability to find exchange opportunities
if needed.
Altogether, component exchange may simultaneously reduce duration of maintenance procedure (hence
increasing aircraft utilization) as well as spare part inventories (hence reducing maintenance cost). In
our paper we will propose and study a model which extends project scheduling by just that described
exchange operation and develop and apply a solution approach.

2 Literature review
The model and decision problem introduced and studied in this paper is motivated by aircraft main-
tenance, more precisely by the component exchange procedure described above. Structurally it is a
project scheduling problem which extends the well-known Resource Constrained Project Scheduling
Problem (RCPSP), and also our study will largely follow a methodology typical for investigating a
scheduling problem. Correspondingly, in the following we will review more or less related contributions
in aircraft maintenance and project scheduling.
Aircraft maintenance. As mentioned in the introduction, aircraft maintenance is organized in main-
tenance cycles called ”checks” which have to be performed after some time or number of flight hours
(the values of which somewhat depending on the aircraft type). Usually they include preflight check,
daily check (overnight), transit check (at every airport with a maintenance base), A- (every 300-600
flight hours/2 months, takes half a day), B- (every 800-1200 hours/6 months, takes one day; in recent
years this check is often splitted between A- and C-checks), C- (every 2500-5000 flight hours/18-20
months; takes 1-2 weeks) and D-check (every 25000 flight hours/6-10 years; takes 1-2 months) [Vieira
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and Loures 2016, Lee et al. 2008, Satoglu et al. 2016, Kinnison 2012].
The checks up to B-check are also subsumed as ”line maintenance”, whereas C- and D-checks are
referred to as ”heavy maintenance”. These latter ones involve deep structural checks which include
detailed inspections and function tests, in case of a D-check also extensive disassembly of major com-
ponents and even dismantling the whole interior of the aircraft down to its rough airframe in order to
inspect it for signs of corrosion and cracks, after which the aircraft also gets a new painting [Vieira and
Loures 2016]. For such extensive and intensive measures, the aircraft has to be taken out of service
for up to several weeks and the work is carried out in a hangar (therefore also alternatively ”base
maintenance”).
Due to its extent and complexity, a heavy maintenance check has many characteristics of a project:
It is a unique endeavour with a defined goal (namely to bring the individual aircraft from its current
state into prescribed state), which must be achieved with limited amounts of time, money and re-
sources (skilled personnel and equipment) by observing high quality standards. Further it involves a
large number of interdependent tasks (several hundred or thousand), integration of different planning
areas like inventory management and resource planning, uncertainties due to a considerable amount of
unplanned work following findings during inspection etc. [Samaranayake 2006, Rosales et al. 2014; for
general project definitions see for example ISO 21500, PMI 2017, Schwindt and Zimmermann 2015].
As a consequence, planning and performing such a large maintenance project is a demanding task
[Rosales et al. 2014].
Generally, decision problems in aviation have been studied since decades. This especially holds for
those problems which are directly linked with the process of schedule preparation, such as flight
scheduling (schedules of flight legs), fleet assignment (assigning aircraft types to flight legs) and air-
craft routing (assigning individual aircrafts of given type), crew scheduling (assigning crews to indi-
vidual aircraft) [Başdere and Bilge 2014]. Here more comprehensive and realistic models of aircraft
routing take maintenance visits explicitly into account to fulfill maintenance cycles. This leads to
the Aircraft Maintenance Routing Problem (AMRP), which has been studied extensively [Safaei and
Jardine 2018]. Sometimes the ARMP is also simply called ”aircraft maintenance scheduling”, which,
however, does not take into account other scheduling problems within aircraft maintenance, especially
those which schedule the actual maintenance activities.
This more detailed planning of actual maintenance, i.e. what has to be done within those time win-
dows, has been mainly studied only later and in some areas the interest has only significantly increased
in the last decade. Detailed maintenance planning can be divided into three main areas [Dinis et al.
2019]:
1. spare parts management 2. capacity planning (workforce and equipment) 3. task scheduling
In reality, of course, all of these issues must be taken into account adequately; however, due to the
complexity of each of them, most approaches in scientific literature only focus on one or two of these
areas, such that the need for a more integrated treatment has been articulated [Samaranayake and
Kiridena 2012].
Here we will mainly focus on task scheduling (and models for planning heavy maintenance), at least in
some broader sense, since scheduling specifically dedicated to aircraft maintenance is still a relatively
sparsely studied topic, especially for heavy maintenance. The relative dearth of models and studies
had been already noted by some authors ten years ago [Samaranayake and Kiridena 2012, Papakostas
et al. 2010] but in the meantime the scheduling of aircraft maintenance tasks has received more at-
tention as it is the case for planning of aircraft maintenance in general.
In [Remenyi and Staudacher 2014] the authors regard scheduling rules in a job shop environment in
engine maintenance and use simulation to test their performance. An early attempt in this direction
can be also found in [Cobb 1995]. Simulation is also used in [Regattieri et al. 2015] to find an opti-
mal mixture of maintenance policies (preventive and corrective) taking into account the failure rates
of components. The objective is to minimize total costs which contain costs for spare parts stock,
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maintenance crew and losses due to unplanned downtimes. A quantitative planning approach for line
maintenance is proposed in [Papakostas et al. 2010]: Given an aircraft and a set of tasks, it has to be
decided on which of the next airports which subset of tasks is to be performed. The resulting alter-
natives are evaluated according to different criteria like costs, delays, operational risk and remaining
useful time of components.
Focusing more on heavy maintenance, [Rosales 2015, Rosales et al. 2014] use system dynamics to
analyse disruptions in heavy maintenance especially due to unplanned tasks. Here dependencies be-
tween relevant factors are described by feedback loops, resulting in causal loop diagrams which are
the basis for simulation models helping to understand the dynamics causing delays of maintenance
procedures and to identify measures to prevent them.
To schedule an aircraft maintenance project, the Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) de-
veloped by [Goldratt 1997] has been advocated by some authors [Srinivasan et al. 2007, Kulkarni
et al. 2017, Junqueira et al. 2018]. CCPM is a project management tool which combines critical
chain method (an extension of classical critical path method if resources are present) with a special
buffer management: Instead of assigning a buffer to each activity, the activity durations are estimated
tightly (”aggressively”) and a common (”feeding”) buffer for the whole project is used. The idea is to
avoid that employees anticipate buffers for single activities and take them explicitly into account in
their planning. However, this method has also received some critics [Herroelen and Leus 2001]; so, for
example, its ability to cope with resources is only rather limited [Herroelen et al. 2002].
As soon as resources are fully taken into account in project scheduling, one gets an RCPSP or some
variant. The RCPSP extends classical CPM project networks by equipping them with resources (for
somewhat more details see below in the project scheduling part). Accordingly, RCPSP or extensions
have been proposed by a few authors also for heavy aircraft maintenance.
A fuzzy set approach is proposed in [Masmoudi and Hait 2012]. Based on the experience that probabil-
ity distributions for activity durations are usually not available such that one has to rely on inevitably
vague estimations of experienced employees, the authors extend the RCPSP by describing activities
durations with fuzzy sets. In fact two planning levels are considered: First, on tactical level, a Rough
Cut Capacity Problem (RCCP) problem has to be solved, then, on operational level, an RCPSP.
Another extension of the RCPSP which is particularly useful in aircraft maintenance takes skills of
workers into account. Indeed, due to the high safety standards, each task in aircraft maintenance is
allowed to be performed only by licensed workers [Yadav 2010]. Additionally there may be different
levels of experience due to which a task can be done with different pace. Such Multi-Skill RCPSPs
have been suggested first in [Neron 2002] and studied in some variants since then [Li and Womer
2009, Firat and Hurkens 2012, and others]. The applicability on aircraft maintenance is emphasized
in [Stadnicka et al. 2017]. Skills are also naturally taken into account in workforce planning models
[De Bruecker et al. 2015], but there usually not taking into account any project structure, instead
working with shifts to which workers are assigned.
Finally it should be remarked that models for maintenance planning and scheduling are also studied
for other industries, involving systems like railway tracks [Budai et al. 2006], ships [Go et al. 2013],
power plants [Froger et al. 2016], and highways [Wang et al. 2002]. Since this concerns large, complex
systems as well, also a few project scheduling models can be found among the corresponding litera-
ture, so in [Chen 1994, McKendall et al. 2008, Megow et al. 2011]. Of course, beside more generic
conditions these models contain more application-specific ones which cannot be translated to other
application areas.
Another field where the term ”maintenance scheduling” is used, are extensions of more classical ma-
chine scheduling models which take maintenance windows or durations after which maintenance must
be performed into account; see for example [Grigoriu and Briskorn 2017].
However, the exchange procedure outlined in the introduction has not been considered in any of the
approaches thus far, nor, to the best of our knowledge, has it found entrance in any scheduling model.
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Instead, it has been mainly studied under the term ”cannibalization” since the late 1960s in context
of stochastic maintenance and reliability models for multi-component systems (often treated more
general, but aircraft have been often quoted as a primary example and motivation). The first, most
basic models proposed then are also most interesting for our setting whereas further development of
this field took a different direction especially towards stochastic models for reliability considerations.
The very first mathematical model has been studied in [Hirsch et al. 1968] and has been motivated by
military practices (from which also the term ”cannibalization” comes). Since some elements will also
occur in our model in a similar way (albeit in a rather different setting and framework), we review
this model in somewhat more detail, already using our slightly different terminology: A system is
given by n positions (”loci” in Hirsch et al.) each of which contains a component (”part”) of certain
type which may be intact (”sound”) or defective (”failed”). Different components may have the same
type such that the set of positions is partitioned in subsets corresponding to the types. The system
can attain performance states {0, . . . , M}, where state 0 corresponds to complete failure, state M
to perfect functionality, and the remaining ones being intermediate and ordered by increasing func-
tionality. This state of the system is determined by the components’ states via a structure function
ϕ : {0, 1}n → {0, . . . , M}, where a 1 at position k indicates an intact component, 0 a defective one.
Further this structure function is assumed to be monotone, i.e. if A ⊆ B then ϕ(1A) ≤ ϕ(1B) for their
index functions, that means making defective components to intact ones by repair or replacement does
not decrease the functionality of the system but possibly increase it. In other words, the monotonicity
property captures the reasonable assumption that repairing or replacing a defective component cannot
make the system worse. However, cannibalization is especially considered if just these possibilities -
repair or replacement- are limited or currently not available. So in the basic model no spares are avail-
able, instead components of the same type can be interchanged, i.e. they can change their positions
to increase system performance. Indeed, a real increase by such an exchange occurs if the same part
type occurs at different positions some of which are more important than other ones for the system
performance. This can be also expressed by the structure function, such that interchanges between
components of same type may actually increase the state. In the further course of their study Hirsch
at al. prove a representation theorem and study a stochastic model based on their initial assumptions.
This basic model has been subsequently extended and modified, so further (intermediate) states were
introduced also for the components, exchange between components of the same type has been re-
stricted, cannibalization has been considered as only one possibility beneath repair and/or replacement
by spares, costs have been considered, analytical solutions and simulation have been applied etc.; a
systematic overview on different cannibalization models, their objectives and methods applied can be
found in [Werbińska-Wojciechowska 2019, pp. 81-84].
For our model only the basic concepts of positions, components, component types and exchanges
will be relevant, whereas structure function and reliability considerations have no counterpart in our
scheduling setting; we will also not regard systems built from serially and parallely combined com-
ponents, instead positions will correspond to activities the duration of which depends on the state of
the component which is processed there; and whereas in the cannibalization models exchanges serve
to increase reliability, component exchanges will reduce project duration in our case.
After this overview on literature on (aircraft) maintenance models we turn to project scheduling next.

Project scheduling. In the most basic project scheduling problem, projects are represented by acyclic
directed graphs the nodes of which represent activities and the arcs the precedence relations between
them; further each node is labelled with the duration of the corresponding activity (this is the so-called
activity-on-node representation (AoN); alternatively, but less frequently used is the activity-on-arc rep-
resentation (AoA), where activities are represented by arcs whereas nodes correspond to ”events”).
The aim is to find a schedule of start and end times which minimizes project duration (makespan).
Corresponding models have been first suggested and also practically applied already in the late 1950s
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[Kelley and Walker 1959, Malcolm et al. 1959, Roy 1959] together with efficient methods to determine
project duration, critical paths of activities and further additional informations like earliest and latest
start and end times and slacks of activities, altogether resulting in what is today known as the Critical
Path Method (CPM). Since then CPM has become a standard tool in project management (today
mostly used in commercial project management software) and it can be found in any introductory
text to Operations Management and Operations Research (see for example [Domschke et al. 2015]).
Moreover the model has been the basis for each project scheduling problem subsequently proposed
until now.
The practically most important extension concerns resources, and correspondingly the need to take
resources into account has been articulated only few years after formulation of the basic model [Wiest
1963, Moshman et al. 1963], which eventually led to the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling
Problem (RCPSP). In the RCPSP, an instance is given by a standard project network extended by
resource related information: Each activity has a certain resource consumption and each resource is
available in a certain amount; in general there are several different resources. Resources are assumed to
be renewable, i.e. their available amount (capacity) is the same for each time slot throughout project
duration (as manpower, whereas a fixed budget for a project would be a non-renewable resource).
The objective is to find a schedule, i.e. an assignment of start and end times to activities, which
respects precedence and resource constraints; as far as the resources are concerned, this means that
total resource consumption by activities does not exceed resource capacities for each time slot and
each resource type.
Due to its practical relevance, its many extensions and the challenges it offers, the RCPSP has at-
tracted many researchers as reflected by a number of surveys [Brucker et al. 1999, Hartmann and
Briskorn 2010, Abdolshah 2014, Habibi et al. 2018] and books [Brucker and Knust 2006, Artigues et
al. 2008, Schwindt et al. 2015] dedicated to the RCPSP and its variants.
However, in contrast to the efficient critical path methodology for standard project networks, the
RCPSP has turned out to be a rather hard optimization problem, it is NP-hard in the strong sense
[Blazewicz et al. 1983] and also difficult already for relatively small instances: From the currently
most used set of benchmark instances, the PSPLIB (Project Scheduling Problem Library) [Kolisch and
Sprecher 1996, online available under www.om-db.wi.tum.de/psplib/]), there are still some instances
with 60 activities which have not been optimally solved yet, such that the optimal solution of real
even medium-sized instances will be currently out of reach in many cases. The PSPLIB will be also
the basis for generating instances for the problem studied in the following.
In spite of its practical relevance and the scientific interest it has attracted, also some limitations
of the RCPSP have been noted and have become starting point for new variants and models. With
respect to our model especially those will be of interest which try to make the in some sense rigid
project structure more flexible, see below.
One variant which has some basic similarity with our model is the multi-mode extension of the RCPSP
(MM-RCPSP, see for example [Weglarz et al. 2001, Van Peteghem and Vanhoucke 2014]). Here the
idea is that an activity can be processed in different execution modes: For example, often an activity
could be carried out within less time if more and/or other resources are used. Accordingly, each such
combination of duration and consumed resources would correspond to a mode in which an activity
can be executed. In our model some (”flexible”) activities can be also performed as dummy task or
as repair task and hence also in two ”modes”. However, the dummy task would be always preferable
(since taking no time and consuming no resources) if there would not be further constraints limiting its
availability. In fact, while in the case of MM-RCPSP all modes can be chosen independently for each
activity, in our case only a certain number can be performed in the favourable dummy mode (namely
corresponding to the limited number of intact components). There are also modifications which take
certain dependencies into account, most notably the mode identity variant where activities of some
subsets have to be executed in the same mode [Salewski et al. 1997]. At first sight, such subsets
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are somewhat similar to what will be (component) types in our setting, but the dependency is rather
different: In our case only a fixed number of activities (of given type) can be performed as dummy
tasks, corresponding to the intact components, whereas the other ones have to be performed as repair
tasks (corresponding to defective components); a corresponding model has been regarded in our pre-
ceding paper [Berthold and Fliedner 2021]. But also this is still a relaxation to what is considered in
the following since now we will also take into account when a component actually becomes accessible
(and hence, in a sense, when a ”mode” becomes available). Thus the dependency considered here is a
different and also more involved one than that one assumed in case of mode identity.
Further there is also a certain connection to approaches which aim to equip the RCPSP with more
flexibility, especially with the capability to deal with alternative execution paths. Indeed, one point
of criticism of the RCPSP is its relatively rigid project structure: All activities have to be executed
and the precedence relations between them are also fixed. In contrast to this, often there is more than
one way to achieve a certain (sub)goal, each path corresponding to a different set of activities. In
some sense also the multi-mode extension is a variant which tries to make the RCPSP more flexible,
but only a rather restricted one at the level of activities, not on a higher structural level which would
allow to choose alternatives.
The most basic and straightforward tool to equip a project network with more structural flexibility is
by use of logical relations. Indeed, in traditional project scheduling models precedence relations are
interpreted to be associated with a logical AND: All successors of an activity must be carried out and
an activity can only start if all predecessors have been finished; consequently also all activities have
to be performed. However, in real applications one would often like to model that only one of several
possible successors needs to be actually executed or that an activity can already start if only one
preceding activity has been finished, i.e. corresponding to an (X)OR-interpretation of precedences.
This would also admit to model alternative execution paths.
First project scheduling models with logical operators have been early proposed [Elmaghraby 1964],
but in greater breadth and detail such approaches have been studied only later (and at first still
without resources). So [Gillies and Liu 1995] give a complexity analysis of optimization for activity
networks with logical relations which reveals that such problems become NP-hard already for rather
simple and restricted cases. To solve related problems, [Beck and Fox 2000] present a constraint prop-
agation approach based on a concept called probability of existence (referring to the probability that
an activity will be actually contained in the final solution). [Capacho and Pastor 2005] consider an
assembly line balancing problem with flexible precedence networks of tasks; and [Barták and Čepek
2008, Barták 2010] regard so-called P/A graphs (where P=”parallel” essentially corresponds to AND
and A=”alternative” to XOR) and Temporal Activity Networks, also giving complexity results for
their model. Further work in that direction can be also found in [Kis 2003].
Such models also formed the background for approaches aiming to extend the RCPSP by the capa-
bility to deal with alternatives - a line of research which has received increasing interest especially
in the last decade. So, motivated by the disruption management of the aircraft turnaround process,
[Kuster et al. 2010] presented a model called x-RCPSP (extended RCPSP), which incorporates XOR
and mutual exclusion as logical operators. Intended for a more general applicability, [Kellenbrink
and Helber 2015] proposed their ”RCPSP-PS” (RCPSP with flexible project structure) and applied
a genetic algorithm. Another model based on Petri Nets has been proposed in [Čapek et al. 2012],
whereas in [Vanhoucke and Coelho 2016] a SAT solver approach is applied to the RCPSP equipped
with logical operators (RCPSP-Log). [Tao and Dong 2017] formulated a version RCPSP-AC (RCPSP
with activity chains) which is solved with a Simulated Annealing approach. Finally [Servranckx and
Vanhoucke 2019] proposed a variant called RCPSP-AS (RCPSP with alternative subgraphs), which
explicitly takes also the possibility of nested and linked alternative paths into account. Based on
these two dimensions they also present a systematic generated benchmark set on which a tabu search
approach has been tested and which they recommend for further use in that area.
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Altogether one can note that some of this approaches are rather similar and seem to differ more in
terminology and modeling features than in actual problem substance. However, even in case of prin-
cipal (near)equivalence of some models, there may be some practically relevant difference; whereas
some deal still with basic (”low level”) logical constraints, other ones may be more convenient and
intuitive to model (on a ”higher level”) alternatives as occuring in projects such that the advantage of
a model compared with another one may be not completely reflected by logical equivalence alone. In
any case, it can be also pointed out that still there is no established reference model for the RCPSP
with alternatives and flexibility, though there is an increasing trend to become aware of the work and
the models of other authors in this area.
Just as the listed approaches, our model also seeks to enhance the standard RCPSP with more flex-
ibility. However, there are some important differences: So in our model, as in standard RCPSP,
all activities are actually carried out and all precedence relations have to be satisfied. The flexibil-
ity, however, comes from the possibility to move work contents (as given by duration and resource
consumption) between activities of the same type, reflecting the exchanges of intact and defective
components between different positions. Thus our approach is not suitable (and also not intended) to
model alternative project paths, but conversely the models mentioned above are also not appopriate
to capture the type of flexibility necessary for the specific exchange situation described in the intro-
duction (at least as soon as a larger number of components and different types are present); indeed,
straightforward conversion using logical relations would lead to an exponential blow-up of the instance,
hence turning out to be prohibitive. From this point of view, our model can be also seen as model
to enhance the RCPSP with a restricted flexibility just sufficient for our specific problem, but at the
same time also as an interesting example which is not covered by current flexible extensions of the
RCPSP. Nevertheless it may be conceivable that the general idea to move work content across the
project network, from one position to other one, may be applicable in other settings beyond the more
special exchange procedure in aircraft maintenance. From this point of view, the model presented in
the following may also encourage thinking on how flexibility of projects can actually look like.

3 Problem definition
3.1 Problem description and examples
The problem presented in the following can be understood as standard project scheduling problem
extended by the capability to carry out exchange operations between components as described in the
introduction. For this, we will use project networks with two kinds of activities: On the one hand
activities related to components (or, rather, to component positions) which can be involved in ex-
change operations, and on the other hand the remaining activities. Due to exchange operations, i.e.
replacing defective components by intact ones (or vice versa), activities of the first kind can alter their
initial characteristics (duration, resource consumption) - whence we will call them ”flexible” - whereas
those of the second kind are simply modelled as standard activities with predetermined characteristics,
whence we will call them ”fixed”. Correspondingly, the flexible activities will play a key role for our
problem.
Before stating the problem in its full and formal generality, we regard two examples at first. There and
throughout the whole paper we only use activity-on-node (AON) networks for representing the project
structure. For simplicity, resources are omitted in the following examples. We start with a minimal
example illustrating the general idea, namely to remove a defective component and the associated
repair task from a time-critical position in the maintenance project network by moving the defective
component to a less critical position and replace it by an intact component from that position (which
does not require additional repair work). The initial situation looks as follows:
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Figure 1: Project network without exchange

Here the numbers within the nodes of A and B indicate that these activities are related to components
of type 1, each activity corresponding to one component. Such a component can be either defective
(grey) or intact (white), and depending on this operational state the corresponding activity consists
of repairing the component or having nothing to do. Correspondingly, activity A, associated with a
defective component, is processed as repair task with some non-zero duration, whereas activity B,
associated with an intact component for which there is nothing to do, is ”processed” as dummy task
of duration 0 (Although seeming superfluous at first sight, such dummy activities will be useful (and
natural) to represent intact components which are possibly involved in component exchange). Activ-
ity C is any other activity not associated with any component (at least not in a manner relevant for
our problem). Without any component exchange, i.e. seen as standard project network, the project
duration is 5: Starting at t = 0, the component associated with A is repaired whereas there is nothing
to do for the component associated with B, whence activity B immediately finishes. After A has
finished at t = 2, activity C can start and ends at t = 5, and hence the whole project.
However, if component exchange is allowed (and the exchange procedure does not take too much
time) then the project duration can be reduced: In this case components associated with A and B
are removed from their original positions in the system, each is moved to the position which initially
contained the other one, where they are finally installed (at B after repair for the component originally
coming from A). So the component from A is moved to, processed and installed at B and vice versa.
Here and in the following we assume that the whole exchange procedure takes only negligible time
compared with activity durations, i.e. time zero. After that exchange we get the following situation:
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Figure 2: Project network after exchange

In this case, starting at zero, the exchange is immediately performed and finished at t = 0. Then
the activities are processed, now activity A as dummy task and activity B as repair task. A finishes
immediately whence C can start still at t = 0. Then B ends at t = 2 and C at t = 3 whence the whole
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project ends at 3 (instead at 5 as before). Thus the exchange option may reduce project duration
indeed.
Implicitly we have assumed that the exchange of components is also reflected by an exchange of work
between activities within the project network. This is actually the case if flexible activities are as-
sociated with component positions rather than with individual components (above, we have related
A and B simply to ”components”, still not making a clear distinction there but assuming the reader
to have the ”right” intuition). To illustrate the difference between these notions for an aircraft, the
”right wheel of the landing gear” is a component position, which may contain the wheel with serial
number, say, 123-4567 as individual component. Of course, component position and individual com-
ponent must fit together, they must be of the same type (here the type ”wheel”, or possibly more
precisely the type ”wheel with specification xyz”). To illustrate the relationsship further, note that
the individual component at some component position may be replaced by another one (of the same
type) whereas the component position remains the same (unless the structure and construction of the
aircraft is changed, which we will not assume). For convenience, we will often say simply ”component”
for individual component and ”position” for component position.
Having clarified this distinction, in the following we will associate flexible activities with component
positions (as already done above, albeit still implicitly) instead with individual components. This can
be justified since in modelling a maintenance project as project network, many precedence relations
will reflect spatial dependencies, i.e. sequences of activities at neighbouring, connected component
positions. As a whole, the structure of the maintenance project will highly reflect the structure of
the system under maintenance (aircraft) whence it seems natural to represent positions in the system
by activities in the project. - Since a flexible activity represents a component position we will often
identify them and refer to them by the same letter, hence speaking of activity A, position B, the
duration of C, the component at D etc. This will not cause any difficulties since it will be clear from
the context or simply by the corresponding attribute if an activity or a position is meant.
In reality a component position can be also temporarily empty, i.e. containing no component, for
example during maintenance; however, in the operable system each essential component position con-
tains a functioning individual component, and also for the system to be maintained each component
position typically contains a component at the beginning, even though not necessarily an intact one.
So we will assume that each component position initially contains and finally has to contain a com-
ponent which will differ if the original component was replaced by another one of the same type, i.e.
if the component and the position were involved in an exchange.
The distinction between component position and individual component corresponds to another dis-
tinction which we make, that between (flexible) activity and task: Here a task is the work associated
with an individual component: If this component is defective, then it must be repaired, hence it is
associated with a repair task. If it is intact, then there is nothing to do, and it is associated with
a dummy task of duration 0. Essential for our scheduling problem is that if a component is moved
to another position, the task is moved as well to be processed there. At that new position the task
defines the work content of the associated flexible activity. Namely, the work associated with a flexible
activity is defined by the task to be done for the component which is finally found at the correspond-
ing position. Thus a flexible activity is processed as repair task, if the component initially found at
the corresponding position is defective and remains there, or if this original component is replaced
by another one which is defective. Correspondingly, a flexible activity is processed as dummy task
and hence taking time zero, if the component initially found at the associated position is intact and
remains there, or if this component is replaced by an intact component. For short, the task processed
at some position defines the work content and hence the duration of the flexible activity representing
that position. Concerning that duration, we assume that the duration of a repair task is only deter-
mined by its type (more precisely by the type of the component), i.e. the repair time for defective
components of the same type is the same (but can and typically will differ for components of different
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types). In the example above, flexible activity A is processed as dummy task if no exchange has been
carried out, and as repair task, if the exchange has been performed.
Example illustrating availability

Next we regard an example which illustrates a further important aspect which has to be taken into
account, namely the availability of components. Indeed, in reality often a component at some position
is not immediately accessible and hence cannot be removed just at the beginning but only after other
activities have been done before (like dismantling, for example). We will identify that point in time
when a component becomes accessible and hence available for exchange operations with the point in
time at which the flexible activitiy, which is associated with the position, where the component is ini-
tially contained, becomes eligible, i.e. at which all its predecessors have been finished. The following
example clarifies this point:
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Figure 3: Project network with two types

Here activities B and C are associated with component positions for components of type 1, D, E and
F with positions of type 2. The components initially found at B, D and F are intact, whereas those
at C and E are defective (and repairable within time 3 and 4, respectively). Without any exchange
the project duration is 10.
Again the duration can be reduced if component exchanges are allowed, in this case applying an ex-
change between B and C as well as between E and F . However, now we additionally have to take
into account when the corresponding components actually become accessible. As mentioned above,
we assume that a position and the component initially contained there become accessible if the cor-
responding flexible activity becomes eligible, i.e. if all its predecessors have been finished. Only then
a component is available for exchange, i.e. to be removed from its original position and to be moved
to another one (and to be replaced by another component). Thus it is not possible to exchange the
components between B and C simply by exchanging the initial operational states - now defective at
B, intact at C - such that B could start at 0 as repair task for a defective component and C at 2 as
dummy task for an intact component; this is not possible since the intact component initially at C (as
position) becomes accessible not before C (as activity) becomes eligible, i.e. not before t = 2, whence
the defective component cannot be moved to B before t = 2. Thus, intuitively, the following initial
part of a schedule would be not feasible:
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Figure 4: Infeasible schedule

Instead, a feasible exchange would be the following one: At time 0 activities A and B become eligi-
ble. A is started, but B is not since the only available component at 0 is that one which is already
contained at B whence starting B would mean to process the intact component there and hence to
finish B immediately. But then the intended exchange with C would not be possible anymore. Thus,
instead, the start of activity B is delayed up to t = 2: Then A finishes and C becomes eligible whence
the defective component contained there becomes accessible. Only now the components between po-
sitions B and C can be exchanged, each is removed from its original position, moved to the other one
and processed there, whence B is processed as dummy task and C as repair task of duration 3:
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Figure 5: Feasible schedule

Having finished C already at t = 2, activities E and F become eligible and hence the the corresponding
components accessible. Exchanging them moves the repair task of duration 4 to position F whereas E
is processed as dummy task whence it finishes immediately such that G can start still at t = 2. Then
the remaining schedule is as follows: At t = 3 activity G ends, at t = 5 activity B, whence D starts
and ends immediately. Finally, at t = 6 activity F ends and hence the whole project. As a result, one
gets a makespan of 6 instead of 10 without exchange.
Component counter functions

This feasibility w.r.t. exchanges can be also expressed using a ”component counter function” which
counts the number of available components at given time and thereby ensuring that no more com-
ponents are consumed than having become available up to this point. The idea is to keep records
on the number of components which become accessible (since their initial position has been reached,
i.e. the corresponding flexible activity has become eligible) or unavailable (since their processing has
been started at some position), from which we get how many components are available at given time,
namely as the difference, the number of components having become accessible minus the number hav-
ing become unavailable (or ”consumed”, as we will often say) up to a given point. This net value has
to be non-negative, just meaning that not more components may be processed than having become
available up to this point. This bookkeeping is done for each combination (τ, σ), where τ is a type and
σ ∈ {0, 1} the operational state. Contrary to common use, in our setting it will be more convenient
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to label the intact state with ”0” and the defective state with ”1”, as in this case state 0 is associated
with a task of duration 0, and 1 with a task of duration >0. This will simplify some notation in the
following.
Applied to the example above, the course of the counter functions ct(τ, σ) (one for each (τ, σ)-
combination) is as follows:

time

0 62 51 3 4

1

2
c(1,0)
c(1,1)
c(2,0)
c(2,1)

t

available

Figure 6: Example of counterfunctions

At the beginning, the value ct(τ, σ) is zero for all combinations, but jumps to 1 for combination (1, 0)
as the intact component at B becomes accessible still at 0. If this component would be processed
at B and B started at 0, then the counter would increase to 1, and immediately decrease to 0 again
(component is not available any more, since it has been consumed just after having become accessible).
However, for later exchange the component is not processed yet such that the (τ, σ)-counter stays at
1 until t = 2. Then the component initially at C becomes accessible whence the (1, 1)-counter also
jumps to 1. However, still at t = 2, both components are moved to their new positions and their
processing is started. Thus they become unavailable still at t = 2 and the counters for combinations
(1, 0) and (1, 1) drop to 0 again. C, now (as position) with intact component, is (as activity) imme-
diately processed and finished such that E and F become available whence both counters ct(2, 0) and
ct(2, 1) jump to 1 due to intact and defective components at F and E, respectively. But since they
are immediately exchanged and installed, the counters drop to 0 again still at t = 2. Finally, at t = 5,
processing of the defective component at B finds an end such that D becomes eligible and the intact
component there available, such that ct(2, 0) jumps to 1 again; but since the component remains there
and is immediatly processed, the counter drops to 0 still at t = 5. Since until the end of the project at
t = 6 (when the repair of the defective component at F finishes) no further flexible activity becomes
eligible, the counters remain at 0.
Regarding the graph of these counter functions, one can see that such a function may actually take two
values for the same t. To avoid such complications, we will use two counter functions: The availability
counter act(τ, σ) records the number of (τ, σ)-components available at t immediately after new com-
ponents have become accessible at t and immediately before components are started to be processed
at t, whereas the component counter cct(τ, σ) records the number after both events, i.e. after new
component have become accessible and after components are started to be processed, hence becoming
unavailable.
Using both these counter functions, we get ac0(1, 0) = ac1(1, 0) = ac2(1, 0) = 1, cc0(1, 0) = cc1(1, 0) =
1 (but cc2(1, 0) = 0), ac2(1, 1) = 1 (but cc2(1, 1) = 0); ac2(2, 0) = ac2(2, 1) = 1 (but cc2(2, 0) =
cc2(2, 1) = 0); and ac5(2, 0) = 1 (but cc5(2, 0) = 0). For all other cases the counters are zero.

Compared with a list of explicit exchanges (like A ↔ E, C ↔ H, K ↔ R, ...), the advantage of
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such counter functions will be their easier handling as soon as one tries to define feasibility w.r.t.
exchanges for a formal definition of the scheduling problem and its representation as a mixed-integer
program (MIP). Furthermore sometimes several different exchanges may lead to the same result: For
example, let be given flexible activities A, B, C, D of type 1, positions A and B initially with intact
components, C and D with defective ones; further assume that they become eligible at the same time
t. Then exchanges A ↔ C and B ↔ D lead to the same result as exchanges A ↔ D and B ↔ C - both
alternatives are equivalent for our problem. Instead, expressed via component counters, 2 intact and 2
defective components of type 1 become available at t and the same are immediately consumed. Thus
using component counters may reduce degrees of freedom when trying to solve a problem instance
and hence restricting the solution space. Thus in the following we will prefer to use those component
counter functions to characterize feasibility, and correspondingly we will prefer to speak of ”feasibility
w.r.t. insertion” instead of ”feasibility w.r.t. exchange” since this better reflects the character of the
feasibility condition.
Before turning to the general problem definition and as preparation for it, we give a summary of the
main elements and assumptions of our model:
- A problem instance basically consists of a project network with two kinds of activities called ”fixed”
and ”flexible”.
- The objective is to minimize project duration (makespan).
- Each flexible activity corresponds to a component position which initially contains a component of
suitable type which is either intact or defective.
- For each component its operational state is known at the beginning.
- A defective component is associated with a repair task, an intact component with a dummy task of
duration zero. Repair tasks associated with components of the same type have the same duration.
- A component can be removed from its initial position, moved to another one of the same type and
installed there (after having been repaired if it was defective).
- Such exchange operations, i.e. removing, moving to another position and installing there, are as-
sumed to take no time (negligible compared with repair times and other activity durations).
- If a component is moved to another position, the associated task is moved there as well and processed
there.
- A position and the component initially found there become accessible if the corresponding flexible
activity becomes eligible, i.e. its predecessors have been finished.
- A flexible activity is processed as the task associated with the component finally assigned to the
position associated with that activity.
- The component actually processed at some position determines via its associated task the work
content of the flexible activity representing that position.

Now we are prepared to state the problem generally.

3.2 Problem definition
An instance E of the Activity Exchange Project Scheduling Problem (AEPSP) is given by following
data:

• a set of activities A = {0, . . . , n + 1} where 0 will act as dummy start activity and n + 1 as
dummy end activity
(in our examples we prefer to use letters for activities to avoid the use of too many numerical
values, which could be a source of confusion)

• a binary precedence relation P ⊆ A×A such that (A, P ) is an acyclic digraph and 0 (resp. n+1)
is direct or indirect predecessor (resp. successor) of all other nodes. For an activity i ∈ A, let
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Pi (resp. Si) denote the set of direct predecessors (resp. successors) of i.

• a set T = {1, . . . , τ̄} of types

• a partition A = ⋃τ̄
τ=0Aτ (i.e. with Aτ ∩ Aτ ′ = ∅) where

A0 =: Afx is the set of fixed activities (with 0, n + 1 ∈ A0),
Aτ is the non-empty set of activities of type τ for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄ , the union of which is
Afl := ⋃τ̄

τ=1 Aτ = A\Afx the set of flexible activities
τ(i) denotes the type of flexible activity i, i.e. it holds i ∈ Aτ(i)

• durations of fixed activities di ∈ N0 for i ∈ Afx with d0 = dn+1 = 0

• durations of flexible types d̃τ ∈ N for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄
(These durations for flexible types refer to the time needed for repair taks, i.e. to restore defective
components of given type. The dummy tasks for intact components need no time.)

• a set of renewable resources R = {1, . . . , ρ̄} with resource capacities (Rρ)ρ∈R

• resource consumption values (riρ)i∈Afx for fixed activities and (r̃τρ)τ∈T for types, for each ρ ∈ R.
(As for the processing times, the values for flexible types refer to resources consumed by repair
tasks, i.e. to restore defective components. The dummy tasks for intact components need no
resources.)

• initial state value function for flexible activities σ0 : Afl → {0, 1}
(An i ∈ Afl with σ0(i) = 1 corresponds to additional work (repair task) associated with a defect
component initially at that position whereas σ0(i) = 0 corresponds to no additional work (zero
task) associated with an intact component.)

Applying the notation to the second example above, we have T = {1, 2}, A1 = {B, C}, A2 =
{D, E, F}, d̃1 = 3, d̃2 = 4, no resources, σ0(C) = σ0(E) = 1 and equal to 0 for the other activi-
ties B, D, F in Afl.

3.2.1 Schedules, decision points, associated activity sets

Having formally specified instances in this way, we turn to the actual scheduling problem now. In
order to state the scheduling problem rigorously and clearly, we have to define (partial) schedules and
feasibility conditions for them at first, and this will especially mean to capture the right feasibility
condition for exchange operations: Since, as seen before, subsequent decision points can fall onto the
same time due to activities of duration zero and the number of available components can change
from one to the next decision point and hence within the same point of time, it will be necessary to
introduce finer auxiliary time steps to avoid some undesirable effects contradicting a logical sequence of
events. But before we state what can be straightforwardly translated from other (project) scheduling
problems, especially from the RCPSP.

The bare definition of a (partial) schedule, i.e. still without feasibility conditions, is straightforward:

A (partial) schedule p = (S, s, f, σ) is given by following data:

• a set of scheduled activities S ⊆ A which is closed under precedence, i.e. if j ∈ S, i ∈ Pj then
i ∈ S. If S = A then the schedule is complete.

• start s(i) and finish times f(i) for each i ∈ S (with values in N0)
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• a state σ(i) ∈ {0, 1} for each i ∈ S ∩ Afl.
(This state function indicates at which positions defective components are actually repaired
(value 1), i.e. which flexible activities are processed as repair tasks, whereas the other positions
get intact components, such that the corresponding activities are processed as dummy tasks of
duration 0 (value 0). In general it differs from the initial function σ0 due to later exchanges.)

Where necessary, we will specify the schedule an object is associated with by a superscript like Sp, fp,
etc.
As the notion of a schedule, that of a decision point was already used above as well, now we define it
formally:
A decision point is given by a pair δ = (p, t) where p is a partial schedule and t a point in time such
that s(i) ≤ t for each i ∈ Sp. If the schedule is clear, we will often refer just to the mere time t as
”decision point”.
Further, given a schedule p and a time t, let p|t denote the schedule p restricted to activities starting
strictly before t, i.e. with Sp|t = {i ∈ Sp|s(i) < t} and agreeing with p on s, f, σ. Accordingly, t
induces on p the decision point δ = (p|t, t).
As the name suggests, a decision point describes a situation where one stands at some point t at
which several activities have been already started before (forming the partial schedule p) and one has
to decide which (and if any) activities are to be started now, just at t.
Associated with a schedule p are the following activity sets: An activity i ∈ S is active in time slot
[t, t + 1] or simply [t] if s(i) ≤ t and t + 1 ≤ f(i). The corresponding activity set is denoted by A[t,t+1]
or short A[t]. If t extends p to a decision point δ = (p, t), then we also write Aδ for this set of activities
which are active at δ (as opposed to those which are altready finished or not scheduled yet). An
activity i is finished at δ if f(i) ≤ t (corresponding set denoted by Fδ); and an activity i is eligible at
δ (set Eδ) if all its predecessors have been scheduled and finished but i has not been scheduled yet,
i.e. j ∈ Sp ∩ Fδ for all j ∈ Pi and i /∈ Sp, i.e. if it could be started at δ. An activity is newly eligible if
it has become eligible just at δ, i.e. if f(j) = t for at least one j ∈ Pi (corresponding set denoted by
Enw

δ ). Further we define el(i) = max{f(j)|j ∈ Pi}, i.e. the time at which an activity becomes eligible.

3.2.2 Feasibility conditions for schedules

Beyond the basic data above, a schedule must satisfy several feasibility conditions the first three of
which correspond to those for the RCPSP:

Precedence: An activity can be started only if all its predecessors have been finished, i.e. f(i) ≤ s(j)
for all activities i, j with i ∈ Pj .

Duration: The difference between start and finish times must correspond to activity duration, i.e.
f(i) − s(i) = di for fixed activities i ∈ Afx. For flexible activities the duration is d̃τ(i) in case of repair,
i.e. if a defective component is processed at the corresponding position (σ(i) = 1) and 0 for an intact
component (σ(i) = 0), whence f(i) − s(i) = σ(i) · d̃τ(i) has to be satisfied for each i ∈ Afl.

Resources: For each time slot [t, t + 1] = [t], the resources consumed by fixed and flexible activities
which are active in that slot must not exceed the capacities, i.e. ∑

i∈A[t]
r′

iρ ≤ Rρ where r′
iρ = riρ for

fixed and r′
iρ = rτ(i)ρ for flexible activities i.

(Note that a flexible activity which is active in [t] has non-zero duration whence it is processed as
repair task and consumes resources according to its type.)

Whereas the previous conditions are well-known and only adapted to the new setting, the following
last condition is specific for our scheduling problem. In order to state it, we must formally define the
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counter functions which were already, albeit more informally, introduced in the second example above.
As already seen there, a component counter function logs how many components of given type and state
are available at some point. More precisely, for given time t and combination (τ, σ), the availability
counter counts the components of type τ and operational state σ which are available at t, just after
new components have become accessible and just before new activities have been started and thereby
consuming components. On the other hand, the component counter counts the components just after
new components have become accessible and just after new activities have been started. Formally,
given a schedule p, these counters can be inductively defined for each combination (τ, σ) as follows:

• acp−1(τ, σ) = ccp−1(τ, σ) = 0
(initial condition)

• acpt+1(τ, σ) = ccpt (τ, σ) + |{i ∈ Elnw
t+1 ∩ Aτ |σ0(i) = σ}|

(the number of (τ, σ)-components available after t and hence up to just before t + 1, is increased
by the number of (τ, σ)-components which become newly available at t + 1, i.e. the number of
activities becoming newly eligible at t + 1)

• ccpt+1(τ, σ) = acpt+1(τ, σ) − |{i ∈ Aτ |s(i) = t + 1 , σ(i) = σ}|
(the number of components available at t + 1 is decreased by the number which become unavail-
able at t + 1, i.e. which are consumed by activities starting at t + 1)

From this follows that the number of components available at t is the number of components having
become available up to t minus the number of components having been consumed up to t, i.e.

• acpt (τ, σ) = |{i ∈ Aτ |el(i) ≤ t , σ0(i) = σ}| − |{i ∈ Aτ |s(i) < t , σ(i) = σ}|

• ccpt (τ, σ) = |{i ∈ Aτ |el(i) ≤ t , σ0(i) = σ}| − |{i ∈ Aτ |s(i) ≤ t, σ(i) = σ}|

(the only difference is ≤ instead of < in the second term for cct(τ, σ) since, compared with act, cct is
additionally reduced by components consumed by activities starting just at t)
Whereas the first, inductive representation will be used in the MIP model, the second will be convenient
for proofs. Having defined counter functions one can state insertion feasibility as follows:

Insertion: For all t and combinations (τ, σ), the number of components consumed up to t must not
be greater than the number of components which have become available up to t whence the net value
of available components must not be negative. This can be expressed using the component counter
function just defined by cct(τ, σ) ≥ 0 for all t and combinations (τ, σ) (ac is not needed here).

3.2.3 Insertion feasibility via auxiliary time steps

However, a closer look reveals that this condition alone is not yet completely sufficient to ensure in
any case schedules with exchanges as intended. Indeed, difficulties can stem from the assumption
that intact components are associated with tasks of duration of exactly zero since this can lead to the
situation that events which logically follow one another may fall onto the same point in time whence
the actual order of events may be hidden. As a consequence, it may also happen that a sequence
of events which is logically inconsistent is not detected and excluded by the condition such that a
schedule satisfying all conditions (as given above) is in fact not feasible as intended. This can really
happen as the following example will show (again without resources):
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Figure 7: Example for crosswise exchange

Here activities A and D are flexible of type 1, B and C of type 2. Positions A and B contain initially
defective components, C and D intact components. Repair tasks of type 1 and 2 have duration 3 and
4, respectively, i.e. d̃1 = 3 and d̃2 = 4. E is a fixed activity of duration 1. Given this instance, the
following schedule is feasible w.r.t. the conditions above:
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Figure 8: Schedule with crosswise exchange

i.e. the schedule defined by
s(A) = f(A) = s(B) = f(B) = s(C) = f(D) = 0, f(D) = 3, f(C) = f(E) = 4 and
σ(A) = σ(B) = 0, σ(C) = σ(D) = 1.
Feasibility w.r.t. precedence and duration is immediately checked, the resource condition is not rele-
vant since there are no resource restrictions. Finally, the insertion condition is satisfied as all flexible
activities become eligible at t = 0, whence for each combination (τ, σ) ∈ {1, 2} × {0, 1} a component
becomes available at that point of time, i.e. ac0(τ, σ) = 1 for all combinations. Still at t = 0 each
of these components is also consumed by starting all flexible activities, whence cct(τ, σ) = 0. Thus
each component becomes available at t = 0 and is immediately consumed again. Altogether we get a
schedule with duration 4, which is feasible w.r.t. to the conditions above.
However, this schedule must be considered to be actually infeasible for the following reason: The
exchange between A and D at 0 requires that B has been finished at 0 and hence that the exchange
between B and C has already happened; but this, in turn, requires that the exchange A and B has
happened before. For short, the exchange between A and D must have been performed before that
between B and C - and vice versa. Thus the crosswise exchange causes the problem and leads to an
logically impossible circular situation which is not detected since in fact these exchanges happen at
the same time at t = 0; more precisely, since ”before” can be done immediately, i.e. 0 time units before
and hence at the same point of time whence the logical precedence is not reflected by a temporal one.
In some sense, the logical inconsistency is contracted to a single point of time and becomes invisible
for the condition. - Thus, at most one exchange is possible and in fact it is not worse (and, if the
additional effort would be counted, even better) here to do without any exchange, in which case only
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a project duration of 5 can be achieved instead of 4.
Alternatively, one could also simply argue that no intact component becomes accessible before t = 3
whence no exchange is possible before and no dummy task can be processed already at t = 0. However,
this argument gives no further insight as to how that situation arises at all and hence what to do in
order to avoid such behaviour.
Altogether, normal time units are not fine-grained enough to state the insertion condition properly.
Accordingly, this undesirable behaviour can be overcome by virtually assigning small durations to
dummy tasks and thereby avoiding that their contribution has any further, unintended effect on the
actual project duration. For this, we will introduce auxiliary marginal time steps such that each nor-
mal time unit is subdivided by a constant, sufficiently large number M of such marginal time steps.
Then each task of actual duration 0 gets a duration of 1 marginal time unit whereas each duration
d > 0 is translated to dM marginal time units. Since each dummy task causes a small delay by this
translation, one has to make sure that the cumulated delays do not have any effect on the regular time
units, i.e. they must not sum up to a common time unit. For this, M has to be chosen sufficiently
large (M := n + 1 would suffice, but usually smaller values will do as well).
This leads to an equivalent instance with durations simply measured in marginal time steps. Corre-
spondingly, one gets extended schedules p = (S, s, f , σ) where s, f are functions A → N0 ×{0, . . . , M −
1}, i.e. start and end times have values (t1, t2) with t1 ∈ N0 and t2 ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}. Each such
value (t1, t2) can be identified with t1M + t2, the time counted in marginal time steps whence we get a
schedule with start and end times in N0 again, for which the feasibility condition is directly applicable.
And this we also do: A schedule p = (S, s, f , σ) is feasible if its translation with values in N0 satisfies
the four feasibility conditions introduced before.
Altogether, an instance E is translated to an instance Ẽ by multiplying all durations by M . A schedule
p̃ is feasible for this translated instance Ẽ if it satisfies the four conditions above and assigns duration
1 to dummy tasks. Projection to standard time units, i.e. forgetting the marginal part, gives a feasible
schedule for the original instance which is really feasible as intended since proper sequence of events
is guaranteed by the extended schedule p̃.
Thus feasibility of a normal schedule p is defined via the existence of a feasible extension p̃; only if
a feasibile extension exists, a schedule is feasible. Conversely, a schedule for which no such feasible
extension exists is not considered feasible even if it satisfies all conditions, the insertion condition di-
rectly applied to normal time units only (as in the example above). However, the marginal time steps
have only an auxiliary function to avoid anomalies as seen above, and at the end we are interested
only in the real times measured in normal time units.
Thus having specified the feasibility of schedules, the objective of the AEPSP is to find a feasible
complete schedule with minimal duration, i.e. determining the minimal makespan:

Objective: min{fp(n + 1)|p is a complete and feasible schedule}

Thus having stated the objective completes the formal definition of the AEPSP. A formulation as
mixed-integer program (MIP) can be found in the Appendix (8.1).

4 A Branch-and-Bound approach for the AEPSP
4.1 Motivation: Branching with delaying alternatives for the RCPSP
Having defined the decision problem formally, next we present a solution procedure for it. The so-
lution approach introduced and applied in the following is an extension of the Branch-and-Bound
(in the following short ”B&B”) procedure for the RCPSP based on so-called delaying alternatives.
This approach has been introduced by [Demeulemeester and Herroelen 1992] and has turned out
one of the most efficient branching schemes for the RCPSP [Artigues et al. 2008]. Correspondingly,
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we start with a short review of this branching scheme, illustrating it by the following RCPSP instance:
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Figure 9: RCPSP instance

Here we assume one resource type with capacity R1 = 5. For each node, the value below indicates the
activity number, the first of the values above represents the duration, the second resource consumption.
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Figure 10: Branching with delaying alternatives

The nodes in the B&B tree correspond to decision points δ = (p, t) consisting of a feasible partial
schedule and a point in time, both resulting from decisions made before, along the path through the
B&B-tree which leads to that node. Arrived at such a decision point (a), the idea is to schedule at
first all eligible activities (here: 7,8), starting them at the current time. In general, this will lead
to a resource conflict and hence to an infeasible schedule (b). This infeasibility can be resolved by
delaying some of the activities contributing to the capacity excess. This concerns not only the eligible
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activities just scheduled (namely 7,8) but also activities scheduled earlier but still running (here: 6).
The schedule of the delayed activities, i.e. their start and end times, are cancelled and one gets a new
feasible schedule. Next time point is given by the earliest end time among the activities which have
not finished yet. Both schedule and time point form the next decision point and hence a new B&B
node. Above each of the delaying sets {6, 8} and {7} leads to a successor in the B&B-tree. It can
be shown that it suffices to regard only (inclusion-)minimal delaying sets to find an optimal solution
whence delaying sets {6, 7} and {7, 8} need not to be taken into account since they already contain
{7}. If there is no infeasibility, the delaying set is empty and the new feasible decision point is the only
successor of the original branch-and-bound node. In this way finally a complete schedule is reached
which corresponds to a leaf of the B&B tree.
Thus, altogether, the first step consists of starting all eligible activities, the second step of delaying a
minimal set of activities in order to resolve a possible resource conflict (if there is none, no activity
needs to be delayed). Here it is important, that each still running activity can be delayed, even if
it has been started earlier. Thus the schedule of an activity remains possibly preliminary up to the
point when its end time has been reached.

4.2 Minimal alternatives for the AEPSP
After this exemplary outline of the branching scheme with delaying alternatives for the RCPSP, we
turn to the AEPSP again and show, now in detail, how to adapt the procedure sketched above to the
new setting. The main differences will stem from the fact that we now have two sorts of activities
which must be treated differently: Whereas fixed activities at some decision point can be treated in the
same way as for the RCPSP (decision on delay or not delay), for flexible activities delay and insertion
decisions must be made simultaneously. Accordingly, this will make the situation more complicated.
As for the RCPSP, a node in the B&B-tree corresponds to a decision point δ = (p, t). The set of
activities on which decisions will be made at the current decision point δ is called decision set here,
denoted by Dcδ. It consists of all eligible activities and the active fixed activities, i.e. Dcδ = Eδ ∪Afx

δ .
Note that active flexible activities are not contained: In contrast to their fixed counterparts, they will
not change their schedule as soon as they have been scheduled once.
For each activity i ∈ Dcδ precisely one of the following decisions has to be made, depending on the
set it belongs to:

• If i is fixed and active (i ∈ Afx
δ ) then it can be delayed or it is kept scheduled as before

(2 possibilities: d, s).

• If i is fixed and eligible (i ∈ Efx
δ ) then it can be delayed or scheduled, starting at t

(2 possibilities: d, s).

• If i is flexible (i ∈ Efl
δ ) then it can be either delayed without assignment of a state or scheduled

with state 0 or scheduled with state 1 (3 possibilities: d, 0, 1).

A combination c̄ ∈ {d, s}Dcfx
δ × {d, 0, 1}Dcfl

δ of one of those decisions for each activity i ∈ Dcδ can be
uniquely represented by a pair of sets (Dl, St0) where Dl ⊆ Dcδ is the set of activities to be delayed
(fixed or flexible) and St0 the set of flexible activities to be scheduled with state 0 (for further use,
let St1 be the corresponding set for state 1). Conversely, each such pair of sets with Dl ⊆ Dcδ,
St0 ⊆ Dcfl

δ \Dl forms a possible alternative from which the decision made for each i ∈ Dcδ can be
uniquely reconstructed.
The decisions associated with an alternative (Dl, St0) lead to a new decision point δ′ = (p′, t′) as
follows:

• Sp′ = Sp ∪ Dcδ\Dl
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• s(i) = t for each i ∈ Eδ\Dl (for other i ∈ Sp′ unchanged)

• finish times given by

f(i) =


t + di for i ∈ Efx

δ \Dl

t for i ∈ St0

t + d̃τ(i) for i ∈ St1 = Dcfl
δ \(Dl ∪ St0)

(for other i ∈ Sp′ unchanged)

• t′ = min{f(i)|(i ∈ Sp′ ∩ Sp ∧ f(i) > t) ∨ i ∈ Sp′\Sp}

Such a schedule can be infeasible due to resource and insertion conditions (whereas precedence and
duration conditions are already satisfied by construction). Thus we exclude all alternatives which
lead to an infeasible schedule and refer to the other ones as feasible alternatives. Accordingly, an
alternative (Dl, St0) is feasible if it satisfies

• ∑
i∈Dcfx

δ
\Dlfx riρ + ∑

i∈Afl
δ

r̃τ(i)ρ + ∑
i∈St1 r̃τ(i)ρ ≤ Rρ for each resource ρ ∈ R

(resource-feasibility: for each resource type, the resource consumption of non-delayed fixed ac-
tivities; earlier started, still running flexible activities; and flexible activities just started in state
1 must not exceed the resource capacity; i.e. the resource consumption in the time slot following
t must not be exceed resource capacity)

• |Stσ ∩ Aτ | ≤ acδ(τ, σ) for each type τ ∈ T and state σ ∈ {0, 1}
(insertion-feasibility: for each combination (τ, σ), the number of (τ, σ)-components just inserted
must not exceed the number which have been available at δ)

Further a feasible alternative (Dl1, St0
1) is minimal if there is no other feasible alternative (Dl2, St0

2)
which agrees with (Dl1, St0

1) on the decisions on flexible activities and delays a proper subset of the
fixed activities, i.e. Dlfl

2 = Dlfl
1 , St0

2 = St0
1, and Dlfx

2 ⊊ Dlfx
1 . Given a decision point δ, we denote

the set of minimal alternatives by MAδ.
For the AEPSP, these minimal alternatives will be the equivalent to the delaying alternatives for the
RCPSP, i.e. for a B&B-node given by a decision point δ, each minimal alternative (Dl, St0) ∈ MAδ

corresponds to a successor of δ in the B&B-tree. Correspondingly, in the same way as a branching
tree using delaying alternatives contains an optimal solution for an RCPSP instance, it suffices to
regard minimal alternatives (they are indeed ”complete”), i.e. that an optimal solution can be found
by using branching with them:

Theorem 1. Let E be an instance of the AEPSP. Then the search tree using branching with minimal
alternatives contains a node corresponding to a an optimal schedule.

The proof is somewhat technical and can be found in the Appendix (8.2).

Correspondingly, the generation of MAδ will be a subroutine called for each B&B-node δ, and to
generate minimal alternatives in a systematical and efficient way we will use so called ”numerical
combinations”. Given the different decisions to be made for fixed and flexible activities respectively,
the idea is to generate the decisions for both classes of activities as separately as possible at first and
then combine them to complete decisions, i.e. minimal alternatives. However, the decisions cannot
be made completely independently since decisions for fixed and flexible activities must fit together to
form a minimal alternative indeed (i.e. which is feasible and minimal). The link between both will be
what we call ”numerical combinations”: Given the current decision point δ and its decision set Dcδ, a
numerical combination is a tuple nc = (ncτ )τ∈T ∈ {0, . . . , |Dcδ ∩ A1|} × ... × {0, . . . , |Dcδ ∩ Aτ̄ |} which
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will indicate how many flexible activities of some type are to be scheduled with state 1 at the current
decision point, i.e. it reflects the intended cardinalities |St1 ∩ Aτ | for each type τ . For feasibility, a
numerical combination must satisfy insertion and resource conditions which are implicitly required for
each St1 ∩ Aτ as well, i.e.

• ncτ ≤ acδ(τ, 1) for each τ ∈ T
(start at δ no more activities of type τ in state 1 than available (τ, 1)-components) and

• ∑τ̄
τ=1 ncτ · r̃τρ ≤ Rρ −

∑τ̄
τ=1 |Aδ ∩ Aτ | · r̃τρ for each τ ∈ T

(from ∑τ̄
τ=1(ncτ + |Aδ ∩ Aτ |) · r̃τρ ≤ Rρ: resource consumption of flexible activities, which either

start at δ in state 1 or which are still active in state 1 at δ, must not exceed resource capacity).

Choosing a feasible numerical combination, i.e. choosing a feasible sequence of values for (|St1 ∩
Aτ |)τ∈T is the first decision made towards the complete decision of a minimal alternative (Dl, St0). In
order to get such a one, one has to make further decisions for fixed and flexible activities, respectively.
For flexible activities one has to choose a subset St1 ⊆ Dcfl

δ with |St1 ∩ Aτ | = ncτ for each τ ∈ T .
For the remaining i ∈ Dcδ\St1 one has to decide if i is either started in state 0 (i ∈ St0) or if it is
delayed (i ∈ Dl). For feasibility one has also to guarantee |St0 ∩ Aτ | ≤ acδ(τ, 0).
As far as fixed activities are concerned, a numerical combination nc determines the resources left for
those, since the residual capacity is Rres

nc ρ := Rρ −
∑τ̄

τ=1(ncτ + |Acδ ∩ Aτ |) · r̃τρ. Now all fixed activities
in Dcfx

δ are virtually started at δ and then all minimal subsets Dlfx
δ are determined which have to be

delayed in order to avoid that the residual capacity Rres
nc ρ is exceeded.

For given numerical combination nc, the sets generated for fixed activities can be combined with those
for flexible activities, and each of this pairwise combinations corresponds to a minimal alternative
associated with nc, leading to a set MAnc containing all these minimal alternatives. Finally the
union of these sets is taken, resulting in the set of all minimal alternatives for δ, MAδ := ⋃

nc MAnc.

4.3 Dominance rule with cut vectors
In order to get an applicable, i.e. sufficiently efficient procedure, the introduced branching rule must
be supplemented by some method which reduces the otherwise exponentially growing search tree (or,
rather, to slow down the generally unavoidable exponential growth). In the corresponding case of
RCPSP a number of lower bounds and dominance rules have been presented and applied [Klein 2000,
Brucker and Knust 2006]. For the AEPSP, we will propose and apply a dominance rule extending the
so-called ”cutset rule” for the RCPSP introduced by [Demeulemeester and Herroelen 1992], adapted
to the exchange setting.
For a decision point δ = (p, t), the cut information consists of the pair (Sp, f≥t) where Sp is as usual the
set of scheduled activities and f≥t with f≥t(i) := max{f(i), t} the function assigning to each i ∈ Sp

its end time if it ends after t and t else. Then, given two decision points δ and δ′, δ dominates δ′

according to the cutset rule if Sp ⊇ Sp′ and f≥t(i) ≤ f≥t′(i) for all i ∈ Sp′ . In other words, comparing
two decision points, it is advantageous standing at an earlier time, having scheduled more (more
precisely: a superset of) activities and finishing them earlier; and further, as indicated by the use of
f≥t, the particular scheduling decision for any activity that ends prior to t can be ignored (figuratively
spoken, a cut is made at the current decision point by which earlier details of the schedule are simply
forgotten). Here dominating and ”advantageous” means that the corresponding decision point has a
continuation (a complete schedule extending the current partial schedule) the makespan of which is
the same or lower than any continuation of the other decision point.
Adapted to our setting, instead of cut sets and end times we will use ”cut vectors” defined as follows:
For a decision point δ = (p, t) define its cut vector as cvδ := (t, Sp, f≥t, (n0

τ )τ∈T ) where

• Sp is (as usual) the set of activities scheduled in p
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• f≥t : Sp → N0 with f≥t(i) := max{fp(i), t}

• n0
τ := |{i ∈ Sp ∩ Afl|σp(i) = 0}| for each τ ∈ T

(i.e. the number of intact components consumed to realize that schedule)

While the first two informations are as for the RCPSP, the third, the number of already consumed
intact components, is specific for the exchange setting. Cut vectors describe a situation by which
decision points can be compared w.r.t. their extendability, and which one is better in this case is
captured by the following notion of ”dominance”:
Given two cut vectors cv = (t, S, f≥t, (n0

τ )τ∈T ) and c̃v = (t̃, S̃, f̃≥t, (ñ0
τ )τ∈T ), then cv dominates c̃v if

• t ≤ t̃

• Sfl = S̃fl

• Sfx ⊇ S̃fx

• f≥t(i) ≤ f̃≥t̃(i) for each i ∈ S

• n0
τ ≤ ñ0

τ for each τ ∈ T

As before, it is advantageous to stand at an earlier time, having scheduled more activities and finishing
still running activities (i.e. ending after t) earlier; additionally it is also advantageous having consumed
fewer intact components to reach this. Requiring equality for the scheduled flexible activities may be
at first somewhat counter-intuitive and unnecessarily restricting. However, it is not always better
having scheduled more flexible activities (more precisely, a strict superset of such ones): The reason
for this is that in our branching rule a flexible activity, scheduled once, cannot be delayed and hence
will not change its schedule (whereas fixed activities can be still delayed); therefore a flexible activity
scheduled with state 1 (as repair task) which is still running may prevent starting some activities
according to an optimal solution due to resource constraints, in contrast to a decision point where this
activity has not been prematurely scheduled yet.
The following assertion captures the intuition and formally states that cut vectors and the dominance
relation can be used for a dominance rule for the branching with minimal alternatives indeed:

Theorem 2. Let δ = (p, t) and δ̃ = (p̃, t̃) be decision points with cut vectors cv and c̃v such that cv
dominates c̃v. Further let ∆ = (q, MS(q)) be a decision point corresponding to a complete schedule
with minimal makespan among those which are (direct or indirect) successors of δ in the branching tree
with minimal alternatives. Let ∆̃ = (q̃, MS(q̃)) be a corresponding decision point for δ̃, respectively.
Then MS(q) ≤ MS(q̃).

Proof. see Appendix (8.3)

As a consequence, being at δ̃ in the search tree and having found a stored cut vector cv of a node
visited earlier which dominates the current cut vector c̃v, an optimal successor of δ̃ is not better than
that of the node δ from which cv has been derived. Correspondingly, if the sub-tree rooted in δ has
been already searched, that one rooted in δ̃ need not to be searched anymore but can be pruned.
The branching scheme using minimal alternatives together with the dominance rule using cut vectors
form the Branch-and-Bound approach which has been applied to solve the AEPSP. The results are
presented in the following.
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5 Computational study
5.1 Experimental setting
5.1.1 Instance generation

To test and demonstrate the performance of the proposed Branch-and-Bound solution approach, we
carried out a comprehensive computational study. This included the comparison with a standard
solver (GAMS/CPLEX) applied to the the mixed integer program; further a thorough analysis how
computation time is influenced by instance parameter settings; and finally a closer investigation of the
distribution of computation times around the mean for fixed parameter combinations.
For this we generated problem instances derived from RCPSP benchmark instances from the PSPLIB
(Project Scheduling Problem Library) [Kolisch and Sprecher 1996, online available under www.om-
db.wi.tum.de/psplib/] , a widely used test instance library for that problem. The PSPLIB contains
test instances for the RCPSP and some variants (like multi-mode). For standard RCPSP, it contains
instance sets for 30, 60, 90 and 120 (non-dummy) activities, each of which consists of several hundred
instances. In spite of much research of more than two decades, up to now only the 30-activity set (J30)
is completely closed, i.e. all its instances have been solved to optimality. For the 60-activity set (J60),
currently 28 out of 480 instances are still open [www.om-db.wi.tum.de/psplib/files/j60lb.sm], which
underlines the difficulty of the RCPSP and its occasionally uttered estimation as one of ”really hard
optimization problems” [Koné et al. 2011] which has attracted many researchers, as already seen in
the literature review. Due to this difficulty and expecting that incorporating the exchange option will
further increase the practical complexity (even if remaining strongly NP-complete as the RCPSP), we
restricted our study to AEPSP instances with 30 activities derived from that RCPSP set J30.
This set J30 consists of 480 RCPSP instances generated according to a full factorial design by varying
the following three parameters:
- Network Complexity (NC): Network complexity is the average number of non-redundant precedence
relations per node, or, alternatively, the average number of (direct) successors (if there are no redun-
dant arcs), i.e. NC = |P |/(n + 2) = (∑n+1

i=0 |Si|)/(n + 2).
- Resource Factor (RF): The resource factor is the average number of resources (more precisely: re-
source types) which are consumed by an activity related to the number of all available resources (or,
alternatively, the average proportion of resources consumed by each activity), i.e. RF = ∑n

i=1 |{ρ ∈
R|riρ > 0}|/(nρ̄). For example, if 4 resource types are available, from which, on average, each activity
actually consumes 3 resource types, then RF = 0.75. Thus the resource factor still does not reflect
to which extent the resources used by an activity are actually consumed, i.e. whether, on average,
an activity needs 10 or 50% of the resource capacity for each resource it actually consumes; this is
captured by the following parameter:
- Resource Strength (RS): The resource strength measures resource consumption by an activities in
relation to the available resource capacity. The precise definition is somewhat technical since it also
takes into account how many activities are scheduled parallel at given time in a resource-feasible earli-
est start schedule, see [Kolisch et al. 1995] for details. It takes values between 0 and 1, where the latter
value indicates maximal consumption of the resources which are actually consumed by activities.
Given these parameters, for the full-factorial design the following values were considered:
NC ∈ {1.5, 1.8, 2.1}
RF ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
RS ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1}
This yields 3 · 4 · 4 = 48 parameter combinations, for each of which 10 instances are contained in the
set (J30), hence resulting in just those 480 RCPSP instances mentioned above, which are also the
starting point from which instances for our problem have been derived.
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To get a (non-trivial) AEPSP instance from an RCPSP instance, one has to specify flexible activi-
ties of different types. For this we we have modified RCPSP instances according to so-called ”type
combinations”. Here a type combination is given by a double sequence b1 . . . bτ̄ /a1 . . . aτ̄ specifying,
for each type τ , the number of positions aτ (flexible activities) and, among these, the number bτ

of positions with initial state 1 (initially containing a defective component), i.e. aτ = |Aτ | and
bτ = |{i ∈ Aτ |σ0(i) = 1}|. We will regard the following five type combinations, each for 5 types:
11111/22222, 11111/33333, 11111/44444, 11122/22333, 11212/23344
Note that since ∑5

τ=1 aτ ≤ 30, all these type combinations are feasible for instances with n = 30
non-dummy activities.
Now, given an RCPSP instance and a type combination b̄/ā, an AEPSP instance is generated by ran-
domly choosing sets according to the type combination: For this, choose disjoint sets Aτ ⊆ {1, . . . n}
with |Aτ | = aτ ; for each of these these choose subsets Bτ ⊆ Aτ with |Bτ | = bτ . Finally an activity
iτ ∈ Bτ is chosen to determine the remaining type-specific characteristics, i.e. duration and resource
consumptions for a repair task of type τ , by setting d̃τ := d′

iτ
and r̃τρ := r′

iτ ρ where the ′ed values are
those from the underlying RCPSP instance. Individual durations and resource consumption values of
other activities chosen to be flexible are simply omitted. Altogether we get a fully specified AEPSP
instance.
In this way for each pair of RCPSP instance and type combination one AEPSP instance is generated,
which yields 480 ·5 = 2400 AEPSP instances representing 48 ·5 = 240 parameter combinations for four
parameters (we will treat ”type combination” as a single parameter which can attain the five ”values”
given above). Thus each parameter combination is represented by 10 instances.
For better readability of the figures below, we will uniformly use the following order for the parameter
combinations: Primary they are ordered according to type combination, followed by NC, RF and
finally RS. Accordingly, the 240 parameter combinations are numbered such that
- type combination is changed after 48 (according to the order above)
- NC is increased after 16
- RF is increased after 4
- RS is increased after 1 step(s).
Thus, for example, parameter combination 163 = 144 + 16 + 0 + 2 + 1 = (4 − 1) · 48 + (2 − 1) · 16 +
(1 − 1) · 4 + (3 − 1) · 1 + 1 corresponds to the 4th type combination (11122/22333), 2nd NC-value
(NC=1.8), 1st RF -value (RF=0.25) and the 3rd RS-value (RS=0.7). Where results are averaged
over type combinations, the remaining 48 NC/RF/RS-combinations are numbered correspondingly,
i.e. like for a fixed type combination.

5.1.2 Realization of the study

To solve the generated instances, the presented Branch-and-Bound approach (in the following short
”B&B”) as well GAMS/CPLEX applied to the mixed integer programm (MIP) have been applied.
The B&B approach has been implemented in C++, whereas on the other hand GAMS 24.6 with solver
CPLEX 12.6 has been used for the MIP. Both solution approaches were run on a computer with Intel
Xeon 3.1 GHz with 64 GB RAM. For our study a time limit of 3600 s has been chosen (which has been
later increased for the time distribution study). Further a computation has been broken if 180000 cut
vectors were reached; the corresponding instance has been counted as timeout (however, this latter
case only concerns a negligible proportion of less than 1% (17 out of 2400 instances) which are finished
for this reason.
Having described the experimental setting, the results are presented next.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Comparison of B&B and MIP with aggregated data

Already a first look at the most basic performance measures shows that the B&B procedure outper-
forms GAMS/CPLEX applied to the MIP:

average instances solved timeouts timeouts better than
computation time (s) for both alternative

B&B 237.9 2324 (96.8%) 76 (3.2%) 64 (2.7%) 2272 (94.7%)
MIP 1846.2 1430 (59.6%) 970 (40.4%) 64 (2.7%) 64 (2.7%)

On average, B&B is about 8 times faster than MIP; for 95% of all instances, B&B needs less time
compared with only 3% for MIP (remaining 3% with timeout for both solution approaches). Cor-
respondingly, B&B could solve nearly all instances (except for 3%) within one hour, whereas about
40% remained unsolved by MIP. Given this high proportion of timeout instances for MIP, the actual
discrepancy between computation times is even higher than suggested by the averages, which will be
confirmed below.
These first observations are further corrobated by a more detailed view at the proportion of instances
which were solved within given time bounds:

time (s) 1 10 60 300 1800 3600
B&B 7.3 42.9 73.4 87.9 95.1 96.8
MIP 0 0 7.8 30.2 53.0 59.6

Using B&B, nearly three of four instances have been solved within a minute whereas for MIP this
ratio is not even reached after one hour. The complementary data are given in the following table,
showing the percentiles:

percentile (%) 10 25 50 75 90 95
B&B 1.4 4.3 14.2 69.7 434.5 1704.4
MIP 70.6 212.7 1363.8 >3600 >3600 >3600

Note that the median (50%) of computation time for MIP is about 100 times larger than that for
B&B, and also for other percentiles the ratio is at about 50 or more. The complete continuous picture
is presented by the following graph:
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The quantitative relationsship is still better visible in logarithmic scale (see Appendix 8.4.1). There
both curves have similar shape (at least up to the time limit), but are distinguished by a roughly con-
stant difference, which, since in logarithmic scale, corresponds to a quotient of at least one-and-a-half
magnitudes of order. Closer inspection confirms that this quotient reaches a minimum of about 50 at
[0.1,0.25] and is significantly increasing afterwards (Appendix 8.4.2).
Altogether these quantile consideration suggests (since largely dismissing the effect of the time limit,
which systematically favours MIP due to its high proportion of timeouts) that the actual ratio of
computation times is at least about 50 over a large range (instead ”only” about 8 as seen above where
the effect of time limit was still present). However, in the following we will see that this ratio also
depends on the parameter combination (even if the results so far already imply that there cannot be
more than very few, if any, parameter combinations where MIP is comparable to or even better than
B&B). But since already these first results clearly suggest its better performance, we will focus more on
B&B and complement the results with those for MIP where such a comparison is especially instructive.

5.2.2 Influence of parameters settings on solution time

a) Fixing one parameter value

Clear dependencies of computation times on instance parameters become already visible by fixing one
parameter value and taking the average over times for all instances having this value:

NC 1.5 1.8 2.1
584.5 117.4 11.9

RF 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
85.1 123.1 247.3 496.3

RS 0.2 0.5 0.7 1
516.0 251.7 120.2 63.7

TC 11111/22222 11111/33333 11111/44444 11122/22333 11212/23344
165.2 182.0 241.9 269.7 330.8
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For example, the computation time for all (2400/3=800) instances with NC = 1.5 (whereas other
parameters can be varied arbitrarily) is 584.5 s, that for all (2400/4=600) instances with RS = 0.7 is
120.2 s, etc.
Regarding the first three parameters, the ratio of computation times between the easiest and hardest
parameter setting is about 50 for NC, 6 for RF and 8 for RS. Given the similar size of ranges,
changing NC has a larger effect than RF and RS also if measured with same units: So it can be read
out that increasing NC by 0.3 reduces average computation time by a factor 5-10 for the parameter
range regarded. On the other hand, increasing RF as well as decreasing RS by (about) 0.25 each
increases average computation time by a factor about 2 (except for the somewhat smaller step between
RF = 0.25 and 0.5). This also suggests a more exponential dependency on these three parameters, at
least for the regarded ranges; this will be also one reason why we will also work with logarithmated
times later.
The dependency on the type combination is more moderate, at least for the regarded ones, but still
significant. As expected, the difficulty increases with more positions and/or initially defective compo-
nents, such that the used order of the type combinations actually represents the order w.r.t. to their
hardness. The type combination can be also distinguished by their percentile curves:
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Here the ratio between the easiest and hardest type combination is 5-6 for the large part of the range
such that the discrepancy of only about 2 as above may be partially an effect of the timeouts; on the
other hand towards the ends the ratio actually becomes somewhat lower.
This gives a first picture which already shows some strong influences. In the following we will consider
them in some more detail.

b) Regarding all parameter combinations

The average computation times for all 240 parameter combinations for the B&B approach are given
by the following graph (combinations numbered as described earlier):
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Generally the influence of the parameters is recognizable by the ”multiperiodic behaviour” w.r.t. to the
chosen ordering. To get a clearer picture, we note at first some differences between type combinations:
Besides the slight general increasing as already seen above (visible especially for NC = 2.1, i.e. the
last 16 values for each type combination), type combinations 11111/2222 and, weaker, 11111/33333
show higher sensitivity w.r.t. the other parameters (as visible by greater differences between following
points and peaks). The three remaining type combinations have rather similar curves. But altogether
the behaviour of all type combinations is similar enough (pairwise correlation coefficients around 0.9
for each two sequences of 48 means) to take averages over type combinations and focus at the remain-
ing NC/RF/RS-combinations. This yields the following more compact picture, now also taking into
account the results for MIP:

Mean of computation time (for NC/RF/RS−combinations)
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Averaged and hence also the uncertainties reduced, the mentioned multiperiodic behaviour in our or-
dering becomes better visible for B&B: In general, the values confirm the observations already made
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above by fixing one parameter value, but here not only on average, but largely also for most individual
parameter combinations: As can be seen by the periodicities in the graph, in most cases computation
time decreases by increasing NC or RS (forward +16 and +1), or (to a lesser extent) by decreasing RF
(backwards -4). This pattern is especially visible for higher computation times, whereas for smaller
ones (especially for NC = 2.1) the general variability is smaller as well and the periodicities become
blurred, possibly also due to statistical fluctuations of the means. As a consequence from this largely
multi-periodic behaviour in our ordering, the effects of the parameters on computation time seem to
be relatively independent, more complex interactions between them seem to be limited. Furthermore,
since the dependencies seem to be relatively linear in logarithmic scale (corresponding to the roughly
expontial behaviour observed by fixing one parameter value as seen above) the comparison with a
linear model regression model could be interesting. The interested reader can find the results in the
Appendix (8.4.3). - As a consequence of these dependencies, maximal computation time for each type
combination is attained for NC = 1.5, RF = 1, RS = 0.2; the next difficult combinations are got by
changing from this one to RF = 0.75 or RS = 0.5 (whereas changing to NC = 1.8 would reduce
computation time somewhat more).
Qualitatively these dependencies can be explained as follows: Regarding network complexity, a higher
NC means more precedence relations whence for more activity pairs the order in the schedule is de-
termined, which in turn makes the scheduling problem easier. Considering resource factor RF , the
situation becomes more difficult if more resource types are used by an activity on average, also since
this increases the probability that two activities consume the same resource type. Finally, as far as
resource strength RS is regarded, instances become easier if activities consume resources up to their
capacities since in this case the probability increases that two activities cannot be scheduled parallel
whence we get additional constraints. Generally lower NC, higher RF and lower RS increase the
probability for resource conflicts which makes an instance more difficult, and this is just what can be
seen in computation times for B&B.
For MIP, dependency on RS and, less visible, on RF is qualitatively the same as for B&B; quantita-
tively their effect may be also similar as there, the exact values, however, are obviously biased by the
high proportion of timeout instances. As far as NC is regarded, it is interesting to note that there
is nearly no influence of NC, which is especially remarkable since for B&B this parameter has the
largest effect. Consequently, the discrepancy between B&B and MIP increases especially by increasing
NC, starting from typically less than a magnitude of order for NC = 1.5 to nearly two magnitudes
for NC = 2.1. Thus, compared with B&B, MIP still perfoms best for NC = 1.5 and here especially
for RS = 1, where the quotient between MIP and B&B value is around 3 relatively independent of
the RF value. That NC has no significant effect shows that MIP cannot take advantage of a more
favourable network structure.
Back again to B&B, the pattern observed for the averages is also reflected by the proportion of in-
stances solved within given time bounds:
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Portion of instances with computation time >60/300/3600s
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Again combination NC = 1.5, RF = 1, RS = 0.2 is clearly the hardest one (nearly 50% timeout
instances), followed by that one changing to RS = 0.5 (about 20% timeouts). Generally it can be seen
how the proportion of more difficult instances sharply decreases with increasing NC and also with in-
creasing RS and decreasing RF . For example, the proportions of instances with >3600s for NC = 1.5
nearly correspond to those of instances with >300s for NC = 1.8 (and similar with >300s and >60s,
respectively), which means that by changing from NC = 1.5 to NC = 1.8 the harder instances become
easier by about one magnitude of order. This continues to NC = 2.1, where almost all instances are
solved within a minute even for the otherwise more difficult RF/RS-combinations. Generally there
seems to be an approximately exponential decrease of the proportions of hard instances by changing
to easier parameter combinations, also consistent with the similar behaviour already observed for the
means.
This figure also makes another point partially visible, namely the high variability of computation
times among instances generated for the same parameter combination. So it can be seen that param-
eter combinations with timeout instances also contain instances solvable within a minute (the only
exception is the hardest combination, for which, however, one may assume that there would be still
considerable variation beyond the time limit, given the high proportion of these instances). Indeed, for
virtually each of the 240 parameter combinations it can be observed that already the 10 corresponding
computation times vary considerably, in most cases over 1-3 magnitudes of order (powers of ten), with
median 64.6 over all parameter combinations.

Motivated by this considerable variability even for the same parameter combination, we also regarded
the distribution of computation times for several parameter combinations in somewhat more detail
for the B&B. For this, for each chosen parameter combination 500 instances were generated and run
with a time limit of 18000s. In most cases the results strongly suggest a lognormal distribution, here
illustrated for two parameter combinations:
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For further results see 8.5 in the Appendix. So even if the computation times for the same parameter
combination vary heavily, they do so according to a relatively simple distribution. Given the special
structure of the algorithm, it seems quite remarkable to find such a smooth dependency.
Since this distribution conveys an impression of the computations times within a given parameter
setting, it also complements in some sense the dependencies on parameter settings investigated before.

6 Conclusion
Motivated by a component exchange procedure in aircraft maintenance which admits to reduce dura-
tion of a maintenance project, a model called AEPSP (Activity Exchange Problem Scheduling Prob-
lem) has been defined. To solve this problem, a Branch-and-Bound algorithm has been developed,
extending a corresponding approach for the RCPSP. Performance of this procedure has been demon-
strated by comparison with a standard solver applied to the corresponding MIP. Also the dependency
on parameter settings has been regarded in some detail, further showing that the B&B is able to use
instance structure better.
Further research could be continued in different directions. For example, even if the Branch-and-Bound
procedure shows reasonable performance, solution times are higher especially for some parameter set-
tings, such that considerably larger instances would be out of reach to be solved exactly. Here it would
be interesting to develop heuristics, for which one could start with those which already perform well
for the RCPSP and try to modify them in a suitable way. Moreover, in a maintenance context one
has often to deal with uncertainties w.r.t. components’ states. This suggests to drop deterministic
assumptions and to regard stochastic extensions, which is actually done in a subsequent paper.
Finally the model studied here may not only motivate to be developed further itself, but also to have
a closer look at real projects in order to identify further operations (like here the exchange option in
maintenance projects) which could lead to alternative models of flexible project scheduling. On the
other hand a model can find new application areas; and in this sense, even if the model considered
here comes from a more special issue in aircraft maintenance, we take it for conceivable that the idea
to move work within project networks may be of more general interest for flexible project scheduling.
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8 Appendix
8.1 MIP
Sets and indices:
A/Afx/Afl: set of activities/fixed activities/flexible activities
i, j: activities
di: duration of fixed activity i
dτ : duration associated with type τ (for repair task for component of defective component of type τ)
Pi/Si: set of predecessors/successors of i
R: set of resources
r: resource
T : set of types
τ : type
τ(i): type of (flexible) activity i
T : time horizon
t: time
[t]: time slot [t, t + 1]
M, M ′: sufficiently high numbers
M : number of marginal time steps corresponding to one normal time step (M > |Afl| suffices)
M ′: sufficiently high number (M ′ > maxr∈Rcpr suffices)

Variables:
continuous:
dvi: actual duration of activitiy i
csvir: actual consumption of activity i of resource r
csvtirt: consumption of resource r by activity i in time slot t
fi: end time of activity i
ac1

τt: number of available components of type τ in time slot t
ac0

τt: number of available components of type τ in time slot t
eli: time at which activity i becomes eligible
binary:
afit: 1 if i finishes at some t′ ≤ t (”already finished”)
asit: 1 if i starts at some t′ ≤ t (”already started”)
aelit: 1 if i becomes eligible at some t′ ≤ t
actit: 1 if i is active in time slot [t] = [t, t + 1]
yi: 1 if i is processed in state 1
uit: 1 if i is processed in state 0 at t
wit: auxiliary variable equal to min{asit − asi,t−1, yi}

Model:
(0) min MS = fn+1
s.t.
(1) f0 = 0
(2) fi ≤ elj f.a. j ∈ A, i ∈ Pj

(3) eli + dvi ≤ fi f.a. i ∈ A
(4) asi,t ≤ asi,t+1 f.a. t = 0, . . . , T − 1}
(5) fi − dvi = T + 1 −

∑T
t=0 asit f.a. i ∈ A
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(6) afit ≤ afi,t+1 f.a. 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1
(7) fi = T + 1 −

∑T
t=0 afit f.a. i ∈ A

(8) aelit ≤ aelit+1 f.a. i ∈ A, t = 0, . . . T − 1
(9) eli = T + 1 −

∑T
t=0 aelit f.a. i ∈ A

(10) dvi = M · di f.a. i ∈ Afx

(11) dvi ≥ M · dτ · yi f.a. i ∈ Afl, τ = τ(i)
(12) dvi ≥ 1 f.a. i ∈ Afl

(13) yi = 1 f.a. i ∈ Afx

(14) ∑T
t= uit = 1 − yi f.a. i ∈ A

(15) ui,t+1 ≥ asi,t+1 − asit − yi f.a. i ∈ A
(16) wi,t+1 ≤ asi,t+1 − asi,t f.a. i ∈ A
(17) wit ≤ yi f.a. i ∈ A, t = 0, . . . T
(18) wi,t+1 ≥ asi,t+1 − asit + yi − 1 f.a. i ∈ A, t = 0, . . . , T − 1
(19) actit = asit − afit f.a. i ∈ A, t = 0, . . . , T − 1
(20) ∑T −1

t=0 actit = dvi f.a. i ∈ A
(21) ∑

i∈A csvtirt ≤ cpr f.a. r ∈ R, t
(22) csvir = csir f.a. i ∈ Afx

(23) csvir = csτr · yi f.a. i ∈ Afl, τ = τ(i)
(24) csvtirt ≥ csvir − M ′ · (1 − actit) f.a. i ∈ A, r ∈ R, t = 0, . . . T
(25) ac1

τ0 = 0 f.a. τ ∈ T
(26) ac0

τ0 = 0 f.a. τ ∈ T
(27) ac1

τ,t+1 = ac1
τ + ∑

i∈Aτ ,σ0(i)=1(aeli,t+1 − aelit) −
∑

i∈Aτ
wi,t+1 f.a. τ ∈ T , t = 0, . . . , T − 1

(28) ac0
τ,t+1 = ac0

τt + ∑
i∈Aτ ,σ0(i)=0(aeli,t+1 − aelit) −

∑
i∈Aτ

ui,t+1 f.a. τ ∈ T , t = 0, . . . , T − 1
(29) ac1

τt ≥ 0 f.a. τ ∈ T , t = 0, . . . , T
(30) ac0

τt ≥ 0 f.a. τ ∈ T , t = 0, . . . , T

Comments :
(0) Objective is makespan, i.e. project duration, which is given by the end time of the end activity.
(1) Start activity ends at 0
(2) guarantees that an activity becomes eligible only if all its predecessors have been finished.
(3) states that an activity can start only if it has become eligible.
(4), (6) and (8) capture monotonicity of the ”already started/finished” variables
(5) and (7) link finish time with the variables,
(9) links time of becoming eligible with the ”already eligible” variables
(10) translates duration in normal time units into marginal time steps for fixed activities
(11) as (10) for flexible activities, depending on their insertion state
(12) ensure that each flexible activity takes at least one marginal time unit
(13) sets the state variable to 1 for fixed activities
(14)+(15) define auxiliary variable uit

(16)-(18) define auxiliary variable wit = min{asit − asi,t−1, yi}
(19) reflects that an activity is active in a time slot if it has been already started but not finished yet
(20) states that the duration of an activity corresponds to the number of time slots where it is active
(21) ensure that capacity is not exceeded in each time slot
(22) states that the actual resource consumption for a fixed activity is just as given for that activity,
whereas for a flexible activity it is determined by its state and the type-specific consumption
(23) ensures that flexible activities only consume resources if they are processed as repair task
(24) lets an activity consume resources in a time slot an if it is active there
(25)-(30) define the availability counter where:
(25)+(26) are the initial conditions,
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(27)+(28) define changes from one time step to the next one and
(29)+(30) ensure non-negativity

8.2 Proof of Theorem 1 (Completeness of branching with minimal alternatives)
Theorem 1. Let E be an instance of the AEPSP. Then the search tree using branching with minimal
alternatives contains a node corresponding to an optimal schedule.

To prove this result we show the more general assertion that this also holds locally, i.e. from each node
in the branching tree there is a path leading to an optimal extension of the corresponding decision
point, i.e. it can be reached by a sequence of minimal alternatives. To state this more rigorously we
need the following notion of a continuation:
Given a decision point δ = (p, t), a continuation of p at t (or simply of δ) is a (feasible) complete
schedule q
- which agrees with p on Sp with the possible exception that some fixed activities i ∈ Sp with fp(i) > t
may start in q at t or later instead as in p; and
- in which all activities i /∈ Sp start at t or later.
A continuation q is optimal if f q(n + 1) ≤ f q′(n + 1) for each other continuation q′.
Main motivation for this definition is the fact that a complete schedule q which arises from p at t by
a sequence of minimal alternatives is a continuation of p at t: For this regard any activity i; further
assume i ∈ Sp at first. If i is flexible or if fp(i) ≤ t then the schedule of i cannot be changed anymore
by a minimal alternative whence i is scheduled in q as in p. If i is fixed and finishes after t in p
then either it changes its schedule by some minimal alternative(s) or it is kept scheduled as before.
In the first case it will start at t or later in q, in the second case it will be be scheduled in q as in
p. On the other hand, if we assume i /∈ Sp then it is started by a minimal alternative at some point
t ≥ t′ and then possibly delayed further whence it starts in q at t or later. Altogether i satisfies the
corresponding condition necessary for q being a continuation of p at t.

Now we can state the assertion to be shown as follows:

Theorem 1 (extended). Let E be any instance of the AEPSP and δ = (p, t) a decision point cor-
responding to a node of the search tree using branching with minimal alternatives. Then there is a
sequence of minimal alternatives which leads to an optimal continuation of δ. In other words, from
each node of the search tree leads a path to an optimal continuation (of that node).

Before starting with the actual proof for Theorem 1, we still need the following useful notions:

We say that two schedules agree on a set of activities if they agree for fixed activities w.r.t. s and
(hence) f and for flexible activities w.r.t. s, f (and hence) σ.

For a schedule p and a time point t, we denote by p|t the schedule p restricted to activities starting
before t, i.e. Sp|t = {i ∈ Sp|sp(i) < t} with values for s, f and σ as in p. Note that this is a feasible
schedule.

Now we can turn to the proof of Theorem 1:

Proof of Theorem 1. 0. (outline of the following proof)
Since, worked out in detail, the following proof is somewhat complicated and lengthy, we first give
an outline of its general structure: At first we choose an optimal continuation of p at t, denoted by
q, with a ”dominance property”, essentially meaning that it has minimal start times. For such a
dominant schedule we show that each start point coincides with some end point. The rest of the proof
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consists of showing that q can be reached via a sequence of minimal alternatives and decision points
as intermediate steps. This sequence will be constructed by induction, using a bundle of properties
which an intermediate decision point δl must have to be able to construct the next decision point δl+1.
Being at such δl, the induction step does not only consist of giving its sucessor but one has also to take
care that it can be reached by application of a suitable minimal alternative. After that one has also
to check that the new ql+1 satisfies again all properties to be itself a starting point for the next step
of the induction. This will involve some closer look to exclude undesired configurations. At several
points auxiliary schedules are constructed, in most cases to lead an assumption to a contradiction to
establish the right property. Showing that these schedules are actually feasible will often make more
work than simply describing their construction.
1. (dominance; fixing a dominant continuation; sequence of end times)
Let E and δ = (p, t) be given as in the theorem. For the purpose of the following proof we will say that,
for two continuations q and q′ of p at t, continuation q dominates q′ if sq(i) ≤ sq

′(i) for all i ∈ A and
sq(i) < sq

′(i) for at least one i ∈ A. Note that different continuations will agree on fixed nodes ending
up to t and on flexible nodes starting before t, i.e. on {i ∈ Sfx,p|fp(i) ≤ tl} ∪ {i ∈ Sfl,p|sp(i) < tl}
anyway whence this dominance concerns the remaining activities - fixed activities scheduled in p end-
ing after t or activities not scheduled in p at all, i.e. on {i ∈ Sfx,p|fp(i) > t} ∪ (A\Sp)). We call
a continuation q dominant if there is no other continuation q′ which dominates q (Note that such a
dominant continuation really exists albeit not being unique in general). For the rest of the proof fix
such a dominant continuation q of p at t. In the following we will show that there is a sequence of
minimal alternatives leading from p at t to q.
Let t0 = t and t1 < . . . < tk the ordered sequence of time points greater than t which actually appear
as end points of q, i.e. which are contained in the set {f q(i)|f q(i) > t, i ∈ A} (every point appearing
once, i.e. identical f q(i) = f q(j) are represented by only one tl).
2. (each start point falls onto some end point)
As preliminary step we will show that each start point of q later than t coincides with some end point,
i.e. {sp(i)|sp(i) ≥ t, i ∈ A} ⊆ {tl|0 ≤ l ≤ k}. This property follows from the dominancy of q, since
if it would not hold then one could prepone one of those activities which does not start at some end
point and would get a continuation which dominates q, contradiction. In the following we will show
this in some more detail, especially making sure that that preponement leads to a schedule which is
feasible indeed (and here especially w.r.t. the novel insertion condition).
Assume to the contrary that there is some i ∈ A with sq(i) ≥ t and sq(i) /∈ {t0, . . . , tk}, from which we
get tl < sq(i) < tl+1 for some 0 ≤ l < k. Regard the schedule q′ resulting from q by starting i already
at tl and ending correspondingly and leaving everything else unchanged. To show that q′ is feasible,
we check the feasibility conditions for q′:
- precedence: Let i1, i2 be activities with i1 predecessor of i2. If i /∈ {i1, i2} then i1, i2 are scheduled as
in q and precedence is satisfied. If i1 = i then i1 finishes earlier than in q and precedence is satisfied
as well. For i2 = i note that each predecessor i′

1 of i does not finish later than sq(i) in q and hence
not later than the last end point up to sq(i), which is tl = sq

′(i). Thus, in q′, i1 does not finish later
than sq

′(i) = sq
′(i2) as well, whence precedence is satisfied for all cases.

- duration: satisfied since satisfied in feasible q and additional preponement of i does not change its
duration
- resources: For each resource ρ, the resource consumption is decreased only if some activity ends and
resources are set free again. Thus, since no activity ends in (tl, sq(i)] in q, the resource consumption in
q is monotonically increasing from slot [tl] to slot [sq(i)]. Starting now i at tl for q′, i ends in q′ before
f q(i). In [tl, sq(i)] for q′, the resources suffice since their consumption is at most as high as in [sq(i)]
in q due to monotonicity. In [sq(i), f q′(i)] for q′ (if f q′(i) > sq(i), otherwise this case need no to be
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considered) the resources suffice since q is (resource-)feasible due to assumption. Thus the resources
suffice for q′ on [sq′(i), f q′(i)] ⊆ [tl, f q(i)]. Beyond the first interval, the resource consumption remains
unchanged compared with q whence q′ is resource-feasible as a whole.
- insertion: One has to show that ccq

′

t′ (τ, σ) ≥ 0 for each combination (τ, σ) and each time t′. For this
fix any combination (τ, σ) and recall that
ccq

′

t′ (τ, σ) = |{i′ ∈ Aτ |σ0(i′) = σ ∧ elq
′(i) ≤ t′}| − |{i′ ∈ Aτ |σq′(i′) = σ ∧ sq

′(i′) ≤ t′}|
i.e. the number of (τ, σ)-components which have become available up to t′ (since the activities as-
sociated with the positions, where those components were initially contained, have become eligible)
minus the number of (τ, σ)-components which have been consumed (since their processing has started
at their final positions, reflected by the start of associated activities) is nonnegative. This already
holds for q due to its feasibility, so check how this expression is changed by the preponement of i: For
this, denote the first term of the difference above by ccq

′+
t′ (τ, σ), the second (without negative sign) by

ccq
′−

t′ (τ, σ) such that ccq
′

t′ (τ, σ) = ccq
′+

t′ (τ, σ) − ccq
′−

t′ (τ, σ) (and correspondingly for q). Note that both
cc+- and cc−-part are monotonically increasing over time.
On the one hand, concerning the cc+-part, preponing i means finishing i earlier whence no activity
becomes eligible later and some activities may become eligible earlier in q′ compared with q, from
which follows that the number of activities having become eligible up to given time remains the same
or increases, i.e. ccq

′+
t′ (τ, σ) ≥ ccq+

t′ (τ, σ) for each t′. More precisely, preponing may lead to a strict
inequality only for t′ = f q′(i), . . . , f q(i) − 1 whereas for other times both values agree.
Further, since in q no activity ends at tl < t′ < tl+1, also no activity becomes newly eligible at these
time points whence ccqt′(τ, σ) has the same value for t′ = tl, . . . , tl+1 − 1, which is especially equal to
ccqsq(i)(τ, σ).
On the other hand, concerning the cc−-part, preponing i means to consume a (τ, σ)-component al-
ready at sq

′(i) = tl instead at sq(i), but only if i does actually consume a (τ, σ)-component, i.e. i

is an activity of type τ and is processed in state σ. In this case one has ccq
′−

t′ (τ, σ) = ccq−
t′ (τ, σ) + 1

for t′ = tl, . . . , sq(i) − 1 and equality of the counter values for other times (otherwise, if i does not
consume any (τ, σ)-component the values for q and q′ are the same for all t′). Especially one has
ccq

′−
t′ (τ, σ) ≤ ccq

′−
sq(i)(τ, σ) = ccq−

sq(i)(τ, σ) for each t′ ≤ sq(i) due to monotonicity.
So if i does not consume any (τ, σ)-component we have
ccq

′

t′ (τ, σ) = ccq
′+

t′ (τ, σ) − ccq
′−

t′ (τ, σ) ≥ ccq+
t′ (τ, σ) − ccq−

t′ (τ, σ) = ccqt′(τ, σ) ≥ 0 for all t′

due to the ≥-inequality for the cc+- and equality for the cc−-part.
If i does consume a (τ, σ)-component the same applies for t′ < tl and t′ ≥ sq(i). For the remaining
times we have
ccq

′−
t′ (τ, σ) = ccq−

t′ (τ, σ) + 1 ≤ ccq−
sq(i)−1(τ, σ) + 1 = ccq−

sq(i)(τ, σ) ≤ ccq+
sq(i)(τ, σ) = ccq+

t′ (τ, σ) ≤ ccq
′+

t′ (τ, σ)
and hence ccq

′

t′ (τ, σ) = ccq
′+

t′ (τ, σ) − ccq
′−

t′ (τ, σ) ≥ 0 for each t′ = tl, . . . , sq(i) − 1 .
This reflects the fact that it does not matter to consume the component already at tl since this is the
last time up to sq(i) at which new (τ, σ)-components may have become available; i.e. a component
consumed at sq(i) was already available at tl.
Altogether the component counter for q′ is non-negative, whence q′ is insertion-feasible.

(q′ is actually a continuation)
Having thus a feasible complete schedule, check finally that q′ is actually a continuation of p at t:
Since each activity i′ ̸= i is scheduled in q′ as in the continuation q, each activity i′ ̸= i further satisfies
the corresponding condition necessary for a continuation (for i′ ∈ Sp ∧ (i′ ∈ Afl ∨ fp(i′) ≤ t), for
i′ ∈ Sfx,p ∧ fp(i′) > t as well for i′ /∈ Sp). Regarding i, note that it starts not before t in q and after
the preponement in q′ as well since tl ≥ t. Thus the condition necessary for i is kept satisfied in q′.
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Thus q′ is a continuation of p at t, and since i starts earlier while other activities remain unchanged
compared with q, q′ would dominate q, contradiction. Thus the initial assumption of some start point
not coinciding with any end point has turned out to be false whence all start points of the dominant
continuation q greater than or equal to t are contained in {t0, . . . , tk} indeed.

3. In the rest of the proof we will show that q is contained in the branching tree, i.e. that it
(or, more precisely, the corresponding decision point δq = (q, f q(n + 1))) can be reached by a sequence
of appropriately chosen minimal alternatives. This will be shown by induction, and to get a suitable
induction assumption, we have to show the following more general assertion:

Claim: There is a sequence of minimal alternatives (µl)1≤l≤k = (Dll, St0
l )1≤l≤k which, starting from

δ = (p, t), results in δk = (q, f q(n + 1)). Each of its initial subsequences (µl′)1≤l′≤l (with 0 ≤ l ≤ k)
results in a decision point δl = (ql, tl) having the following properties

(i) Sfx,ql ⊇ {i ∈ Afx|sq(i) < tl}

(ii) Sfl,ql = {i ∈ Afl|sq(i) < tl}

(iii) sql(i) ≤ sq(i) for each i ∈ Sfx,ql (and hence the same for f), with

(iv) equality if additionally sq(i) < tl or f ql(i) ≤ tl

(v) sql(i) = sq(i) for each i ∈ Sfl
l , and the same for f ; from this also follows:

(vi) σql(i) = σq(i) for each i ∈ Sfl
l

For short, ql agrees with q|tl
except that there may be fixed activities scheduled in ql with f ql(i) > tl

which are not scheduled in q|tl
(since starting in q at tl or later). Thus, if (fixed) activities which start

in q at or later than tl are removed from ql one gets precisely q|tl
. From this also follows that in ql and

q the same activities have been finished up to tl, i.e. Fδl
= F(q,tl) , which we will need for specifying

the decision set below.

4. The claim is proved by inductively constructing µl and ql and checking that they satisfy the
desired properties.

4.1 For l = 0, after an empty sequence, we simply have δ0 = (q0, t0) = (p, t). The properties (i)-(vi)
immediately follow from q being a continuation of p at t:
(i) Sfx,p ⊇ {i ∈ Afx|sq(i) < t} since all activities not scheduled in p start in q at t or later
(ii) Sfl,p = {i ∈ Afl|sq(i) < t} since flexible activities in p are scheduled in q in the same way and
those not in p start not before t in q
(iii) sp(i) ≤ sq(i) for all i ∈ Sfx,p, since either i is scheduled in q as in p or it starts in q not before t
and hence later than in p
(iv) equality if sq(i) < t, since in this case i is also scheduled in p and, since i starts before t, its
schedule agrees with that in p
(v)+(vi) since continuation q agrees with p on all flexible activities scheduled in p

4.2 Now let (µl′)1≤l′≤l and ql be constructed for some l ≥ 0 with ql, tl having the properties (i)-(vi)
listed above in the claim.
For constructing the new schedule ql+1 with the desired properties and the corresponding minimal
alternative, we make decisions for flexible and fixed activities. Starting point for the construction is ql

at tl. Besides only stating the decisions, we must also take care that they can be actually represented
by a well-defined minimal alternative. For this, recall that the decision set of δl = (ql, tl) consists of
activities which have become eligible up to tl, i.e. for which all predecessors have finished not later
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than tl in ql, and additionally
- for flexible activities: .. which do not have been started yet (i.e. which are not scheduled in ql).
- for fixed activities: .. which do not have been finished yet (or, more precisely, which either have not
been scheduled in ql or which have been scheduled there, but have not been finished up to tl).
Having this in mind, we give the decisions for flexible and fixed activities now:

4.2.2 (schedule flexible activities)
Regarding flexible activities at first, each flexible i which starts at tl in q is also started at tl with the
same state σq(i), yielding a schedule q′

l. Note that such an activity i is contained in the decision set
Dcδl

: Since i starts at tl in q, all its predecessors finish not later than tl in q and hence in ql as well
due to Fδl

= F(q|tl
,tl); since additionally i is not scheduled in ql due to (ii), it is eligible and hence

contained in the decision set for δl.
Further, starting of these activities is feasible for the flexible part of a minimal alternative: Having
started them with their states, the flexible activities running then at [tl] (including earlier started ones)
do not cause any resource conflict since they do not in (resource-)feasible q where they are scheduled
the same due to (v) and (vi) (for those started before) and due to the choice above (for those just
started). Further the start of them with their states does not exceed the number of available compo-
nents at that point since it does not in (insertion-)feasible q: Namely, for each combination (τ, σ), the
number of (τ, σ)-components having become available up to tl+1 is the same as in q (since the same
activities as in q finish up to tl and they do at the same times; thus the same activities become eligible
and hence the same components available as in q); and so is also the number of (τ, σ)-components
consumed up to tl the same as in p (since the same flexible activities, scheduled the same, are started
up to tl).
So the choice to start at tl the same flexible activities with same states as in q is feasible for the flexible
part of a minimal alternative at decision point δl and can be specified by setting Stσ

l := {i ∈ Afl|sq(i) =
tl ∧ σq(i) = σ} for σ = 0, 1 and, for the remaining flexible activities, Dlfl

l := Dcfl
δl

\{i ∈ Afl|sq(i) = tl}.

4.2.3 (schedule fixed activities)
Regarding fixed activities next, initially remove from q′

l each fixed i starting strictly later than tl in
q. Such an i starts before tl (since scheduled in ql) and ends strictly later than tl due to (iv). Such an
activity is contained in the current decision set since its predecessors have been finished in ql up to tl

(otherwise it would not be scheduled in ql) but itself finishes only after that point. Denote the set of
these initially removed activities by B0 := {i ∈ Sql,fx|sq(i) > tl}.
Now start each fixed i starting at tl in q unless it is already scheduled in ql. Such an activity i is
contained in the decision set since its predecessors have been finished up to tl in q and hence in ql

as well whereas i is has not been started up to that point, hence being eligible at δl. Note that the
resulting schedule q′′

l is identical with q|tl+1
except that some fixed activities ending after tl in ql may

start in ql earlier than in q.
This schedule is resource-feasible since up to tl it is identical with ql except for the possibly removed
fixed activities, which, however, only reduce resource consumption; on the other hand, from tl on-
wards, one has the following: Each activity i active in q′

l beyond tl, i.e. in [tl, f q′
l(i)], starts in q not

later than tl and not earlier than in q′
l whence it is active there in [tl, f q(i)] with f q(i) ≥ f ql(i). Thus

the resource consumption for each time slot after tl is in q′
l is not more than in that in q such that q′

l

is resource-feasible since q is. Altogether q′
l is resource-feasible as a whole.

Now schedule the fixed activities initially removed (as given by B0) with their original start and
end points again and additionally start the (remaining) eligible fixed activities which have not been
started yet (since starting in q later than tl). These two classes of activities form the set B = {i ∈
Sfx,ql |sq(i) > tl} ∪ {i ∈ Afx\Sfx,ql |Pi ⊆ Fδl

} which is contained in the current decision set - for B0
as seen above, for the second class simply since they are eligible at δl. By scheduling these activities
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(for B0: again), one possibly gets a resource conflict from tl onwards, with maximum exceedance at
[tl] (in this slot, since all activities in the new schedule start not later than tl whence the resource
consumption is monotonically decreasing from [tl] onwards). If there is such a resource conflict indeed
then remove some (setwise) minimal subset C ⊆ B of activities which resolves the resource conflict
at [tl] (and hence for the whole schedule). Recall that removing a subset of B suffices since removing
whole B yields q′

l which has been shown resource-feasible above. If there is no resource conflict, set
C := ∅. Now delaying C =: Dlfx

l+1 we get a resource-feasible schedule q′′ =: ql+1.
Combining the choices for flexible and fixed activities we get a minimal alternative µl+1 = (Dl+1, St0) =
(Dlfl

l+1 ∪ Dlfx
l+1, St0) which, applied to ql, yields schedule ql+1. Since this µl+1 is a feasible minimal

alternative indeed, as checked above for its flexible and fixed parts, the resulting schedule ql+1 is also
feasible.

5. Thus ql+1 is a feasible schedule which arises from ql at tl by application of suitable minimal
alternative µl+1. Now check that ql+1 satisfies the properties listed above indeed:

(i) Sfx,ql+1 ⊇ (Sfx,ql\{i ∈ Afx|sq(i) > tl}) ∪ {i ∈ Afx|sq(i) = tl} = {i ∈ Afx|sq(i) ≤ tl} = {i ∈
Afx|sq(i) < tl+1}
(only fixed activities with sq(i) > tl are delayed)

(ii) Sfl,ql+1 = Sfl,ql ∪ {i ∈ Afl|sq(i) = tl} = {i ∈ Afl|sq(i) ≤ tl} = {i ∈ Afl|sq(i) < tl+1}
(the ⊇-direction of the last equation since start times in q coincide with time points tl′)

(iii) Let i ∈ Sfx,ql+1 and show sql+1(i) ≤ sq(i). If i was already scheduled in ql then it has not been
delayed and hence it is scheduled in ql+1 as in ql whence sql+1(i) = sql(i) ≤ sq(i) according to
(iii) for ql. If i was not scheduled in ql then it has been just started at tl and further sq(i) ≥ tl

according to (i) for ql whence sql+1(i) = tl ≤ sq(i). In both cases we get the desired inequality.

(iv) Assume to the contrary that sql+1(i∗) ̸= sq(i∗) for some i∗ ∈ Sfx,ql+1 with sq(i∗) < tl+1 or
f ql+1(i∗) ≤ tl+1. Then, according to (iii) for ql+1, we have sql+1(i∗) < sq(i∗) for each such i∗. By
combining ql+1 and q appropriately we construct a new complete schedule q′ being a continuation
of p and dominating q (where those activities i∗ will guarantee domination since starting earlier
in ql+1 than in q). But as q was chosen dominant, the resulting contradiction will show that
activities i∗ as assumed above cannot exist, hence implying (iv) for ql+1.
To get q′, schedule each activity i ∈ Bql+1 := Sql+1\{i ∈ Sql+1,fx|sq(i) ≥ tl+1 ∧ f ql+1(i) > tl+1}
according to ql+1 and each remaining i ∈ Bq := A\Bql+1 according to q. Note that each i∗ as
assumed above is contained in Bql+1 and hence scheduled according to ql+1, and hence strictly
earlier than in q. Furthermore the schedule q′ has the following properties:
- Flexible activities are scheduled in q′ as in q: If a flexible activity is contained in Bql+1 and
hence scheduled in q′ according to ql+1 then it is also scheduled as in q due to (v) and (vi) for
ql+1 (see below; since their proof does not depend on (iv) they can be assumed here as already
proven). Otherwise it is contained in Bq and scheduled according to q anyway.
- Fixed (and hence all) activities do not start later in q′ than in q: For fixed i ∈ Bql+1 by using
(iii), for i ∈ Bq anyway.
- Each i ∈ Bq starts at tl+1 or later: If additionally i ∈ Sql+1 then i is fixed with sq(i) ≥ tl+1
(and f ql+1(i) > tl+1). If i /∈ Sql+1 then sq(i) ≥ tl+1 with (i) and (ii) for ql+1 as already shown
above.
Thus, since all activities do not start later in q′ than in q and some actually start earlier, q′

dominates q - if q′ is also a continuation of q, which is shown next.

(continuation)
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Given that q′ is a feasible schedule (which will be shown afterwards), it is also a continuation of
p at t (which then, as just seen, dominates q): For this, make sure for any given activity i that
it satisfies the corresponding property in the continuation definition:
If i ∈ Bql+1 then it is scheduled according to ql+1; since ql+1 arises from p at t by a sequence of
minimal alternatives, it is a continuation whence i satisfies the corresponding property. Indeed,
if i ∈ Sp then either it is scheduled in ql+1 (and hence in q′) as in p or (in which case it is
fixed with fp(i) > t) it starts in ql+1 (and hence in q) at t or later instead as in p; on the other
hand, if i /∈ Sp then it starts in ql+1 (and hence in q) at t or later. Thus i ∈ Bql+1 satisfies the
corresponding condition also for q′.
On the other hand, if i ∈ Bq then i is scheduled according to q and hence satisfies the corre-
sponding condition since q is a continuation as well.
Thus, whether i ∈ Bql+1 or i ∈ Bq, each activity satisfies the conditions necessary for q′ being a
continuation whence q′ is a continuation indeed.

(feasibility)
It remains to show that q′ is a feasible schedule indeed:
- precedence: Let be given i1, i2 with i1 ∈ Pi2 . If either both i1, i2 ∈ Bql+1 or both i1, i2 ∈ Bq then
precedence (i.e. f q′(i1) ≤ sq

′(i2)) follows from precedence in ql+1 and q, respectively. If i1 ∈ Bql+1

and i2 ∈ Bq then precedence is satisfied with f q′(i1) = f ql+1(i1) ≤ f q(i1) ≤ sq(i2) = sq
′(i2), the

first inequality with (iii) for ql+1 if i1 is fixed and since q′ and q agree for flexible activities if i1
is flexible. The case i1 ∈ Bq, i2 ∈ Bql+1 does not occur since Bql+1 is closed under precedence as
Sql+1 is and the activities removed to get Bql+1 finish only after tl+1.
- resources: Up to tl+1, schedule q′ is resource-feasible since there it largely agrees with ql+1:
All activities i ∈ Bql+1 ⊆ Sql+1 are scheduled according to ql+1 whereas the remaining ones in
Bq do not start before tl+1. Thus, up to tl+1, schedule q′ agrees with ql+1 except that some
activities may start only at that point or later and hence not consuming any resources up to
tl+1. Therefore q′ is resource-feasible on [0, tl+1] since ql+1 is.
On the other hand, from tl+1 onwards, schedule q′ is resource-feasible since there it agrees with q
except that some fixed activities i ∈ Bql+1 with f ql+1(i) > tl+1 may be scheduled and hence finish
earlier in q′ than in q. Thus, beyond tl+1, each such i is active in [tl+1, f q′

l+1(i)] ⊆ [tl+1, f ql+1(i)],
such that for each time slot ≥ tl+1 the resource consumption in q′ does not exceed that in q.
Putting both parts together, q′ is resource-feasible as a whole.
- insertion: Show for each combination (τ, σ) that ccq

′

t′ (τ, σ) ≥ 0 for each time t′. For this show
that the number of (τ, σ)-components having become available up to t′ is at least as large as the
number of (τ, σ)-components having become consumed up to t′, i.e. ccq

′+
t′ (τ, σ) ≥ ccq

′−
t′ (τ, σ).

Since all activities finish in q′ not later than in q, all activities become eligible in q′ not later
than in q. Thus also the number of τ -activities with initial state σ having become eligible up to
t′, i.e. the number of τ -components with state σ having become up to t′ is in q′ at least as large
as in q, i.e. ccq

′+
t′ (τ, σ) ≥ ccq+

t′ (τ, σ).
On the other hand, since all flexible activities are scheduled in q′ as in q, (τ, σ)-components are
consumed at the same times, whence also the number of (τ, σ)-components consumed up to t′ is
the same, i.e. ccq

′−
t′ (τ, σ) = ccq−

t′ (τ, σ).
Putting both parts together, we get ccq

′

t′ (τ, σ) = ccq
′+

t′ (τ, σ)−ccq
′−

t′ (τ, σ) ≥ ccq+
t′ (τ, σ)−ccq−

t′ (τ, σ) ≥
ccqt′(τ, σ) and hence insertion-feasibility of q′.

Thus having shown that q′ is also a feasible schedule, the contradiction described above ap-
plies indeed, from which we get (iv).
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(v) and (vi) hold since activities already scheduled in ql have been kept scheduled as there (and
hence agreeing with q) and new flexible activities have been scheduled as in q as well.

6. (tl+1 is the next decision point indeed)
Finally we have to make sure that tl+1 is really the next end point in ql+1 after tl and hence
δl+1 = (ql+1, tl+1) the next decision point after choice of minimal alternative µl+1 indeed. Assume
this is not the case and let be i∗ ∈ Sql+1 with that next end point f ql+1(i∗) ̸= tl+1.
First we show that f ql+1(i∗) < tl+1: If otherwise f ql+1(i∗) > tl+1 then let j∗ ∈ A one of the activities
with f q(j∗) = tl+1. Activity j∗ starts not later than at tl in q whence it is scheduled in ql+1 due to
(i) or (ii) but not as in q and hence it is fixed with (v) and starts earlier than in q with (iii), from
which we get get f ql+1(j∗) < tl+1. However, if we had f ql+1(j∗) ≤ tl then also already f ql(j∗) ≤ tl

and hence also f q(j∗) ≤ tl with (iv) for ql, contradiction to f q(j∗) = tl+1. Thus we would have
tl < f ql+1(j∗) ≤ tl+1 < f ql+1(i∗) whence the next endpoint after tl in ql+1 would not be f ql+1(i∗),
contradiction to the choice of i∗. Thus we have f ql+1(i∗) < tl+1. However, in this case we also have
f ql+1(i) = f q(i) due to (iv) for ql+1 and hence tl < f q(i) < tl+1, which contradicts f q(i) ∈ {t0, . . . , tk}.
Thus i∗ as assumed does not exist and it follows that tl+1 is the next end point in ql+1 after tl indeed.
Thus δl+1 = (ql+1, tl+1) is the decision point which results by application of chosen minimal alternative
µl+1 = (Dll+1, St0

l+1).
This completes the induction step and hence the whole proof of the theorem.

8.3 Proof of Theorem 2 (Dominance rule with cut vectors)
Theorem 2. Let δ = (p, t) and δ̃ = (p̃, t̃) be decision points with cut vectors cv and c̃v such that cv
dominates c̃v. Further let ∆ = (q, MS(q)) be a decision point corresponding to a complete schedule
with minimal makespan among those which are (direct or indirect) successors of δ in the branching tree
with minimal alternatives. Let ∆̃ = (q̃, MS(q̃)) be a corresponding decision point for δ̃, respectively.
Then MS(q) ≤ MS(q̃).

Proof. Let δ, cv, ∆ = (q, t) and their ∼ed counterparts be as above. To prove the assertion, i.e. the
inequality finally given there, a continuation of p is constructed by combining p and q̃ in an appro-
priate manner. Essentially we will extend p by scheduling the remaining activities according to q̃ and
making some corrections to guarantee the desired properties. Since in this way q̃ will form the ”second
half” of that constructed schedule, this continuation will have makespan MS(q̃), and then Theorem
1 ensures that there is a sucessor ∆ = (q, MS(q)) of δ in the branching tree with MS(q) ≤ MS(q̃).
Correspondingly, the proof mainly consists of defining the schedule and verifying that it is well-defined,
feasible and a continuation indeed.
That schedule which will be shown to be a continuation of p is constructed in two steps: At first
schedule each i ∈ Sp, except fixed i with fp(i) > t̃, according to p, and the remaining activities,
i.e. either i ∈ Sp,fx with fp(i) > t̃ or i ∈ A\Sp, according to q̃, getting a schedule q′. Denote
these sets of activities which are scheduled according to p and q̃ by Bp and Bq̃, respectively, i.e.
Bp := Sp\{i ∈ Sp,fx|fp(i) > t̃} and Bq̃ := A\Bp.
In a second step take for each type τ the ñ0

τ − n0
τ =: k∗

τ earliest scheduled activities i /∈ Sp of type
τ which are processed as repair tasks and process them as dummy tasks instead. More precisely, if
iτ
1 , . . . , iτ

kτ
is an order of the set {i ∈ Aτ \Sp|σq′(i) = σq̃(i) = 1} according to their increasing start

times in q′ (and q̃), i.e. with sq
′(iτ

1) ≤ sq
′(iτ

2) ≤ . . . ≤ sq
′(iτ

k), then change for iτ
1 , . . . , iτ

k∗
τ

the state from
1 to 0, i.e. change for each such activity i its state to σ(i) := 0 and its end time to f(i) := sq

′(i) (the
order and correspondingly also the choice of the activities may be not unique due to equality in start
times, but this does not matter, any choice will do).
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This yields the final schedule q′′. The different treatment of activities i ∈ Sp with fp(i) > t̃ in the first
step will be due to compatibility reasons by combining p and q̃, the second step is necessary since in
general q′ still processes more activities as repair tasks than defective components available, such that
one has make this correction to ensure insertion feasibility.
At first note the following properties of this schedule:
- activities i /∈ Sp start in q′′ at t̃ or later: Indeed, each i /∈ Sp is contained in Bq̃ but not in S p̃(⊆ Sp)
whence it starts in q̃ (and hence also in q′′) at t̃ or later since q̃ is a continuation of p̃.
- As a consequence, up to t̃ schedule q′′ coincides with p except that i ∈ Sp,fx with fp(i) > t̃ are
scheduled according to q̃ and hence starting there possibly later at sq̃(i) ≥ sp(i) (and possibly only at
or after t̃).
- From t̃ onwards, schedule q′′ coincides with q̃ except that a) some flexible activities are processed
in state 0 instead 1 (with the same start time, but reduced end time) and that b) (possibly) some
flexible activities are scheduled according to p. For the latter case from t̃ onwards such an activity i
is active on [t̃, fp(i)] ⊆ [t̃, f p̃(i)], since due to dominance we have i ∈ Sp,f l = S p̃,f l (hence also starting
up to t̃ in both cases) and t̃ ≤ fp(i) = f≥t(i) ≤ f̃≥t̃(i) = f p̃(i).
In the rest of the proof it is shown that the constructed schedule q′′ is a continuation of p at t indeed.
More precisely not only a continuation but also that it is well-defined and (this will make most work)
feasible as well. We start with continuation :
(continuation)
Given that q′′ is a well-defined and feasible schedule (which we will show below), it is also a contin-
uation of p at t: Each activity i ∈ Sp which is flexible or fixed with fp(i) ≤ t is scheduled as in p.
The remaining activities in Sp, fixed activities with fp(i) > t, are either scheduled as in p as well (if
fp(i) ≤ t̃) or start at t or later (even at t̃ or later, for t̃ ≥ t since cv dominates c̃v; holding for fp(i) > t̃
). Activities i /∈ Sp start at t (even t̃) or later. Altogether q′′ satisfies for each actvitiy i the condition
to be a continuation of p at t.
Note further that MS(q′′) = MS(q̃).
(well-defined)
Next check that q′′ is well-defined indeed: While the first step (q′) is unproblematic, in the second
step one has to make sure that sufficiently many suitable activities with state 1 exist at all. Here
note at first that ñ0

τ − n0
τ ≥ 0 since cv dominates c̃v. Further, in A\S p̃ there are at least ñ0

τ − n0
τ

activities of type τ which are scheduled with state 1 in q̃ indeed: For this, denote by n1
τ , correspond-

ingly to n0
τ , the number of τ -activities contained in p and processed there in state 1 (and analogously

for ñ1
τ ). Then we have n0

τ + n1
τ = |Sp ∩ Aτ | = |S p̃ ∩ Aτ | = ñ0

τ + ñ1
τ (middle equation because of

Sp,f l = S p̃,f l due to cv dominating c̃v) and hence ñ0
τ − n0

τ = n1
τ − ñ1

τ . Further let m̃1
τ be the number

of τ -activities i ∈ A\S p̃ which are processed in state 1, i.e. as repair tasks in q̃ - those activities,
from which ñ0

τ − n0
τ are chosen to be processed in state 0 - and correspondingly m1

τ the number of
τ -activities i ∈ A\Sp which have to be processed in state 1 in any continuation of p. Then it holds
n1

τ + m1
τ = |A1

τ | = |{i ∈ Aτ |σ1(i) = 1}| = ñ1
τ + m̃1

τ and hence n1
τ − ñ1

τ = m̃1
τ − m1

τ , from which one gets
0 ≤ ñ0

τ − n0
τ = m̃1

τ − m1
τ ≤ m̃1

τ with the previous equation, which guarantees that the second step can
be accomplished as described. Thus q′′ is well-defined indeed.
(feasible)
Next we have to verify that q′′ is a feasible schedule:
- precedence: Let i1, i2 ∈ A with i1 ∈ Pi2 . Regard the following cases:
(1) If both i1, i2 ∈ Bp, then precedence, i.e. f q′′(i) ≤ sq

′′(i), is satisfied since so it is also in p.
(2) If i1, i2 ∈ Bq̃ then precedence holds with f q′′(i1) ≤ f q̃(i1) ≤ sq̃(i2) = sq

′′(i2) (where, by the way,
the first inequality is strict if i1 is one of the flexible activities the state of which has been changed in
the second step of the construction).
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(3) If i1 ∈ Bp, i2 ∈ Bq̃ then i1 ends according to p and i2 starts according to q̃ (since the change in
the second step only affects end times of activities in Bq̃, it needs not to be taken account for this
case). Thus we have to show fp(i1) ≤ sq̃(i2). If fp(i1) ≤ t̃ ≤ sq̃(i2) then there is nothing to do.
So let fp(i1) > t̃ or sq̃(i2) < t̃. In the first case i1 is not fixed due to definition of Bp and hence
flexible. Then i1 ∈ Sp,f l = S p̃,f l and t̃ ≤ fp(i1) = f≥t(i1) ≤ f̃≥t̃(i1) = f p̃(i1) = f q̃(i1) ≤ sq̃(i2) yields
precedence. In the second case, sq̃(i2) < t̃, assuming i2 /∈ Sp ⊇ Sp̃ would give sq̃(i2) ≥ t̃ as q̃ is a
continuation of p̃, contradiction. Thus one has i2 ∈ Sp ∩ Bq̃ and hence i2 ∈ Sp,fx with fp(i2) > t̃,
which yields t̃ < fp(i2) = f≥t(i2) ≤ f̃≥t̃(i2) = f p̃(i2) = f q̃(i2), from which we get sp(i2) ≤ sq̃(i2).
Then fp(i1) ≤ sp(i2) yields precedence also for the second case.
(4) The case i1 ∈ Bq̃, i2 ∈ Bp does not occur since Bp is closed under precedence as Sp is and the
removed fixed activities have no successors in p.
- duration: An activitity scheduled in q′′ according to p or q̃ gets the right duration from these sched-
ules. If it is one of those flexible activities with state changed to 0 in the second step, it has duration
0 consistent with appropriately changed f q′′(i) = sq

′′(i) and σq′′(i) = 0. Thus q′′ is feasible w.r.t.
duration.
- resources: Recall that until t̃, schedule q′′ agrees with p except that i ∈ Sp,fx with fp(i) > t̃ are
scheduled as in q̃ and hence start at sq̃(i) ≥ sp(i) (and possibly after t̃). Thus, up to t̃, such an i is
active on [sq̃(i), t̃] instead on the same or larger interval [sp(i), t̃] (and not active at all if sq̃(i) > t̃),
whence the resource consumption for each time slot is not higher than in p. Thus q′′ is resource-feasible
up to t̃ since p is. From t̃ onwards, schedule q′′ coincides with q̃ except that some (if any at all) flexi-
ble activities are processed in state 0 instead state 1 (which only reduces resource consumption) and
some activities may be scheduled according to p and finishing after t̃. Regarding such an activity
i ∈ Sp, it must be flexible since a fixed one with fp(i) > t̃ is already scheduled according to q̃. Then
i ∈ Sp,f l = S p̃,f l and we have t̃ < fp(i) = f≥t(i) ≤ f̃≥t̃(i) = f p̃(i) = f q̃(i) whence i is active on
[t̃, fp(i)] instead on the same or larger interval [t̃, f q̃(i)]. It follows that q′′ is resource-feasible beyond
t̃ since q̃ is, whence q′′ is resource-feasible overall.

- insertion: To show that q′′ is insertion-feasible, we have to give an extended schedule q′′ on marginal
time steps which, projected to normal time units, agrees with q′′ and which satisfies the insertion
condition introduced earlier. As p and q̃ are insertion-feasible, there are marginal extensions p and q̃
which satisfy the insertion condition (and the other feasibility conditions as well). However, simply
combining any two such extensions or, rather, simply taking their marginal parts to extend q′′ would
generally cause conflicts w.r.t. precedence, resources or insertion on the marginal level. Thus we have
to adapt initially chosen extensions by appropriate shifts in marginal steps to get suitable extensions
from which the marginal parts can be taken to extend q′′ to a feasible q′′.
So choose at first p and q̃ dominant in an analogous sense as at the beginning of the proof of Theorem
1, i.e. p has the property that there is no other extension p′ of p with sp

′(i) ≤ sp(i) for all i ∈ Sp and
< for at least one i (i.e. the vector of the marginal parts is chosen minimal).
The refinement q′′ is defined in several steps: At first, simply schedule each i ∈ Bp according to p
and each i ∈ Bq̃ according to q̃, getting a schedule q1. Then, corresponding to the second step in the
construction of q′′, change the state of chosen flexible activities from 1 to 0 and set f(i) := sq

1(i) + 1,
getting a schedule q2. While, as seen above, precedence (and resources) is satisfied in the projection
to normal time units, it may be violated on the level of marginal units due to simply appending the
schedules in this way.
To fix this, set mp∗ = max{mp(f q2(i)|i ∈ Bp)} + 1 and add a constant, sufficient large number to all
current start and end times for activities i ∈ Bq̃ such that all marginal parts of start and end times of
Bq̃ are larger than mp∗, whence we get
mp(s(i1)) ≤ mp(f(i1)) < mp∗ < mp(s(i2)) ≤ mp(f(i2)) for all i1 ∈ Bp and i2 ∈ Bq̃
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getting a schedule q3. Set further t̃ := (t̃, mp∗).
For q3 it may still be that the increasing sequence of start times sq̃(iτ

1) ≤ . . . ≤ sq̃(iτ
kτ

) for the activity
sequence from the second step in the construction does not translate to an increasing sequence of the
sq

3-values as well, namely where we have equality of sq̃-values. In this case recall that k∗
τ is the last

index in the second step for which state 1 is changed to 0 for type τ , and then let k−
τ ≤ k∗

τ ≤ k+
τ be

defined by sq̃(ik−
τ −1) < sq̃(ik−

τ
) = . . . = sq̃(ik∗

τ
) = . . . = sq̃(ik+

τ
) < sq̃(ik+

τ +1) and add a further constant
number of marginal time steps to start and end times of ik∗

τ +1, . . . , ik+
τ

and their successors such that
there is some t∗

τ with sq(i′) < t∗
τ < sq(i′′) for each i′ ≤ k∗

τ and i′′ > k∗
τ .

Renumbering further iτ
1 , . . . iτ

k∗
τ

and iτ
k∗+1, . . . , iτ

k appropriately - more precisely renumbering among
iτ
j ’s with same sq

′′-value - gives a sequence which also satisfies s(iτ
1) ≤ . . . ≤ s(iτ

kτ
). Note that this

renumbering does not cause any conflict with earlier decisions since the actual order of activities with
same start value in q′′ has not been used before.
This yields the final schedule q4 =: q′′, which is the desired refinement q′′ of q′′ and feasible w.r.t.
precedence, duration and resources. It remains to show that it is also insertion-feasible.

For insertion-feasibility one has to show that for all combinations (τ, σ) and all t′

cc
q′′

t′ (τ, σ) = |{i ∈ Aτ |σ0(i) = σ ∧ elq
′′(i) ≤ t′}| − |{i ∈ Aτ |σq′′(i) = σ ∧ sq

′′(i) ≤ t′}| ≥ 0

Denoting as earlier the first term by cc
q′′+
t′ (τ, σ) and the second one (without negative sign) by

cc
q′′−
t′ (τ, σ), it suffices to show that cc

q′′+
t′ (τ, σ) ≥ cc

q′′−
t′ (τ, σ).

1. t′ ≤ t̃. At first regard the case t′ ≤ t̃, for which we can establish even equality cc
q′′

t′ (τ, σ) = cc
p

t′(τ, σ)
where the r.h.s. is nonnegative since p is (insertion-)feasible. More precisely, we will show that they
agree in both terms, i.e. cc

q′′+
t′ (τ, σ) = cc

p+
t′ (τ, σ) and cc

q′′−
t′ (τ, σ) = cc

p−
t′ (τ, σ). These equalities hold

since up to t̃ the schedules q′′ and p largely agree, without their differences having any effect on the
corresponding terms. Indeed, recall that up to t̃, schedules p and q′′ agree except for i ∈ Sp,fx with
fp(i) > t̃, which are scheduled in q′′ according to q̃, hence starting in q′′ later than in p (and possibly
only after t̃, in which case the corresponding activity is not scheduled in q′′ up to t̃ ). Since these
exceptional activities finish only after t̃, all activities ending up to t̃ are the same in p and q′′ and they
end at the same times in both schedules. Thus also the activities which become eligible up to t̃ are
the same in both schedules and it holds elp(i) = elq

′′(i) for each of them. This is especially true for
flexible activities whence we get
cc

q′′+
t′ (τ, σ) = |{i ∈ Aτ |σ0(i) = σ ∧ elq

′′(i) ≤ t′}| = |{i ∈ Aτ |σ0(i) = σ ∧ elp(i) ≤ t′}| = cc
p+
t′ (τ, σ).

On the other hand, since the exceptional activities are fixed, in p and q′′ the same flexible activities
start up to t̃, and they do at the same times. Thus we have
cc

q′′−
t′ (τ, σ) = |{i ∈ Aτ |σq′′(i) = σ ∧ sq

′′(i) ≤ t′}| = |{i ∈ Aτ |σq′′(i) = σ ∧ sp(i) ≤ t′}| = cc
p−
t′ (τ, σ).

Altogether we have equality in the positive and negative part and hence cc
q′′

t′ (τ, σ) = cc
p

t′(τ, σ) ≥ 0 for
all t′ ≤ t̃.

2. Now let regard t′ > t̃.
2.1 At first we show cc

q′′+
t′ (τ, σ) ≥ cc

q̃+
t′ (τ, σ). For this it suffices to show that for each i ∈ Aτ with

σ0(i) = σ and elq̃(i) ≤ t′ it also holds elq
′′(i) ≤ t′. So let be given i ∈ Aτ with σ0(i) = σ and

elq̃(i) ≤ t′. Further assume, towards a contradiction, that elq
′′(i) > t′. Then there is a predecessor

j ∈ Pi with f q′′(j) > t′ but f q̃(j) ≤ t′, and hence with f q′′(j) > f q̃(j). Then j /∈ Bq̃ since neither
it is scheduled in q′′ according to q̃ nor it is one of those flexible activities which got state 0 in the
second step, as then its end time would have been reduced and f q′′(j) < f q̃(j). Thus j ∈ Bp and
hence fp(j) = f q′′(j) > f q̃(j). Since the value on the l.h.s. is at least t′ ≥ t̃, one has fp(j) ≥ t̃
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and hence fp(j) = f≥t(j) ≤ f̃≥t̃(j) = f q̃(j). But then fp(j) > f q̃(j) yields fp(j) = f q̃(j) and
mp(f q′′(j)) = mp(fp(j)) < mp∗ < mp(f q̃(j)) for the marginal parts and hence fp(j) < f q̃(j), contra-
diction. Thus predecessor j as assumed does not exist whence elq

′′(i) ≤ t′.

2.2 cc−

2.2.1 Next we show cc
q′′−
t′ (τ, σ) ≤ cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, σ) for σ = 0.

Compared with q̃, in q′′ up to t̃ a number of ñ0
τ −n0

τ less τ -activities have been started in state 0 (intact
τ -components have been consumed), i.e. cc

q′′

t̃
(τ, 0) = cc

q̃

t̃
(τ, 0) − ñ0

τ − n0
τ . Since the next ñ0

τ − n0
τ = k∗

τ

τ -activities which are processed in state 1 in q̃ are processed in state 0 in q′′, the difference between
both cc−-values decreases to 0 and hence equality at t′ = t∗

τ whence we have cc
q′′−
t′ (τ, 0) ≤ cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, 0)

for all t′ ≤ t∗
τ . Since after t∗

τ a τ -activity is processed in state 0 in q′′ iff it is processed in state 0 in q̃,
the equality is maintained, i.e. it holds cc

q′′−
t′ (τ, 0) = cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, 0) for all t′ > t∗

τ .

Thus we have cc
q′′−
t′ (τ, 0) ≤ cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, 0) for all t′ ≥ t̃.

2.2.2 To establish cc
q′′

t′ (τ, σ) ≥ 0 for all cases, it would now suffice to finally show cc
q′′−
t′ (τ, 1) ≤ cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, 1)

for all t′ > t̃ ; however, in general this inequality does not hold since up to t̃ schedule q′′ has con-
sumed more (τ, 1)-components than q̃. Instead, the remaining case can be also covered by showing
cc

q′′

t′ (τ, 1) ≥ 0 for t′ > t̃ directly:
Compared with q̃, in q′′ up to t̃ a number of n1

τ − ñ1
τ (= ñ0

τ − n0
τ ) more τ -activities have been

started in state 1. However, since the first n1
τ − ñ1

τ τ -activities which are started in state 1 after
t̃ in q̃ are processed in q′′ in state 0, this difference decreases and becomes equality at t′ = sq

′′(ik∗
τ
).

Thus we have cc
q̃−
t̃

(τ, 1) + (n1
τ − ñ1

τ ) = cc
q′′−
t̃

(τ, 1) = . . . = cc
q′′−
t∗
τ

(τ, 1) = cc
q̃−
t∗
τ

(τ, 1). Since further

cc
q′′

t̃
(τ, 1) = cc

q′′+
t̃

(τ, 1) − cc
q′′

t̃
(τ, 1) ≥ 0 and cc

q′′+
t′ (τ, 1) is monotonically increasing for increasing t′,

we get cc
q′′

t′ (τ, 1) ≥ 0 for t′ = t̃, . . . , t∗
τ . Regarding t′ > t∗

τ , note that each activity of type τ which
starts after t∗

τ is processed in state 1 in q′′ iff it is processed in state 1 in q̃. Thus equality of the
cc−-parts is maintained and we have cc

q′′−
t′ (τ, 1) = cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, 1) for all t′ > t∗

τ , from which we get

cc
q′′

t′ (τ, 1) = cc
q′′+
t′ (τ, 1) − cc

q′′−
t′ (τ, 1) ≥ cc

q̃+
t′ (τ, 1) − cc

q̃−
t′ (τ, 1) = cc

q̃

t′(τ, 1) ≥ 0

Putting all cases together, we get cc
q

t′(τ, σ) ≥ 0 for all combinations (τ, σ) and times t′, and hence
insertion feasibility of q′′ and hence of q′′ as well.
Altogether q′′ is feasible and hence a continuation of p indeed, which completes the proof.
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8.4 Supplements to Computational Study
8.4.1 Quantiles of computation time in logarithmic scale:

Quantiles of computation time for B&B and MIP
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Both curves have similar shape (at least up to the time limit), but are distinguished by a roughly con-
stant difference, which, since in logarithmic scale, corresponds to a quotient of at least one-and-a-half
magnitudes of order. In fact this quotient is not that constant but reaches a minimum of about 50
at [0.1,0.25] and is significantly increasing afterwards. Due to timeout the further course cannot been
tracked, but it may be assumed that a ratio of more than about 50-100 would be maintained well
beyond this limit (and possibly throughout the whole range up to 1).

8.4.2 Ratio (i.e. the quotient) between corresponding quantiles for B&B and MIP

Ratio between quantiles of time for B&B and MIP
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8.4.3 Comparison logarithmated times and linear model:

Comparison average logarithmated times (BB) and linear model

parameter combination

lo
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 ti
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e

0
1

2
3

B&B
Linear Model

11111/22222 11111/33333 11111/44444 11122/22333 11212/23344

Corresponding coefficients:

11111/22222 11111/33333 11111/44444 11122/22333 11212/23344
intercept 3.94 (0.25) 4.21 (0.26) 4.74 (0.28) 5.10 (0.24) 5.17 (0.25)

NC -1.54 (0.13) -1.52 (0.13) -1.85 (0.14) -1.93 (0.12) -1.91 (0.13)
RF 1.06 (0.11) 0.66 (0.12) 0.64 (0.12) 0.70 (0.11) 0.66 (0.11)
RS -1.47 (0.11) -1.33 (0.11) -0.92 (0.12) -0.95 (0.10) -0.86 (0.11)

r.s.e. 0.38 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.38
R2 0.73 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.70
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8.5 Distribution of computation times for some parameter combinations
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Stochastic Activity Exchange Project
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Stochastic Activity Exchange Project Scheduling
Lukas Berthold

Abstract: Motivated by a practice in aircraft maintenance where an exchange of intact and
defective type-identical components between different positions in a system can reduce the duration
of a maintenance project, a model integrating such an exchange option in a standard project
scheduling model (RCPSP) has been proposed and studied in a preceding paper [Berthold 2021].
The basic idea of component exchange is to move a defective component at a time-critical position
to a less critical position with an intact component, which corresponds to move a repair task to a
less critical position and replace it by a dummy task. One assumption of that model was that the
operational state of components is known at the beginning, for example if a component is visible
or if its state is monitored by a monitoring system. However, in many cases the operational state
of a component becomes only known after a direct inspection whereas beforehand the probability
that a component is defective may only be estimated from historical data. To meet this condition,
a stochastic extension of the former deterministic model is introduced and studied. For this, a
heuristic approach is proposed which regards the expected reduction of time-criticality by exchanges
and performs those exchanges which reduce criticality most. Using simulation, the improvement of
applying a component exchange policy compared with no exchange is quantified and the effect of
different parameters is studied. For example, it turns out that especially tardiness can be reduced
considerably and that the exchange option is more effective if there are few component types with
many positions than more types with fewer positions.

1 Introduction and motivation
The problem studied in the following is motivated by a practice occuring in aircraft maintenance
(and maintenance of complex systems in other industries), also called ”cannibalization” [Salman et al.
2007, Banghart 2017]. Here, to reduce the duration of a maintenance project, the following compo-
nent exchange procedure may be applied: Assume there are two aircraft in maintenance, the first one
planned to finish its maintenance soon, the second one later. Now a component of the first aircraft has
turned out to be defective, and a repair or waiting for a spare part would take too long to finish the
first aircraft’s maintenance in time, hence leading to a possibly costly delay. However, a component
of the same type is also contained in the second aircraft (for example, as is often the case since the
whole aircraft essentially belongs to the same aircraft family built by the same manufacturer) and is
intact there. In such a situation, both components can be removed from their original positions and
then moved to the other position, respectively, where they are installed (the second one after repair or
replaced by a spare component); in other words, the components are exchanged between both aircraft.
As a result, the first aircraft can complete its maintenance in time whereas the defective component,
now at a non-critical position, will not cause any relevant delay. As a consequence, if both mainte-
nance procedures are regarded as one overall maintenance project, the exchange procedure admits to
move repair work or waiting time for a spare from a critical position to a non-critical one and hence
to reduce duration of the project.
In the described situation we have assumed that the functional states (intact or defective) of the com-
ponents are known in advance. This is or can be the case, if the condition of a component is monitored
by a health monitoring system as they are extensively used in aviation [Chen et al. 2012, Rodrigues
et al. 2015, Qing et al. 2019]. Under such circumstances one may have enough information at the
start of maintenance to get a largely deterministic situation, and a corresponding deterministic model
(including more components than only two and more types than only one) has been studied in the
preceding paper [Berthold 2021], where also more background information on aircraft maintenance
and its relevance with regard to safety and economical issues can be found.
However, for many components their functional state is initially not known, but is only revealed by
direct inspection in the course of the maintenance procedure [Nickles et al. 1999, Aust and Pons 2019].
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In this case at least the probability that a component is defective may be estimated from historical
data as collected by monitoring systems and derived from the number of needed spare parts [Regattieri
et al. 2005], and methodologies taking into account related concepts like failure rates and expected
remaining useful time have been proposed for aircraft maintenance [Papakostas et al. 2010, Regattieri
et al. 2015].
Dealing with such defect probabilities naturally suggests a stochastic version of the former determinis-
tic model, and just such a model is presented and studied in the following. Besides this main difference
w.r.t. (un)certainty on the components’ states, there will be some further modifications: So the repair
of a defective component is immediately started as soon as its state has been recognized (whereas in
the earlier model it has been assumed that whole work is done at the position where a component is
finally installed); and furthermore we will drop resources to study in detail the effects of pure exchange
on time objectives.

2 Literature review
Literature on related models in aircraft maintenance planning and deterministic project scheduling
(and here especially extensions admitting more structural flexibility) have already been reviewed in
[Berthold 2021]. Consequently, we will focus here on stochastic project scheduling, which is especially
relevant for our work.
Projects are subject to diverse uncertainties [Pich et al. 2002], and one point where this becomes
especially obvious are activity durations. In real projects, most activity durations can be given only
approximately, reasons for which can be found, for example, in estimation errors or external influences
such as weather or business partners [Herroelen and Leus 2005]; or, as in our case, it can be missing
knowledge on functional states of components which are initially unknown and become revealed only
later.
A natural possibility to deal with such uncertainties w.r.t. activity times is to treat them as stochastic
variables. Accordingly, project networks with stochastic activity durations have been proposed as early
as the first deterministic models. Indeed, the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT),
dealing with stochastic activity durations, has been introduced in the end-1950s [Malcolm et al. 1959]
and hence at the same time as the Critical Path method (CPM) which works with deterministic dura-
tions [Kelley and Walker 1959]. In both approaches projects are represented by project networks and
the goal is to determine minimal project duration (makespan); but since, compared with the determin-
istic CPM model, PERT assumes stochastic durations it aims to determine expected makespan. More
precisely, the PERT methodology as originally stated works with beta distributions the parameters of
which are obtained from a three-point estimation, but this assumption has been often relaxed later to-
wards other distributions [Hajdu and Bokor 2014 ], such that "PERT networks" has essentially become
synonymous to stochastic project networks with any distribution (and sometimes ”PERT-networks”
simply refer to any, also deterministic project networks, such that some authors have stressed this by
using ”stochastic PERT networks” which is actually a tautology w.r.t. the original use).
Much work has be done in context of PERT in the decades after its introduction, a comprehensive
survey up to 1987 is given in [Adlakha and Kulkarni 1989]. As theoretical result concerning complexity
- and in sharp contrast to efficient CPM methodology which admits to determine project duration in
linear time - it has turned out that determining the expected makespan (as well as any quantiles of the
makespan distribution) is #P -complete already for a simple two-point distribution [Hagstrom 1988].
Here #P (pronounced ”sharp P”) is a complexity class containing counting versions of decision prob-
lems in NP , and #P -complete are the hardest among them in a comparable manner as NP -complete
problems are within NP (namely by polynomial reductions). See also [Arora and Barak 2008] for
more about this class. Later work in PERT-networks dealt, for example, with the investigation of the
quality of theoretical bounds via simulation [Ludwig et al. 2001]; but most of the focus turned to
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the study of more comprehensive models, especially by taking into account resources. Indeed, PERT
and CPM do not take resources into account whereas in practice virtually each project is subject to
scarce resources. Thus the extension of the basic deterministic project scheduling model which also in-
cludes resources, the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), is from a practical
perspective very relevant and, counting also its numerous variants and extensions, the most studied
extension of the basic CPM project scheduling model; the surveys [Brucker et al. 1999, Hartmann and
Briskorn 2010, Abdolshah 2014, Habibi et al. 2018] and books [Artigues et al. 2008, Schwindt and
Zimmermann 2015] convey an impression of the breadth of research on the RCPSP. Consequently, a
stochastic extension of the RCPSP, the stochastic RCPSP (SRCPSP), has been studied as well (how-
ever, as typical for most combinatorial optimization problems, later and less than its deterministic
counterpart).
The study of the SRCPSP has been initiated in the 1980s [Igelmund and Radermacher 1983; Möhring
and Radermacher 1984], but further investigations followed only around 2000, and since about 2010
the number of papers increased significantly (see below). In contrast to the deterministic case, the
situation becomes more complicated especially insofar as in the stochastic case a solution is not given
as a schedule (consisting of start and end times for each activity) but as a scheduling policy: Indeed,
since exact durations are not known, definite start and end times cannot be given (and hence no fixed
schedule); instead, for each decision point one has to specify which activities are to be started next,
which yields a scheduling policy. Then a realization of the duration variables leads to a schedule such
that in general the same policy will lead to many different schedules, depending on the realizations of
the stochastic variables. Correspondingly, the objective is to find a scheduling policy which leads to
the minimal expected makespan. This situation differs from PERT where already the trivial policy
to start an activity as soon as it has become eligible (i.e. its predecessors have been finished) leads
to the minimal expected makespan; thus the difficulty of PERT does not result from having to select
from several policies, but only consists in determining the expected value. For the SRCPSP one has to
additionally determine the scheduling policy which minimizes the expected makespan. In fact, to the
best of our knowldege, the complexity state of the SRCPSP has not been precisely determined yet;
especially it is not known if the SRCPSP is #P -complete, which, however, seems improbable since it
would imply that one could restrict to policies of polynomial size.
However, optimizing over all possible scheduling policies means to deal with potentially very large
solutions and an immense solution space: Indeed, the number of possible decision points is (roughly)
exponential in the size of the instance, and for each such point there are usually several decisions
which could be made next. Thus already specifying a scheduling policy may need exponential size in
general, and the number of possible scheduling policies to be considered may be, at least in principle,
double-exponential (i.e. like O(22n), for example). Indeed, optimal policies may be rather compli-
cated and may show unintuitive properties. For example, they may be non-elementary, meaning that
it may be necessary for an optimal policiy to start activities at a time point different from end times
of other activities (a case which cannot occur for RCPSP); an example for this phenomenon is given
in [Rostami et al. 2017].
As a consequence, optimizing over all policies has been regarded as intractable [Stork 2001, p. 2], and
therefore nearly all researchers have focused on more or less restricted policy classes like earliest-start
policies, preselective policies (both already proposed by [Igelmund and Radermacher 1983]), job-based
priority policies [Stork 2001], activity-based policies [Ballestin 2007], resource-based policies [Ashtiani
et al. 2011] and other ones which can be also described in a more succinct manner and form a smaller
search space. Furthermore most have concentrated on heuristic approaches, for example simulated
annealing and tabu search [Tsai and Gemmill 1998], GRASP [Ballestin and Leus 2009], genetic al-
gorithms [Ballestin 2007, Ashtiani et al. 2011], approximate dynamic programming [Li and Womer
2015], priority rules [Wang et al. 2017, Chen et al. 2018], and a combination of GRASP and genetic
algorithm [Rostami et al. 2018].
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Only very few authors have actually applied exact approaches trying to solve the SRCPSP optimally:
In [Stork 2001] a branch-and-bound procedure is applied to determine the optimal solution for several
policy classes like preselective and earliest start policies; and [Creemers 2015] applied a procedure to
find optimal policies even for the unrestricted case. He could solve small to medium-sized instances,
but he also reports very large state space sizes for a number of instances. For example, changing from
instances with 30 activities to such with 60 leads to a memory increase by a factor 1000 and more.
However, so far this is currently the only work where SRCPSP instances have been actually optimally
solved but it suggests that the unrestricted stochastic RCPSP may be not that intractable and inac-
cessible as suggested by earlier work; nevertheless it remains a very demanding optimization problem.
In any case, for our study the particular difficulty of the SRCPSP will be also an motivation to restrict
investigation to a heuristic approach at first.
Besides the SRCPSP, there is still another approach to deal with uncertainties in project schedul-
ing which has received some major attention, called proactive/reactive scheduling. Here proactive
scheduling means to determine a baseline schedule which is robust against disruptions, whereas re-
active scheduling refers to procedures to repair a disrupted schedule; see for example [Deblaere et
al. 2011, Lamas and Demeulemeester 2016] for proactive scheduling, [Van de Vonder et al. 2006] for
reactive scheduling, and [Davari and Demeulemeester 2019] for an approach combining both aspects.
In a more comprehensive setting, stochastic scheduling (and hence also the model introduced and
studied in the following) and proactive/reactive scheduling can be seen as parts of the broader topic
of project scheduling under uncertainty which also contains some further topics like fuzzy RCPSP
or robust optimization approaches; see [Herroelen and Leus 2005] for an overview over different ap-
proaches. Furthermore we want to mention that uncertainty in projects can also concern resources
[Lambrechts et al. 2011], even if such models have received far less attention than models assuming
uncertainty w.r.t. activity durations. Correspondingly, as yet, project scheduling under uncertainty
is de facto nearly synonymous to project scheduling under uncertainty w.r.t. activity durations.
Altogether one finds that, as in the deterministic case, no stochastic project scheduling model has
thus far been extended by an exchange procedure comparable to the one described. Correspondingly,
we will propose a stochastic model which on the one hand extends the problem already studied in
[Berthold 2021], and which on the other hand makes use of concepts of stochastic project scheduling,
especially similar as developed in context with the SRCPSP. Indeed one could say, while the SRCPSP
extends basic PERT by resources, the problem in the following does so by exchange options.

3 Problem definition
3.1 General assumptions
The model presented in the following is a stochastic and modified variant of the project scheduling
model with activity exchange (AEPSP) introduced in [Berthold 2021]. Just as there, the idea is to
extend a standard project scheduling model by elements capturing component exchange operations as
mentioned above; and also as there, this will be realized by project networks with two kinds of ac-
tivities: On the one side activities associated with component positions possibly involved in exchange
operations, on the other side the remaining activities. Whereas the latter ones are simply modelled as
standard activities of predetermined duration (whence they will be called ”fixed” here, as already in
the deterministic model), the duration of the former ones is affected by stochastic outcomes and com-
ponent exchanges (whence these activities will be called ”flexible”). In the following we give a short
review of the former deterministic model and, against this background, a first still general description
of the key assumptions considered here.
Each ”flexible” activity represents some component position which initially contains an individual
component which can be either intact or defective. In the former model, this operational state was
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assumed to be known at the beginning, which corresponds to the situation that the operational state
of a component has been determined before by a diagnostic system, for example. Now, however, we
assume the more common case, namely that the actual state of a component is not known in advance
but becomes only known by direct inspection. For this we assume that the state is a random variable
the value of which becomes known when the component and its position become accessible; in terms
of scheduling, this is assumed to happen when the corresponding flexible activity becomes eligible (i.e.
all its predecessors have been finished). This transition from a deterministic to a stochastic situation
is the first and most important difference to the model in [Berthold 2021].
Depending on its operational state, defective or intact, a component either has to be repaired or not.
Thus a component is associated with some amount of work to restore it (only nominal and of duration
zero if it is already intact). In the preceding model it was assumed that this work, the task associated
with the component, is done at the position of the component, thus defining the work content and
duration of the flexible activity associated with that position. Usually, i.e. without exchange, that
would mean that a defective component is repaired simply at the position where it has been found. In
this case the flexible activity associated with that position is processed as repair task (and otherwise,
if the component is intact, it is ”processed” as dummy task); in this sense a flexible activity and a
position are ”associated”, the flexible activity is related to the work which is actually done at that
position. However, if exchanges are allowed, a component can be removed from its original position
and moved to another one of the same type (whereas the component initially at that second position
must be moved to another position, for example the first one whence both components are exchanged).
Correspondingly, in this case also the associated task is moved to the other position to be processed
there- and just this option to move work to be done at another position is the very idea behind that
exchange option, since it admits to replace time-consuming repair work by no work at time-critical
positions whereas moving repair tasks to less critical positions within the maintenance project.
If a position and its initially contained component are involved in an exchange, the task associated with
the component (i.e. repair if it is defective) is performed only after the exchange has been realized, a
start at the initial position, interruption by moving to another position and continuing repair there is
not allowed. However, since it may be optimal to realize exchanges where one component is defective
and already accessible, whereas the other one is intact and not accessible yet, it can happen that the
start of a repair is delayed in order to realize that exchange. As a consequence, it can make sense to
delay the start of a repair under the assumptions of the former model. So this was the situation in
[Berthold 2021].
In the following, however, we assume that each repair is started immediately, i.e. as soon as a compo-
nent has turned out to be defective (this is the second difference to the preceding model). For this one
can imagine a central repair shop to which a defective component is sent and repaired, after which the
restored component can be sent to and built in the original position - or possibly in another one for the
same component type, given the exchange option. Sending to and from the repair shop and installing
the component at its final position are assumed to be done in negligible time, i.e. time zero (as al-
ready in the preceding model). This exchange procedure can be exemplified by the following situation:
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Figure 1: Repair shop without exchange

Here a maintenance project is running, currently we are at t = 7 and two positions A and B of the
same type 1 are considered. Position A has become accessible at t = 2, position B at t = 5, and
both components contained there, cA at A and cB at B, have turned out to be defective and sent
to the repair shop. Repair of a type-1 component takes d̃1 = 6 time units whence cA and cB will
be restored at t = 8 and t = 11, respectively. Without exchange, each component will return to its
original position after being repaired, which is also the point at which the activities associated with
the positions will finish, i.e. activity A will end at t = 8 and activity B at t = 11 (remaining times
1 and 4; for convenience we will identify associated positions and activities and refer to them by the
same letter).

repair shop
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+-

+position A

position B

time

0 10

Figure 2: Repair shop with exchange

If exchange of components of the same type is allowed and also applied in this situation, component
cA will be moved to and installed at B after repair, and cB at A. As a consequence, now activity
A would end at t = 11 and activity B at t = 8, i.e. an exchange of components corresponds to an
exchange of end times (or, equivalently, of the remaining times).

Hiding the repair shop, the component exchange can be visualized more clearly as exchange of end
times:
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Figure 3: Exchanging finish times
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Figure 4: After exchange

The exchange option makes it necessary to distinguish, for each position, between the component
initially and finally contained at some position. Of course, both are identical if the position is not
involved in any exchange.
A component just repaired need not to be installed immediately at some open position of suitable type,
let it be the original one or another open at that moment; instead it may be advantageous to delay the
installation and to wait until a component at some time-critical position becomes accessible, since in
this case this possibly defective component can be immediately replaced by the repaired component.
Such forward-looking reasoning will be typical for this problem, and the situation becomes more
complicated due to the uncertainty about the functional state of components becoming accessible
only later. Also already intact components can take part in exchanges and may be removed from their
original position and moved to another more critical one, which otherwise had to wait. Below we will
see some examples for such intentional delays and removals of already intact components from their
original positions and the advantages gained by such exchanges.
The second representation above suggests that alternatively one could also assume the possibility that
the repair of a component is started at its original position and then possibly continued at another
one. In contrast to this, in the former model it was assumed that whole repair must be performed at
only one position, either the original one or at another one after an exchange.
The model introduced in the following will also allow another natural and equitable interpretation,
namely replacement by spare components which can be delivered within a certain lead time. In
this case, instead of being repaired, an intact spare component is ordered as soon as a component
has been found to be defective and will arrive after some type-specific time. Thus repair times are
translated into lead times; both describe the time after which an intact component is available again.
As a consequence, one could also model mixed situations where defective components of one type are
repaired whereas those of another one are replaced by ordered intact components. In the following,
however, we will prefer to stay in the repair setting alone, for clarity and also to be in a line with the
preceding model.
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After this general overview on the key assumptions of the model studied in the following and its
comparison with the preceding deterministic model, we start with some examples before stating it
formally afterwards.

3.2 Examples
Regard the following maintenance project network:

A
1

1

B

p =0.2

C

2

1

(3)

1

2

D

E

(3)

Figure 5: Project network without exchange

Here black nodes (A, C, D) correspond to fixed activities with predetermined durations and grey nodes
(B, E) to flexible activities. Each flexible activity corresponds to a component position designated
for components of some type (here both positions are for components of type 1, as indicated by the
number within the node); for convenience we will often identify flexible activities and corresponding
component positions and refer to them by the same letter, i.e. simply speaking of activity B which
starts at t or position B which initially contains an intact component etc. This will not cause any
difficulties since it will be clear either from the context if an activity or a position is talked about, or
simply since it is explicitly attributed as ”activity A” or ”position A”.
Each component position initially contains an individual component of corresponding type (here type
1 for both positions) and of some still unknown operational state (either intact or defective). Known,
however, is the probability that a component at a given position is defective. This probability is
assumed to be the same for components of the same type (here p1 = 20% for the only type 1). Thus
the initial state of a position is a random variable with possible values 0 (intact) and 1 (defective) and
we assume that all of these random variables are independent (as already in the preceding paper, the
choice of the values is reversed compared with the more common use, but it will be more convenient in
our setting especially since in this case value 0 indicates work of duration 0 whereas value 1 indicates
work of non-zero duration). The number in brackets above a flexible node denotes the duration of a
repair task for a defective component of corresponding type; so it takes d̃1 = 3 time units to repair a
defective component of type 1 whereas an intact component needs no time. Thus, associated with a
component is the time to restore that component, which, as its state, is a random variable as well.
At first we regard the case where each component remains at its original position (visiting the repair
shop in between if it turns out to be defective). At t = 2, when A has been finished, activities B and
C become eligible (i.e. all its preceding activities have been finished). For a flexible activity (as here
B) and the corresponding position, this is the point at which we assume that the component which is
initially contained at that position becomes accessible (as also already assumed for the deterministic
model) and that its actual operational state becomes visible (which is new here). Here it turns out
that the component at B is defective. Without the possibility to exchange it returns to (position) B
after repair at t = 5 which finishes activity B (since position B has got a restored component now
which is decided to remain there). Besides B, activity C has been started at t = 2 as well; at t = 3
activity E becomes eligible and the component contained there (or, more precisely, at position E)
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turns out to be intact whence there is nothing to do and (activity) E can be finished immediately.
Finally, after the component at B has been repaired, D can start at t = 5 whence the whole project
finishes at t = 7.
Now we assume that exchanges are allowed, i.e. components can be moved to positions different from
(but of the same type as) those where they have been initially found. Thus defective components need
not necessarily return to their original positions after repair but can be installed in other positions of
the same type; and also already intact components can be removed from their initial positions and
installed in other ones. However, since we assume all component positions to be essential for the
operability of the system (i.e. aircraft), each position must finally contain an operational component
whence a component removed from one position must be replaced by another component of the same
type. Operations of removing, moving and installing are assumed to be done in negligible time, i.e.
time zero; only repair times contribute to duration. Due to the exchange option, we distinguish,
for each position, the component initially found there from that one finally installed there: both are
identical, if a component remains at its original position, they are different (but of the same type), if
the component was involved in an exchange.
So let the project start again, and after B and C have become eligible at t = 2, the component at B
turns out to be defective whence its repair is started, and C is started as well. At t = 3 activity E
becomes eligible and the component at the corresponding position turns out to be intact again. Now
the question arises if an exchange between B and E, i.e. of the components initially found there makes
sense. It does: The component from B is still under repair until t = 5, so the remaining repair time
is 2. Thus, if the components between B and E are exchanged, position B gets the intact component
from E whence activity B can be immediately finished, and D can be started still at t = 3 and ends at
t = 5. On the other hand position E gets the restored component from B at t = 5 which also finishes
activity E. Thus the maintenance project ends at t = 5 and hence earlier than without exchange at
t = 7. Therefore the exchange option can reduce the project duration indeed.
In this example it could be seen that an exchange of components corresponds to an exchange of
end times (and remaining times): Without exchange B and E would end at 5 and 3, respectively, a
component exchange leads to an exchange of these end times.
In the case just seen the question, whether an exchange is to be realized or not, arose not before both
components had become accessible and thus their states were already known. However, in general it
may be advantageous to take possible exchanges into account already when only one component is
accessible and intact whereas the other component is not accessible yet. In this case also the exchange
cannot be performed yet, nevertheless it has to be decided if the first, already intact component is
to remain at its current position and the corresponding activity can be declared finished such that
its successors can start, or if it is better to wait until the second component becomes accessible in
order to possibly realize an exchange (depending on the state found for this second component). The
following example illustrates this situation:
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Figure 6: Project network without exchange
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Here A, C, D, G are fixed activities, B, E, F are flexible, B and E of type 1 and F of type 2 (and all of
still unknown state). The defect probabilities are p1 = 0.4 for type 1 and p2 = 0.3 for type 2. Repair
times for defective components are d̃1 = 2 for type 1 and d̃2 = 1 for type 2.
The project starts with A, which is finished at t = 2. At that point B and C become eligible and B
turns out to be defective. Repair of the component found at B is immediately started and C is started
as standard activity as well. At t = 4 the component from B is restored, and now the question arises
if a later exchange with E is advantageous. Without exchange, the restored component is simply built
in position B again which finishes activity B at t = 4 whence D can be started. Following C, E
becomes accessible at t = 5 and depending on the initial state of E, activity E ends at t = 5 (intact
with probability 0.6) or at t = 7 (defective with probability 0.4). After finish of D and E, position F
becomes accessible, and depending on the initial state of F , we get finish times (with state outcomes
and their probabilities) 5 (E and F intact: 0.42), 6 (E intact, F defective: 0.18), 7 (E defective, F
intact: 0.28) and 9 (E and F defective: 0.12) whereas G ends at 10 (E intact: 0.6) or 12 (E defective:
0.4) and hence determines the project duration. Thus expected makespan under given conditions is
E(MS|B initially defective ∧ no exchange between B and E) = 10.8.
On the other hand, for an exchange the restored component must wait until t = 5 when activity E
becomes eligible. If the component at E turns out to be defective, an exchange between B and E
corresponds to an exchange of remaining times 0 and 2, i.e. B gets the component from E which
will be repaired at t = 7 and E gets the repaired and now-intact component from B and can be
immediately finished at t = 5. Then D ends at 8 and G at 10. Since F ends not later than 9, the
project duration is 10 - if the component at E has been found defective. If not, i.e. if it is already
intact, then an exchange is superfluous since both remaining times are 0. Thus both B and E end
at 5, and, as a consequence, D at 6 and G again at 10. Since F finishes not later than at 8, the
project duration is 10 as well. Altogether we always get a makespan of 10 if the end of B is delayed
for a (possible) exchange with E whence this alternative is to be preferred if expected makespan is
the relevant objective.
This case was still not too complicated to be treated within text, but in general one has to solve a
stochastic dynamic programm to take all possible decisions and outcomes of state variables into ac-
count. For this regard the instance above with d̃2 = 6 instead of 1: Again A finishes at 2, C is started
and will be finished at 5, repair of B ends at 4, and again (at t = 4) the question arises if the end of
B is to be delayed for possible exchange with E. Seen from the situation t = 4, the full stochastic
dynamic program to find the optimal choice in order to achieve a minimal expected makespan (see
Appendix 8.1) yields as best policy to delay the end of B and to perform an exchange if the component
at E turns out to be defective; if it is intact then an exchange does not have any effect and hence is not
necessary. This policy leads to an expected makespan of 10.84 (slightly better than 11.1 without delay
and exchange), the actual makespan will take a value from {10, 12, 13, 14}, depending on the outcomes
of the random state variables of E and F . This example makes clear that an optimal solution for
the decision problem considered here does not consist of a simple schedule with fixed start and end
times for each activity but rather of a scheduling policy which makes for each possible decision point
a decision depending on all information known up to that point (the dynamic program from above
determines only a partial policy, namely for the case where B has already turned out to be defective;
a complete policy, applicable already from the start at t = 0, would have to take into account that
B was intact and thus would need to decide whether to delay the end of B in this case or not). As
mentioned in the literature review, such scheduling policies are well-known as solutions of stochastic
scheduling problems [Stork 2001].
Where finding an optimal scheduling policy is regarded as infeasible as for the stochastic RCPSP, the
optimization is typically restricted to special classes of policies or applies heuristics. We will also not
solve the problem presented here optimally but will apply a heuristic approach the basic idea of which
we want to demonstrate already at this point for the example above. For this we will use expected
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durations for random variables the value of which is still unknown: Thus E gets a deterministic dura-
tion dE = 0.4 · 2 = 0.8 and F gets dF = 0.3 · 6 =1.8. We start at the current point where the question
of delay or exchange arises, here at t = 4. Without delay, we simply perform a forward pass using
the determinstic durations and get a makespan of 10.8. With delay (and subsequent exchange), B is
not finished at 4, but is delayed until E becomes accessible at 5. Corresponding to an exchange of
components, the remaining durations are exchanged: 0 for B (since the component is already restored)
and 0.8 for E (expected duration associated with the component found there). Thus B starts at 5 with
duration 0.8 and E with duration 0. Forward pass leads to a makespan of 10; since this is smaller than
that without delay, a delay is performed according to this criterion. Of course, this is only a heuristic
criterion, and it may (and will sometimes) also suggest not the optimal decision i.e. a different one
from that determined by a dynamic program as above. Nevertheless it is reasonable to assume that
this relatively simple criterion shows the right tendency and hence is worth to be considered, especially
given the high effort to determine the optimal decision as indicated above. Indeed, our computational
studies will show that this criterion and its extensions for different cases lead to an improvement if
the exchange option is allowed.
Before defining the problem formally below, we still give a summary of the assumptions of the model:

- An instance is given by a project network containing two kinds of activities, fixed and flexible (and
some further data like types, type-dependent defect probabilities and repair durations).
- Fixed activities are standard activities of predetermined duration.
- Each flexible activity represents a component position of some type, which is also the type of that
activity.
- In general there are several component positions (and hence flexible activities) of the same type.
(otherwise no exchange would be possible for this type, such that the activitiy is simply performed
according to the state found there).
- Each component position initially contains a component of corresponding type.
- This component is initially either intact or defective which is its (initial) operational state.
- This operational state is not known before but a random variable which can take two possible values
0 (intact) and 1 (defective). The probability to be defective is the same for all positions of same type,
i.e. depends only on the type of the component.
- All these random variables are independent.
- The actual state of the component initially contained at a position becomes visible if this position
becomes accessible, which in turn is the case if the corresponding flexible activity becomes eligible,
i.e. all its predecessors have been finished.
- A component found to be defective is repaired, the repair is immediately started.
- The repair time is the same for components of the same type, i.e. it depends only on the type of a
component.
- For an intact component there is nothing to do, it is associated with a dummy task of duration zero.
- A component becomes unavailable for exchange if it is finally installed at some position.
- After repair a defective component becomes intact (such that an intact component has been either
initially intact or restored, i.e. primary or secondary intact).
- A flexible activity is finished if an intact is finally installed at the corresponding position.
- Each component (also an initially intact one) can be removed from its initial position and moved
to another position of the same type and installed there (initially defective components after having
been repaired); in this case it must be replaced by another component (from another position).
- In contrast to repair, operations of removing, moving and installing are assumed to take no time.
- Thus, for each position, one can distinguish between the component initially contained there and
that finally assigned to that position; if the initial component is not moved to another position, then
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both are the same.
- A component exchange between two positions corresponds to an exchange of end times (or, alterna-
tively, remaining times) of activities.

Now we are prepared to define instances formally.

3.3 Formal instance definition
An instance E of the Stochastic Activity Exchange Project Scheduling Problem (SAEPSP) is given by
the following data:

• a set of activities A = {0, . . . , n + 1} where 0 will act as dummy start activity and n + 1 as
dummy end activity
(in our examples we prefer to use letters for activities to avoid the use of too many numerical
values, which could be a source of confusion)

• a binary precedence relation P ⊆ A×A such that (A, P ) is an acyclic digraph and 0 (resp. n+1)
is direct or indirect predecessor (resp. successor) of all other nodes. For an activity i ∈ A, let
Pi (resp. Si) denote the set of direct predecessors (resp. successors) of i.

• a set T = {1, . . . , τ̄} of types

• a partition A = ⋃τ̄
τ=0Aτ (i.e. with Aτ ∩ Aτ ′ = ∅ for τ ̸= τ ′) where

A0 =: Afx is the set of fixed activities (with 0, n + 1 ∈ A0),
Aτ is the non-empty set of activities of type τ for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄ , the union of which is
Afl := ⋃τ̄

τ=1 Aτ = A\A0 the set of flexible activities
τ(i) denotes the type of flexible activity i, i.e. it holds i ∈ Aτ(i)

• durations of fixed activities di ∈ N0 for i ∈ A0 with d0 = dn+1 = 0

• durations of flexible types d̃τ ∈ N for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄
(these durations for flexible types refer to the time needed for repair taks, i.e. to restore defective
components of given type; the dummy tasks for intact components need no time)

• defect probabilities pτ ∈ (0, 1) for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄
(each flexible activity i is associated with an initial state random variable σ0

i which can take
either the value 0 (intact) or 1 (defective), the latter with probability pτ(i); all these random
variables are assumed to be independent)

• set M ⊆ A of milestone activities and due dates ddi for each milestone i ∈ M
(if tardiness is the objective under consideration; a due date ddi is a point of time up to which
a milestone activity i should be finished, otherwise the exceedance is penalized by the objective
function)

• objective is makespan MS = fn+1 or tardiness Ta = ∑
i∈M max{fi − ddi, 0},

where fi denotes the finish time of activity i. Whereas makespan is simply the project duration,
for tardiness one considers by which amount of time each milestone activity exceeds its due date
and summarizes over all these exceedances.

Applying the notation to the second example above, we have T = {1, 2}, A1 = {B, E}, A2 = {F},
d̃1 = 2, d̃2 = 1, p1 = 0.4, p2 = 0.3. Since makespan has been regarded, no milestone activities were
specified.
In contrast to the deterministic case the initial state value function σ0 : Afl → {0, 1} is replaced
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by initial state variables σ0
i and defect probabilities pτ for τ ∈ T , a natural transition from the

deterministic to the stochastic case. Furthermore we will not regard any resources here; the main
reason for this is to study better the interplay between stochasticity and exchange without complicating
the situation by introducing a new dimension (which, of course, could be interesting in subsequent
studies).
Thus having specified instances formally, we turn to the actual scheduling problem now. In order
to state the scheduling problem properly, we have to define (partial) schedules, decision points and
feasible exchange operations at first.

3.4 Schedules, decisions points, decisions
3.4.1 Partial schedules

A (partial) schedule p = (S, s, f) is given by the following data:

• a set of scheduled activities S ⊆ A which is closed under precedence, i.e. if j ∈ S, i ∈ Pj then
i ∈ S. If S = A then the schedule is complete.

• start s(i) and finish times f(i) with s(i) ≤ f(i) for each i ∈ S (with values in N0)

Where necessary for further distinction, we will specify the objects associated with a schedule by a
superscript like Sp, fp, etc. Besides trivial s(i) ≤ f(i), we further assume that a schedule is feasible
w.r.t. precedence (i.e. f(i) ≤ s(j) if i ∈ Pj) and duration for fixed activities (i.e. f(i) − s(i) = di for
i ∈ Afx). For flexible activities we specify no condition at this moment since feasibility of a partial
schedule will result from applying feasible decisions (from which also the other feasibility conditions
just assumed will follow); see below. Particularly, due to the options to exchange and also to delay
the end times of flexible activities to admit later exchanges as described below, it will be possible that
the ”duration” fi − si is neither 0 nor dτ for a flexible activity i ∈ Aτ of type τ .
Whereas the start and end times of fixed activities need no further explanation, for flexible activities,
due to their special character, it is important to clarify their special interpretation. As already
seen in the examples, each flexible activity corresponds to a component position of some type (such
that we have found it convenient to refer to them by the same i). Now the ”start” of a flexible
activity corresponds to the time when the associated position is reached, which is also the time when
the individual component contained there becomes accessible and its state known. If found to be
defective, its repair is immediately started, such that in this case the start time of the activity is
additionally also the start time of repair of the component. On the other hand, the ”end” of a flexible
activity corresponds to the time when an intact component (either initially intact or repaired) is finally
assigned to the associated position and installed there, in which case we also say that the position is
”closed”. From this point the component there is not available for further exchanges any more.
Furthermore we will assume that at each time between start and end of a flexible activity a component
is assigned to the position associated with that activity. At start this is the component found at the
position, at end this is the component finally installed there (both can be the same). In between other
components may be assigned to the position, such that the assignment is only preliminary between
start and end time, and can be be switched by exchange operations.
Regarding start times in general (also for fixed activities), note that without resource restrictions or
any further complicating restriction an activity can (and will) be started as soon as it has become
eligible, i.e. if its predecessors have been finished. Thus the start time of an activity is given by the
maximal end time of its predecessors and hence determined by them. Due to this redundancy, it would
also suffice to restrict description of a schedule to the pair (S, f).
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3.4.2 Decision points

Schedules will mostly occur here in extended form as decision points. A decision point is a triple
δ = (p, t, F ) consisting of

• a partial schedule p

• a time t with si ≤ t for each i ∈ S

• a set of finished activities F with {i ∈ S|si < t} ⊆ F ⊆ {i ∈ S|si ≤ t}

The explicit set of finished activities is introduced to keep track whether flexible activities are delayed
even after their end time has arrived in order to swap them with another component later down the
line. Fixed activities enter the set immediately when their end times have arrive. Examples for this
have been presented above.
An activity i ∈ A is eligible at a decision point if it has not been scheduled yet and its predecessors
have been finished, i.e. if i /∈ S and Pi ⊆ F . Thus, in principle, an eligible activity can be started
next.

3.4.3 Decisions

As already suggested by the name alone, a decision point does not only describe the schedule up
to the current point in time but also represents a situation in which a decision is to be made. For
many scheduling problems, as also for the RCPSP, the typical decision in such a situation consists of
deciding which eligible activities have to be started next. However, as already mentioned above, in
our case of the SAEPSP this is not a real decision since all activities can and will be started as soon
as they have become eligible. Instead, decisions are related to the exchange option characteristical for
our problem. More precisely, a decision has two aspects, exchange and delay:
The first decision concerns the end times of not finished flexible activities, which can be exchanged in
an arbitrary manner among activities of the same type (of course, for some activities the end times
can remain the same and in fact one can also decide to do no exchange at all). That means, that the
finish times for flexible i ∈ S\F can be permutated in any way which respects types (a flexible activity
can get the end time only from another one of the same type). This corresponds to a permutation of
components assigned to positions (and hence to flexible activities): Namely, if i = π(j) and hence the
end time of i is updated as f ′(i) := f(j), then this can be understood that the component assigned
before to position j and being intact and hence ready for installation at f(j) is now assigned to i
where it can be installed at the same time. Thus, with this new assignment, position i could be closed
now at f ′(i), which translates to the new end time f ′(i) for flexible activity i.
On the other hand, for each flexible activity the end time of which has been just reached (i.e. f(i) = t
for current decision time t), it is decided if this activity is actually to be finished (corresponding to
an installation of the intact component currently assigned to the corresponding position and hence
declaring the position for closed), or if the end of this activity (and hence the closure of the associated
position) is to be delayed (for a possible later exchange). This latter possibility corresponds to the
option that the intact component currently assigned to the position associated with that activity is
not finally installed here, but is kept available for a possible later exchange.
Formally a decision can be represented as a pair (π, D) where π is a permutation of {i ∈ Sfl\F |fi ≥ t}
respecting types (i.e. π(i) = j ⇒ τ(i) = τ(j)) and D ⊆ {i ∈ Sfl\F |fi = t}. Note, of course, that π
may be the identity (no exchange) or that it may leave at least some activities fixed (hence do not
taking part in any exchange).
For a decision point δ, we denote by Dδ the set of possible decisions for that decision point. Given a
decision (π, D) for the current decision point, the next decision point is constructed as follows:

• apply π to the corresponding finish times in p, i.e. set f ′(i) := f(π(i))
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• declare all activities in F̃ fl := {i ∈ Sfl\D|fi = t} as finished

Moreover, besides these changes immediately given by the decision made, there are the following
further changes:

• proceed to the next finish time t′ := min{fi|i ∈ S\F} (which may be the same due to activities
of duration 0)

• set fixed activities ending there as finished F̃ fx := {i ∈ Sfx|fi = t′}

• then the whole new set of finished activities is F ′ := F ∪ F̃ fl ∪ F̃ fx

• determine the set El′ = {i ∈ A\S|Pi ⊆ F ′} of new eligible activities

• and start them at t′ with end times according to fixed duration for fixed activities and according
to initial state for flexible ones, i.e. set

fi :=
{

t′ + di , i ∈ Elfx

t′ + σid̃τ(i) , i ∈ Elfl

where σi denotes the realization of the state variable for flexible activity i

• for flexible activities the end of which has been decided to be delayed set t′ as new end time, i.e.
fi := t′ for each i ∈ D

Altogether this yields the new decision point (p′, t′, F ′) resulting from the application of (π, D) on δ.
Note that this next decision point depends not only on the last decision(s) but also on the last stochas-
tic realizations (as reflected by the end times of flexible activities which have become eligible and got
their duration according to the component found at the corresponding position). Specifying a de-
cision for each possible decision point, one gets a scheduling policy. Correspondingly, a scheduling
policy (for given instance) can be represented as a function which maps decision points to decisions,
i.e. Π : DP → D where DP is the set of decision points and D that of decisions; here the decision
Π(δ) = (π, D) has to be feasible for the decision point.
Scheduling policies can come in the form of compact rules, which specify which activity is to be sched-
uled according to some set of general criteria, but also in the form of extensive tables which specify
a particular scheduling decision for each theoretically possible decision point. Since the number of
schedules and hence also of possible decision points is exponential in the instance size and since further
there are usually several possible decisions for each decision point, the number of possible scheduling
policies is roughly double-exponential (like O(22n)) and hence forming a huge solution space.
Given an instance, the application of a scheduling policy and the realizations of the random variables
will determine a unique complete schedule with some makespan (or tardiness). Then the objective
of a stochastic scheduling problem is to find a policy which leads to minimal expected makespan (or
tardiness). More precisely, applying a scheduling policy Π to an instance E yields, by successively
revealing the realizations of state values σ̄, a well-defined and unique complete schedule sΠ(σ̄) with
likewise well-defined objective value Obj(sΠ(σ̄)) (with Obj ∈ {MS, Ta} the objective under consid-
eration). Weighting these values with the probability of the state vector realization σ̄, one gets the
expected objective value for applying that policy Π on the instance E , i.e. E[Obj(sΠ(σ̄))].
Now, given an SAEPSP instance, the principal goal is to find a policy which minimizes the expected
makespan (or tardiness) and to determine its expected value, formally:
Objective SAEPSP: Find Π∗ with E(Obj(sΠ∗(σ̄))) = minΠ E(Obj(sΠ(σ̄)))
where Obj ∈ {MS, Ta} is the objective under consideration.
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This completes the formal definition of our optimization problem. However, since it contains PERT
and hence it is a #P -hard problem, we will not try to solve it exactly such that the objective will
remain theoretical in this study. Instead we will apply a heuristic which promises reasonably good
solutions. This heuristic solution procedure is presented next.

4 Solution procedure using exchanges
4.1 General idea
The heuristic solution procedure presented in the following steps from one decision point to the next
one, and at each such point it checks for each relevant pair of flexible activities whether an exchange
between them, i.e. an exchange of their remaining durations and end times, is promising according to
a certain criterion. Pairs found to be promising are ordered according to their valuation computed for
that criterion, which yields a priority list, and then realized in this order unless there is a conflict with
an exchange of higher priority realized before. The next ending activity (which need not to be one of
those candidates for exchange, but can be a fixed one as well) determines the next decision point, at
which the procedure is repeated. This procedure is continued until the end of the project has been
reached and the makespan (or tardiness) value achieved is determined.
That criterion applied to judge if an exchange is ”promising” or not is based on the delaying effect which
the ending of some activity i at some t has on the ending of the activities related to the corresponding
objective, i.e. the end activity (for makespan) or the milestone activities (for tardiness). More precisely,
we regard the end times of these objective-related activities which result from performing a forward
pass starting at an end time t for i: Starting with earliest finish time for i as EFi := t yields earliest
finish times EFj for each direct and indirect successor j of i, including the end activity n+1 and some
(but in general not all) milestone activities (if tardiness considered). Thus the end of i at t enforces a
minimal finish time for the end activity and minimal due date exceedances of some milestone activities
(if such are given), and hence implies a lower bound for the objective regarded. However, for a forward
pass we would need complete information on durations and hence also known durations for flexible
activities which have not become eligible yet, whence we only know the distribution of their (initial)
duration.
To circumvent this difficulty, we will use expected durations for flexible activities for which the initial
state has not been revealed yet, i.e. duration pτ dτ for a flexible activity of type τ . In the field of
stochastic project scheduling it is a well-known fact that a forward pass using expected durations as
substitutes leads to an underestimation of expected start and finish times and hence also of project
duration (commonly known as Jensen’s inequality, see [Adlakha and Kulkarni 1989, Möhring 2001]),
whereas, as mentioned earlier, determining the true expected start and end times as well as path lengths
is a #P -complete problem. Nevertheless the correlation with the true expected values may be supposed
sufficiently strong to yield in most cases reliable information if an exchange may be ”promising” indeed.
Furthermore the effect of systematic underestimation will be partially compensated since the exchange
criteria presented below are based more on relative changes instead on absolute values. Finally the
value of still better estimations (some of which have been also suggested but being also computationally
more expensive; see [Ludwig et al. 2001]) may be limited since in our setting durations do not only
depend on outcomes of stochastic variables but also on exchanges. Altogether, for a first heuristic
approach to the problem studied here and to establish some first benchmark results, it seems worthwile
to work with those approximate values from forward pass with expected durations, and our results
will actually show that exchange based on them will yield a significant improvement compared with
no exchange indeed.
So far we have only described the values associated with single flexible activities (ending at some
point t). These values are used for an exchange criterion as follows: Given a potential exchange pair
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of activities i1 and i2 ending at t1 and t2 and having values v(i1) and v(i2), respectively, an exchange
means exchanging end times, resulting in new values v′(i1) and v′(i2). As mentioned above, due to
underestimation these values are lower bounds for the optimal value z of the objective considered,
whence we have v(i1) ≤ z and v(i2) ≤ z and hence max{v(i1), v(i2)} ≤ z, and max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} ≤ z.
Thus the maximal value before and after exchange, respectively, is also a lower bound and it is
advantageous if it decreases after exchange. Correspondingly, we regard an exchange as promising, if
max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} < max{v(i1), v(i2)}. However keep in mind, that these values are not hard lower
bounds due to uncertainty of stochastic durations, such that the criterion only reflects a tendency
towards a lower objective value which may be achieved by application of given exchange.
In order to avoid performing repeated forward pass computations at each decision point, we will
compute as preprocessing the distances between each pair of activities i, j where j is direct or indirect
successor of i. Here the distance between such pair i, j is the minimal duration between end of i and
start of j (using expected durations for flexible activities), i.e. dist(i, j) := ESj − EFi. A table of
these values can be efficiently computed in time O(n2).
Now we are prepared to state the exchange criteria for both objectives regarded here, makespan and
tardiness. For both the main idea is similar, only adapted to each objective.

4.2 Criterion for Makespan
Being at some decision point, let be given two flexible activities i1 and i2 of the same type. There are
two cases which we consider: On the one hand, where both activities are eligible or active (i.e. both
have already become eligible yet); on the other hand, where only one (say i1) is, whereas the other
one has not become eligible yet.
In the first case the end times for both activities are known (if an activity has become eligible, its
initial state has become revealed). In this case the values are set to v(i1) := t1 + dist(i1, n + 1) and
v(i2) := t2 +dist(i2, n+1), each giving a (soft) lower bound for the completion time of the project, i.e.
makespan. An exchange would result in values v(i1) = t2+dist(i1, n+1) and v(i2) = t1+dist(i2, n+1).
Correspondingly, an exchange is promising if max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} < max{v(i1), v(i2)}; in this case it is
regarded as exchange candidate.
Still more intuitively, an equivalent condition can be also formulated using slacks: For this, let t′

n+1 =
ESn+1 = EFn+1 be the end time of the final activity, i.e. the project duration, computed by forward
pass starting with the end times of activities which are eligible or active at the current decision point.
Then the slack of i1 is given by sl(i1) = t′

n+1 − dist(i1, n + 1) ≥ 0 and correspondingly for i2. Due
to exchange one gets new slacks sl′(i1) = sl(i1) + t1 − t2 and sl′(i2) = sl(i2) + t2 − t1 (or nearly so:
If at least one of these values is negative, then the corresponding activity becomes ”over-critical”, i.e.
EFn+1 is increased; but in this case one gets a deterioration anyway). Then an exchange is promising
if the minimal slack is increased, i.e. min{sl′(i1), sl′(i2)} > min{sl(i1), sl(i2)} ≥ 0, i.e. the more
critical activity has been made less critical than before. This slack-based criterion can be easily seen
to be equivalent to that above using values v(·) and v′(·). This exchange criterion is illustrated by the
following example:
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Figure 7: Exchange criterion both activities eligible or active

Here we are at point t in the running project, activity A of type 1 is carried out as repair task which will
finish in 1 time unit. Activity B, also of type 1, has just become eligible. Without exchange, the project
would finish at t+8, whereas with exchange between A and B it would finish at t+6 since in this case
A would end at t+4 and B at t+1. Recasted in the criterion above, we have end times EF (A) = t+1
and EF (B) = t + 4 without exchange and further dist(A, n + 1) = 2 and dist(B, n + 1) = 4, from
which we get values v(A) = t + 1 + 2 = t + 3 and v(B) = t + 4 + 4 = t + 8, the maximum of which
is t + 8. With exchange we get values v′(A) = t + 4 + 2 = t + 6 and v′(B) = t + 1 + 4 = t + 5, the
maximum of which is t+5. Since max{v′(A), v′(B)} = t+6 < t+8 = max{v(A), v(B)}, the exchange
is advantageous.
A possible exchange can be already taken into account if one activity is not eligible yet. For example, if
an activity i2 is not eligible yet but at a critical position according to forward pass computation with
deterministic durations, whereas another activity is not critical and which will not become critical
even if it is delayed somewhat. In this case it could be advantageous to delay the end of i1 until i2
becomes eligible and exchange the end times then; then activity i2 can be immediatley finished (since
receiving a restored component), thus increasing the slack of i2, whereas i1 gets the whole time of i2
which may not be that long to make i2 critical. This gives our second case.
Formally, given a pair i1 and i2 of the same type τ where i1 is eligible or active at the current decision
point and ending at t1, whereas i2 is not eligible yet. For activity i1 the value is defined as before as
v(i1) = t1 + dist(i1, n + 1), i.e. the critical path lower bound for n + 1 given that i1 finishes at t1.
For activity i2 compute EFi2 = ESi2 + pτ dτ and set v(i2) := ESi2 + pτ dτ + dist(i2, n + 1). Using the
model with expected durations, the exchange will be performed if i2 becomes eligible at ESi2 . Then
the remaining durations are exchanged which are max{t1 − ESi2 , 0} for i1 (0 if t1 ≤ ESi2 , i.e. if the
component initially associated with i1 has been restored) and (expected) pτ dτ for i2. This results in
new end times t′

1 = ESi2 + pτ dτ and t′
2 = ESi2 + max{t1 − ESi2 , 0} = max{ESi2 , t1} from which we

get new values v′(i1) = t′
1 +dist(i1, n+1) and v′(i2) = t′

2 +dist(i2, n+1). Again an exchange between
i1 and i2 is considered as promising if max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} ≤ max{v(i1), v(i2)}.
This case is especially relevant, if activity i has been actually finished and the question arises if its real
end is to be delayed until i2 becomes eligible to perform the exchange. Such a situation is exemplified
by the following example:
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Here the the actual repair of the component associated with A has just finished such that this posi-
tion could be closed and the corresponding activity finished. In this case the project would end (in
expectation) at t + 8 since fixed activity B would end at t + 2, then type 1 activity D would follow
(with repair time d̃1 = 4 and defect probability p1 = 0.5 we get expected duration 2) and finally the
project ends with E. On the other hand, for an exchange between A and D one had to wait until t+2
when D becomes eligible. Then A gets an expected remaining time of 2 whereas D gets the repaired
component from A with remaining time 0. Since C ends (in expectation) at t + 5 and E at t + 6, the
project would finish at t + 6 and hence earlier such that an exchange is to be preferred.

4.3 Criterion for Tardiness
For tardiness, the values are defined similarly, adapted to several milestone activities and by regarding
the sum of due date exceedances (total tardiness) instead of finish time of the end activity only; given
the correspondingly modified values, the exchange criterion will be the same. Again the criterion is
formulated for the cases as above: Two activities eligible or active, or one so, the other one not eligible
yet.
So for the first case let be given two flexible activities i1 and i2 both of type τ and eligible or active,
ending at t1 and t2, respectively. The value of i1 is defined by the total due date exceedance implied
by the ending of i1 at t1 as given by forward pass (and analogously for i2 with t2). More precisely,
for a milestone activity mj which is direct or indirect successor of i1, let ES

f(i1)=t1
mj be the earliest

start time of mj as given by forward pass starting at t1 as end time of i1; further denote by d̄mj the
expected duration of mj , i.e. dmj if it is a fixed activitiy or pτ dτ if it is flexible of type τ . Then
mj will finish at EF

f(i1)=t1
mj = ES

f(i1)=t1
mj + d̄mj , resulting in an exceedance max{ES

f(i1)=t1
mj + d̄mj −

ddmj , 0} =: v(i1, mj). Summing over all milestone activities succeeding i1 yields the value of i1, i.e.
v(i1) := ∑

mj∈M∩S̄i1
v(i1, mj). The value of i2 is defined analogously. An exchange between i1 and i2

corresponds to an exchange of their end times, i.e. giving f ′(i1) = t2 and f ′(i2) = t1. Using these new
end times, the new values of both activities are computed as before, giving values v′(i1) and v′(i2).
Now, as already for makespan, the criterion for a promising exchange can be defined as satisfying
max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} < max{v(i1), v(i2)}.
Further we also regard again the case where one activity is eligible or active, whereas the other one
has not become eligible yet. So let be i1 and i2 activities both of the same type τ , i1 having become
eligible but not finished with current end time t1, whereas i2 is not eligible yet. For i1 the value
v(i1) is computed as in the first case. Regarding i2, the time at which i2 will become eligible is
estimated, as for makespan, by computing earliest start time ESi2 starting with the given end times
at the current decision point. Then, using t2 := EFi2 = ESi2 + d̄i2 , the value v(i2) of i2 can be
computed as before by determining the exceedance of each milestone activity mj which is (in)direct
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successor of i2 as implied by i2 ending at t2, and taking the sum over all these exceedance values, i.e.
as v(i2) = ∑

mj∈M∩S̄i2
max{ESi2 + d̄i2 + dist(i2, mj) + d̄mj − ddmj , 0}. Then, as in the other cases,

the criterion for a promising exchange is to fulfill max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} < max{v(i1), v(i2)}.

4.4 Further details
Application of the criterion for the objective under consideration at given decision point yields a set
of exchange candidates. However, this set may contain conflicting pairs (i1, i2) and (i1, i3) which can-
not be realized simultaneously. To resolve such conflicts, the potential exchange pairs are prioritized
according to the following criteria, where ties are broken by the subsequent ordering criterion (for
quantitative criteria, higher values get higher priority):
- pairs where both activities are eligible or active have higher priority

than those where only one activity is (whereas the other one has not become eligible yet)
- max{v(i1), v(i2)} (criticality)
- max{v(i1), v(i2)} − max{v′(i1), v′(i2)} (improvement)
- −i1 (i.e. lower i1 has higher priority)
- −i2 (ditto)
This yields a priority list of exchange candidates (i1

1, i1
2), (i1

2, i2
2), . . . , (ik

1, ik
2) which are used as follows:

An exchange (ij
1, ij

2) is carried out (i.e. the end times of ij
1 and ij

2 are exchanged) if both activities
are eligible or active and there is no conflicting pair of higher priority, i.e. no (ih

1 , ih
2) with h < j and

{ih
1 , ih

2} ∩ {ij
1, ij

2} ̸= ∅. This gives a subsequence (ij1
1 ij1

2 ), . . . , (ijl
1 ijl

2 ) of exchanges which are actually
realized and which altogether form a permutation π = (ij1

1 ij1
2 ) · · · (ijl

1 ijl
2 ) of eligible or active activities.

Furthermore, each activity which has just reached its finish time (and hence could be finished) and
which only occurs in a pair with some activity which is not eligible yet (and hence not in the subse-
quence just defined) is delayed and hence added to the delay set D.
Both these elements yield a fully specified decision pair (π, D) which is realized at the current decision
point with the steps described earlier.
Altogether the main steps of our solution procedure can be summarized as follows:

Summary of procedure:

Start at t = 0 with the empty schedule as initial decision point
Being at decision point δ = (p, t)

• determine the set of eligible activities Eδ

• start all eligible fixed activities at t

• determine the decision pair Dcδ = (π, D) for δ

• carry out the exchanges given by π

• delay the activities which could be finished but are contained in the delay set D

• determine the next decision time and hence the next decision point δ′

• repeat with δ := δ′

Stop if the final activity is reached and hence a complete schedule is constructed.
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5 Computational Study
5.1 Experimental setting
5.1.1 Instance generation

The scheduling policy based on the proposed exchange criteria has been tested by simulation on a
large number of instances. The aim was to quantify the improvement resulting from the application of
the exchange policy compared with no-exchange in terms of given objective (makespan or tardiness).
For this, the instances have been generated by a full-factorial design taking into account the following
parameters:
Network Complexity: Network complexity is ”the average number of non-redundant arcs per node
including the dummy activities” [Kolisch and Sprecher 1996], or, equivalently, the average number
of direct successors (in a network without redundant arcs) and hence a measure for the density of
the precedence relation. We will consider the values NC ∈ {1.5, 1.8, 2.1}, as given by the RCPSP
test instances from which the underlying network structure of our test instances has been taken as
described below.
Type Combination: The type combination of an SAEPSP instance is the sequence ā = a1a2 . . . aτ̄

specifying the number of positions for each type, i.e. aτ = |Aτ | for each type τ . We will consider the
following nine type combinations with up to 5 types:
(5 5 5 5 5) ; (10 10 10 10 10) ; (15 12 10 8 5) ; (20 15 10 5) ; (20 10) ; (10) ; (20) ; (30) ; (40)
(the first three combinations for five types, then one for four types, one for two types, four for one type;
the first two combinations each with a uniform number for all types; the second one together with
the next two with increasingly steeper decreasing numbers; the last four combinations with increasing
numbers for the only type)
Especially in the diagrams we will often refer to type combinations by their position in the order given
above, thus, for example, ”type combination 3” meaning (15 12 10 8 5) and so on.
Defect probabilities: For our study we assume that in each SAEPSP instance the defect probability is
the same for all component types, i.e. p1 = . . . = pτ̄ =: p, where p can attain values 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.8
(i.e. 10 - 80% in steps of 10%).
Altogether this yields 3 · 9 · 8 = 216 parameter combinations. Since the effect of network complexity
will turn out to be only small or moderate, we will often take averages over NC-values and focus on
the resulting 72 type/probability combinations (short: t/p-combinations). In the figures below we will
order these t/p-combination primary by their type, secondary by their probability p.
The number of non-dummy activities is kept at n = 60 (also as given by used RCPSP test instances;
note that 60 ≥

∑τ̄
τ=1 aτ for all type combinations listed above).

Note that for the deterministic version in the preceding paper [Berthold 2021], the term ”type com-
bination” referred to the double sequence b1 . . . bτ̄ /a1 . . . aτ̄ where aτ was (as here) the number of
postions of type τ and bτ the numbers of initially defect ones among them (which were known in
the deterministic model). Here, in the stochastic setting, instead of these latter values only their
expected values (pτ aτ instead of bτ ) are known such that a type combination in the former sense
would correspond best to p1a1 . . . pτ̄ aτ̄ /a1 . . . aτ̄ , or simply p/a1 . . . aτ̄ by removing redundancies and
taking our choice for one uniform probability. However, since p and ā are treated here as independent
parameters, we will narrow the notion ”type combination” to that part of information which refers to
numbers of flexible positions.
For each parameter combination (NC, ā, p) from those 216 ones, a number of 4000 instances have been
generated as follows:
At first, to get the underlying network structure, instances from the PSPLIB, a benchmark instance
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library for the RCPSP and some of its variants [Kolisch and Sprecher 1996, online available under
www.om-db.wi.tum.de/psplib/], have been taken. Here the set J60 contains 480 RCPSP instances on
60 nodes generated according to a full-factorial design involving network complexity and two resource-
related parameters (resource factor and resource strength). For each of the values NC ∈ {1.5, 1.8, 2.1}
this set contains 160 instances, from which 20 instances have been chosen. Omitting from these the
resource-related information (resource consumption and capacities) yields 20 standard CPM project
networks for each NC value. For each such CPM network, disjoint subsets (Aτ )τ∈T with |Aτ | = aτ

are chosen from its 60 non-dummy activities. The activitiy iτ chosen first for each τ determines the
type-specific duration dτ for that type via dτ := d′

iτ
, where d′

iτ
is the duration of iτ in the project

network (and in the RCPSP instance from which it is derived). Adding finally the uniform defect prob-
ability p completes the SAEPSP instance (still without having specified the objective). In this way
for each CPM network (and hence for each original RCPSP instance) 200 such set families (Aτ )τ∈T
are randomly chosen according to given a1 . . . aτ . Altogether this yields 20 · 200 = 4000 instances
for each parameter combination (NC, ā, p) (20 CPM project networks for given NC value and 200
instances randomly derived from it (each by randomly choosing (Aτ )τ∈T ) according to a1 . . . aτ̄ , finally
complemented by the uniform defect probability p)
As objectives makespan and tardiness have been regarded. Declaring makespan as objective to any
of the instances generated as above immediately gives a full problem instance of the SAEPSP (with
makespan objective), whereas for tardiness additionally a set of milestones and corresponding due
dates must be still generated to get a fully specified problem instance (for the SAEPSP with tardiness
objective). For this, a set M ′ ⊆ {1, . . . , 60} with |M ′| = 8 is randomly chosen; adding further the
dummy end activity as natural milestone gives the full set of milestone activities M := M ′ ∪ {n + 1}.
Their due dates are determined according to an additional parameter called due date factor which
controls how tight due dates are set; the lower the due date factor, the tighter the due dates. More
precisely, given a value df ∈ {0.8, 1.0, 1.2}, due dates are determined as follows: For each milestone
i ∈ M let EFi be the earliest finish time computed with expected durations pτ · dτ = p · dτ for flexible
activities of type τ (as already seen in the description of the solution approach, but starting the for-
ward pass simply at t = 0 with activity 0). Then i’s due date is set to ddi := df · EFi whence a lower
due date factor leads to tighter due dates indeed. Thus, if tardiness is considered as objective, the
due date factor is a further parameter to get a fully specified instance for the SAEPSP (with tardiness
objective).
These are the instances on which the exchange policy has been subsequently applied; depending on the
objective under consideration, makespan or tardiness, the corresponding exchange criterion has been
used. Since applying the policy on an instance takes only negligible time, compution time will not be
relevant for our study. Instead, the efficiency and performance of our approach has been measured
by the improvement of the objective resulting from application of the exchange policy compared with
no-exchange, i.e. where each flexible activity is simply performed in its initial state. For this, the
exchange policy is carried out first on an instance; the initial states which are revealed during this run,
namely each time a flexible activity becomes eligible, are stored, which admits afterwards, in a second
run by forward pass, to determine the duration if the exchange policy had not been applied, i.e. if
each flexible activity had been simply performed in its initial state and each activity had been started
immediately after becoming eligible. Then the exchange policy has turned out successful for given
instance and realization of random state variables, if it has led to a better objective (lower makespan
or tardiness) than without having made any exchange. I.e., if z is the objective value for exchange
and z′ for non-exchange for given instance (and realization of the random states), the difference z′ − z
yields the improvement due to the application of the exchange policy (which also may be negative,
corresponding to a decline). Based on these improvement values for single instances we will regard
average relative improvements, proportions of improvements (z′ − z > 0) and declines (z′ − z < 0)
etc. for full parameter combinations as well as t/p-combinations (i.e. additionaly averaged over NC
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values).
Having thus described the general framework for the computational study so far, we can now turn to
the results.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Makespan

We start with the results for the makespan objective, for which essential dependencies become already
visible by considering the average relative improvements:
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First it can be noted that on average the exchange policy indeed leads to improvements for all pa-
rameter combinations. These improvements vary between minimal (<1%) and 9%, 3-6% is a typical
value for many combinations; the precise value strongly depends on the type combination, less on the
defect probability and only marginally on the NC value (at least for the regarded ones). Namely,
as far as the last parameter is concerned, the differences between the NC values are rather small
or virtually non-existent (standard errors are about 0.1-0.2% for the larger improvement values); for
example, for NC = 2.1, p = 0.3 − 0.5 and type combinations 2-4 (with 4-5 types) the improvement
is slightly smaller than for the lower NC-values (for which there is almost no difference), whereas for
type combinations 6-9 (one type) the improvements for medium value NC = 1.8 are slightly better
than for both other ones (for which they are also almost the same). But since also these maximal
differences in relative improvement do not exceed 1% and there are no qualitative differences, we can
confidently take the averages over the NC values and focus on the dependencies on t/p combinations,
the pattern of which becomes still better visible this way:
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Average relative improvement of makespan (averaged over NC values)

type combination
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Going now somewhat more into details, we see that highest improvement is reached with 8.7% for
type combination (40); followed by 6.2% for (20 15 10 5); 4-5% for (10 10 10 10 10), (15 12 10 8
5) and (30); 3% for (20 10); 2% for (20); and finally 0.7% for (5 5 5 5 5) and 0.5% for (10) (since
probabilities form a more secondary structure, we will regard them below and focus here only on the
maximum values for each type combination, also since they are nearly attained for several p values).
Thus, not surprisingly, more positions generally lead to higher improvements since there are more
opportunities for exchanges. However, less clear, the number of types and especially how the positions
are distributed among them are not less important: For example, (10 10 10 10 10) and (15 12 10
8 5) each have 50 flexible positions, but a similar improvement as (30) with only 30 positions and
considerably less than (40) with 40; (20 10) is only between (20) and (30); and (5 5 5 5 5) has only a
fraction of what (25) would have. So, given a fixed number of positions, the improvement is higher the
more uneven the positions are distributed among the types; having m flexible positions, type combi-
nation (m) would yield a higher improvement than (m/2 m/2) and this a higher than (m/k . . . m/k)
for k > 2. This can be easily explained as exchanges are only possible between positions of the same
type such that distributing them onto several types reduces exchange possibilities. In this respect it is
interesting to consider the tradeoff between number of types and number of positions: How much the
number of positions must be increased if the positions are distributed among more types to keep the
improvement the same? For this the already compared type combinations (10 10 10 10 10) and (30)
with essentially the same improvement give an example: Here distributing the position on 5 types
is nearly compensated by increasing the number of positions by two-third; and for (5 5 5 5 5) and
interpolated (25) the discrepancy is still larger. For short, exchange becomes more effective for few
types with more positions than for more types with only a moderate number of positions
This higher effectivity of exchange towards concentration and asymmetry of the type combination
cannot be only observed by opposing those extreme distributions, but also for intermediate ones: So
for (20 10) and (30), and also the sequence (10 10 10 10 10), (15 12 10 8 5), (20 15 10 5). For the latter
it is interesting to see that the increase from the first to the second one is only marginal, but from the
second to the third significant, even though the second is intermediate w.r.t. to the ”steepness” of the
type combination, i.e. the difference between subsequent numbers: 0 for the first, 2.5 for the second
(on average), 5 for the third type combination. This may indicate a kind of superlinear dependency
on the asymmetry, if this one is measured, for example, by just that steepness: Weak asymmetries
still contribute proportionally less to the improvement, but it increases faster the more asymmetry
has been has been already reached (at least to a certain point).
Also remarkable and perhaps also a sort of such superlinear dependency is the accelerating increase
for the sequence (10)...(40) (with maximal values 0.5, 2.1, 4.9, 8.7%) and the jump from 0.7 to 4.3%
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for (5 5 5 5 5) and (10 10 10 10 10) (for which one may initially expect more a simple doubling of
improvement). The former values even seem to indicate a (nearly perfect) quadratic relationsship
(with improvement(a1)=0.54 · (a1/10)2 %), the latter ones may be also roughly consistent with such
an dependency. In any case, generally it seems that the opportunities for improvement increase faster
than the sole number of positions, which is surely at least partially explainable by the fact that the
number of potential exchange pairs increases quadratically indeed. Moreover, if there are only few
positions, the probability is high that they become eligible at too different times such that waiting of
earlier positions for later ones for a possible exchange may not be worthwile anymore. As a conse-
quence, exchange may become effective only if a certain limit of positions is reached, in which case
namely the density of positions becomes high enough to admit advantageous exchanges.
Having considered the effect of type combinations, now we turn to the probabilities and their influence
on the average improvements. Generally this dependency is relatively uniform for all type combina-
tions: Increasing the probability, at first the improvement value steeply increases, reaches its maximum
between 30-50% and then decreases somewhat for higher probabilities. A more or less near-maximal
value is already attained 10-20% under and 20-30% above the actual optimal probability, such that the
maximal value is not very sensitive w.r.t. to optimal probability, whence a near-optimal improvement
can be reached for a broader range of probabilities.
A closer look further reveals two different classes of type combinations, apparently depending on the
number of types: On the one hand type combinations 2-4 (with 4-5 types), where the maximal value is
nearly reached already at 20%, the maximal value at 30-40%, after which the value decreases moder-
ately and rather steadily for higher p; on the other hand type combinations 5 and 6-9 (2 and 1 type(s),
respectively), for which a nearly maximal value is reached only at 30-40%, the actual maximum at
50-60% and accelerating decrease afterwards (but value for 80% still rather high). Visually this results
in two different curve shapes, in the first case asymmetric with steep increase and moderate, steady
decrease (somewhat ”cliff”-like), in the second case a more symmetric parabola-like shape. To make
this different behaviour for these two type combinations classes better visible and comparable, one
can normalize the values for each type combination (maximal value corresponding to 1) and take the
average for each class. This yields the following picture:

Normalized average improvements for both shape classes
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Clearly these curves show the behaviour and the differences described above, on the one hand the shift
towards higher probabilities for the second class, on the other one the shapes ”cliff”- vs. parabola-like
(which, by the way, is indeed nearly a parabola with correlation coefficient r = 0.99). Resulting from
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this shift and the different shapes, larger discrepancies occur for small probabilities p = 0.1 (relative
difference 0.28) and p = 0.2 (relative difference 0.26), for other ones the differences are about 0.15 or
lower. Due to the broad peaks a value of 90% of maximal improvement is reached for 20-60% for the
first class, and 35-75% for the second one. Thus, as mentioned, near-maximal improvement values can
be achieved for a broader range of probabilities.
Due to the stochastic nature of the problem, the applied policy does not always lead to an improve-
ment, but sometimes also to a deterioration or no change at all. Corresponding proportions can be
read out from the following graph (no-change proportions as complement of increase and decrease;
note that a decrease of makespan is an improvement):

Proportions of decrease and increase of MS by exchange policy
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Apparently, the proportion of improvements largely shows the same pattern as already seen for the
average values above, with 40-60% being a typical value for many combinations. The proportion of
deteriorations are lower by a factor 4-6 for the first type combination class, and by 10-20 for the
second one. It can be also seen, that the policy often does not lead to a change at all, the proportion
of which frequently reaches 40% or more (100%-(increase+decrease)). A significant amount of such
non-changes seems inevitable for this stochastic problem, and especially the makespan objective may
be prone to it, since to reduce makespan, one has to remove a defective component from (what would
be, without exchange) the critical path and move it to a position without generating a new critical
path; however, in general there is no critical path, only more or less probable candidates depending
on the outcomes of stochastic variables; and further there may be no flexible positions on such a can-
didate. In other words, one has to have some luck to have a chance to improve at all, and then further
luck to make the right decisions. Taking this into account, no-change rates of several ten percent seem
conceivable. This also explains the average improvements of ”just” several percents, much more may
be not possible even for a near-optimal, but possibly complicated policy, at least for the makespan
objective. We will see, that the tardiness objective admits considerably higher improvements since
there several points and hence different paths are taken into account such that the probability to
actually realize an improvement is considerably higher.
Looking more precisely, also somewhat different shapes are recognizable, compared with those for the
averages above and also among each other, and again corresponding to both type combination classes:
So for type combinations 2-4 (i.e. type combination class 1 from above) the proportion of improve-
ments increase up to p = 0.3 but then remains nearly constant or slightly increases up to p = 0.8 (in
contrast to moderate decrease for p > 0.4 for the averages above), whereas for type combinations 5
and 6-9 (class 2) an increase up to p = 0.6 − 0.7 and a slightly lower value for p = 0.8 can be observed.
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Thus for both classes the maximal proportion of improvement is attained for higher probabilities than
for the average improvements. As a consequence, the relative contribution of improvements decreases
with higher probabilities.
However, the proportions of decreasings and increasings only convey a rather coarse idea of the un-
derlying distribution and admit different possibilities how the changes are really distributed. For a
still more detailed picture the distribution of relative changes is exemplified for three t/p-combinations
(t/p = 2/0.2, 4/0.3, 9/0.5). Points in the following figure correspond to classes of breadth 0.05, the
proportion of precisely 0%, which would be far higher than the contribution of any 5%-interval, is
skipped here:

Frequencies of relative changes (without no change)

relative change
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Corresponding to the results above, the main part of the distributions clearly concentrates in positive
range. All three distributions have approximately the shape of a bell-curve. The maximal values
are roughly proportional to the average relative improvements for these t/p-combinations (factors
2/2/2.4), and all are attained at about 0.1 (taking also the second largest value into account which
is only slightly lower especially for 2/0.2 and 3/0.4). This position is also consistent with the results
given so far: Given, for example, an average improvement of 6% and a proportion of 40% of no-changes
(as for 4/0.3), one would expect average improvements of 10% for the cases where a change actually
does occur. The breadth (for example measured at the 50%-level of the maximum value) is also similar
for all three combinations, only somewhat smaller for 9/0.5, which may be also reflected by steeper
decreases and changed proportions towards the edges of the distributions.
A somewhat closer look reveals also some deviations from a symmetric bell shape and the proportion-
alities in the center: So there is some asymmetry in form of steeper decrease towards negative values,
especially visible at the relatively low frequencies, figuratively speaking the ”dents” at frequency class
[-0.05,0), which are probably an artefact of removing the proportion of no-changes here. This decrease
is especially distinct for 9/0.5, for which in the negative range the frequencies become even smaller
than for the other combinations (as already indicated above by the low proportion of deteriorations
for type combination class 2). On the other side, for the higher positive changes the order between the
combinations is kept, but the proportions there are also changed compared with the center (possibly
partially also an effect of the allegedly smaller breadth of the distribution of 9/0.5).
However, most of these differences are more secondary as concerning only the edges of the distribu-
tions, i.e. values with low frequencies. Thus the main and most obvious difference can be simply
attached to the peak values (at least for the three regarded combinations). Given the other corre-
spondences w.r.t. shape, the position of the maximum and the breadth, the average improvement is
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largely determined by that peak values, which also explains the relative proportionality with the av-
erage relative improvements mentioned above. Altogether it should be also noted that a shift towards
higher values of changes for combinations with higher average improvements - which would be also a
conceivable possibility - cannot be observed for the chosen t/p-combinations, whence the increase is
largely driven by the increase of maximal frequencies alone.
Thus having got an overview for makespan, now we turn to the results for the tardiness objective.

5.2.2 Tardiness

As we will see, qualitatively the results for tardiness are in many respects similar to those for makespan;
however, the improvements are considerably higher and further, specific for tardiness, there are differ-
ences depending on how tight the due dates are set. Concerning relative improvement due to exchange,
note at first that it may be undefined since tardiness may have value 0 (which can especially occur if
due dates are set more loosely). More precisely, if i is an instance and T e

i and T ne
i are the tardiness

values which occur by applying exchange and no exchange respectively (for some realization of random
variables), then the relative improvement (T ne

i − T e
i )/T ne

i is undefined if T ne
i is 0 (and, even if not,

becomes artificially high if it is only slightly greater than 0). Thus, as substitute for instance i (and
corresponding realization) we chose the value (T ne

i − T e
i )/(∑n

j=1 T ne
j /n) (where the sum runs over the

instances of the corresponding df/tp combinations, the number of which is n = 4000); i.e., the tardi-
ness improvement for an instance (and realization) is set in relation to the average tardiness without
exchange for that df/tp-combination. Then the resulting average relative improvement corresponds
to 1

n

∑n
i=1(T ne

i − T e
i )/(∑n

j=1 T ne
j /n) = (∑n

i=1 T ne
i − T e

i )/ ∑n
i=1 T ne

i = 1 −
∑n

i=1 T e
i /

∑n
i=1 T ne

i . Using
these modified relative improvements, again we consider at first the dependency on NC values, here
for df = 1.0:

Average relative improvements for parameter combinations with df=1.0
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The largest, but still moderate differences occur for type combinations 2-4 and p = 0.1 − 0.3 for which
the improvements are somewhat higher for lower NC values (for type combination 2 about 0.31 for
NC = 1.5 compared with about 0.24 for NC = 2.1); as a consequence, while the values are some-
what decreasing for NC = 1.5, they are nearly constant for NC = 2.1, such that the improvement is
essentially independent of p over the large range [0.1,0.8]. For other t/p combinations the differences
between NC values are rather small. For df = 0.8 (i.e. tight due dates) the differences between NC
values are somewhat larger, for df = 1.2 (loose due dates) they are comparable with 1.0. However,
as for makespan, altogether they are similar enough such that in the following we will restrict to the
averages over NC values. The corresponding average improvements, now for all df values, then look
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as follows:

Average relative improvements for df values

type combination
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At first and most important, one can note that the average relative improvements are considerably
larger than for makespan and typically vary between 0.2 and 0.4 for medium type combinations; the
proportions between different type combinations, however, are rather similar to those already seen
for the makespan. One reason for the higher improvements is the same as for makespan, but read
conversely: Since now there are several milestones which contribute to the objective, there are more
exchange opportunities which may actually have an effect on the objective; it becomes less probable
that the possible and performed exchanges do not affect a single critical path as for makespan.
On the other hand, whereas makespan is measured from 0 to the end of the project, for tardiness the
reference values, i.e. the due dates, are already set near the expected end times of the milestones,
such that the relative improvement is magnified even if the absolute improvement per milestone may
be comparable with the improvement of the makespan. For example, a makespan of 27 with exchange
and 30 without corresponds to a relative improvement of 10%, whereas we would get 50% if tardiness
is regarded with the last activity as only milestone and due date 24.
New for tardiness and also significant are the dependencies on the due date factors, i.e. on the tight-
ness of the due dates: In general, the relative improvements increase with higher df values, i.e. more
relaxed due dates. This can be explained by taking into account that tighter due dates generally
lead to higher tardiness values such that comparable or even somewhat higher absolute improvements
translate to lower relative improvements. Even if in many cases the differences are small (especially
between df = 1.0 and 1.2), higher discrepancies can be observed between 0.8 and the other df values
for type combinations 5+(7-9), i.e. type combination class 2, for only one or two types: Here the
maximal improvement values for df = 0.8 are only about 50-70% compared with those for 1.0 and 1.2,
and furthermore, qualitatively, the shape (i.e. the dependency on p) is different, more parabola-like
with near-maximal values for p = 0.3 − 0.7, whereas otherwise the improvements are near-maximal
for p = 0.1 − 0.6 or even up to 0.8 (typically slightly decreasing towards higher p). For several types,
i.e. type combination class 1, the values for df = 0.8 are somewhat smaller than for 1.0, but with
a similar shape. Minor differences can be also observed between otherwise similar df = 1.0 and 1.2,
where p = 0.8 for df = 1.2 has a value less than one half or even one third of the maximum, whereas
for df = 1.0 this value still remains near-maximal as well. This only weak dependency on p espe-
cially for df = 1.0 and here particularly for several types (i.e. type combination class 1) results in a
plateau-like, only slightly decreasing shape. This is also different to the ”cliff”- or even parabola-like
shape observed for makespan; in some sense it may be an extreme of the ”cliff”-shape, resulting from
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having several instead only one reference point. Generally, compared with makespan, there is a clear
tendency for tardiness towards independency from defect probabilities, most pronounced for df = 1.0,
df = 1.2 with p ≤ 0.6, and df = 0.8 with several types.
But as for makespan, behind those average values a considerable variation can be found such that we
also take a look at the proportions of improvements and declines. Here the differences between NC
values are even smaller than for the average values, such that we will regard only the averages over
NC values:

Proportions of improvement and decline
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For each df value, the proportions between type combinations are roughly similar to the average im-
provements above and also to the corresponding proportions for makespan, relatively somewhat lower
only for type combinations 8 and 9. Generally the proportion of improvements (and declines) decrease
with higher df value. The shape for df = 0.8 and 1.0 is similar with steep increase and near-maximal
values for p ≥ 0.2 − 0.3; for df = 1.0, this maximal level is lower by 10-15%, whereas for p ≤ 0.2
the difference is smaller. Values for df = 1.2 are considerably lower especially for one or two types,
and, still more remarkable, the shape is very different with maximal values only at p = 0.2 − 0.4,
but accelerating decrease for higher p (whereas near-maximal levels are kept for the other df values).
Thus, surprisingly, the dependency on tightness is just converse to that for the averages, where highest
improvements were reached for df = 1.2. This counterintuitive observation can be explained by taking
into account that not only the relative improvement becomes higher for loose due dates (as already
argued above), but also the proportion of instances with tardiness 0 already without exchange (and for
which, hence, exchange cannot lead to a further improvement). As a consequence, for loose due dates
the exchange policy cannot lead to an improvement for a higher percentage of instances, which also
reduces the proportion of improvements. So, altogether, we have the somewhat paradoxical situation
that for loose due dates a significant proportion of instances cannot be improved at all by exchange
(or otherwise), but for those which can, the relative improvement is higher on average and even high
enough to compensate the loss due to those unimprovable instances (and conversely for tight due
dates: less instances which cannot be improved, but also lower relative improvements). This situation
becomes clearer if frequency distributions are regarded next.
As for the makespan objective we finally consider the frequency distribution of relative changes. For
this we choose the same t/p-combinations as before (2/0.2, 4/0.3, 9/0.5), for each of which three df -
values are possible, hence resulting in nine df/tp-combinations. As noted above, we use as substitute
the value (T ne

i −T e
i )/( 1

n

∑n
j=(T ne

j )) for improvements. This yields the following picture (again without
no-changes; bin size 0.1, i.e. value at 0.05 is the frequency of (0,0.1], at 0.15 that of (0.1,0.2] and so on):
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Frequencies of changes for df/tp combinations
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It can be read out that the frequencies are higher the lower the df values (i.e. the tighter the due dates
are set): Whereas for df = 0.8 the maximum reaches values 0.11-0.15, for df = 1.0 we have 0.08-0.10,
and for df = 1.2 only 0.05-0.06. Qualitatively, this also corresponds to the observed proportions of
improvements and deteriorations which are higher for lower df -values (tighter due dates).
The averages for the due date factors (i.e. averaged over considered t/p-combinations) show this still
more clearly:

Average frequencies of changes for df values
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However, beyond these different absolute values the general behaviour is rather uniform for all df/tp-
combinations (which also justifies to regard the averages for the due date factors): Towards negative
values (deteriorations) there is a steep decrease, whereas towards higher positive values it is slower.
This results in an asymmetric shape (hence qualitatively different from the rather symmetric one ob-
served for makespan) where the positive side overweighs the negative one by far. The decreases at both
sides seem to be at least roughly exponential, which is also confirmed by a look at the logarithmated
frequency values:
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Logarithmated frequencies of changes for df values
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Indeed each curve essentially consists of only two nearly-linear segments, a steeper increasing and a
slower decreasing one, the transition between which (corresponding to the area around the maximum)
is very short to nearly non-existent. Regarding here especially the right part towards positive values
(frequencies of improvements), it can be seen that the deviation from a perfectly linear behaviour is
indeed rather small and still smaller for the individual df/tp-combinations (see Appendix 8.2), such
that the frequency values actually decrease exponentially.
However, there are significant differences w.r.t. slope coefficients: So the slope is steeper for lower
df -values (tighter due dates) whereas it is considerably shallower for higher ones (loose due dates). As
a consequence, even if the frequencies around the maximal value are highest for df = 0.8, due to the
steeper decrease the frequencies are roughly the same at about 1-1.5 (but there already at a rather
low level) and are reversed for still higher change values.
The considerably steeper decrease especially for df = 0.8 also explains in more detail the higher rel-
ative improvements for higher df -values 1.0/1.2, which, as observed, stands in some contrast to their
lower proportions of improvement: Indeed, even if the frequencies are generally low for higher change
values, they are already almost zero for df = 0.8 where for df = 1.0/1.2 they are still significant enough
to contribute, weighted by the higher change values, to the average improvement such that their lower
contribution of higher frequencies at low change values (for just these df -values) is compensated and
even reversed. Also note, that the maximal frequencies are already attained for change values 0.1-0.2
such that due to these low weights their contribution is only rather moderate or low and can be more
than compensated by the contribution of high change values more easily. Altogether, both these effects,
still significant contribution of high change values and attaining the lower maximal frequencies already
at low change values result in higher relative improvements for df = 1.0/1.2, even if their proportion
of improvement is lower than for df = 0.8. This explains the counterintuitive reversed behaviour of av-
erage relative improvements and portions of improvement w.r.t. their dependency on due date factors.

6 Conclusion
Having introduced a deterministic model integrating activity exchange within a project scheduling
model before, here a stochastic version of that deterministic model is presented. The transition from
a deterministic model to a stochastic leads to considerable changes: So solutions are not given as
simple schedules but as scheduling policies which further increases the complexity of the problem.
Since optimizing over all possible scheduling policies is usually considered intractable, we apply here
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a heuristic approach for which the improvement by application of the heuristic is studied for different
objectives (makespan, tardiness) and parameter combinations. It turns out that the exchange policy
actually leads to significant improvements especially for higher numbers of component positions and
if these are distributed among fewer types.
Further work could also take into account resources, which were not considered here to study the
effects of exchange better. Accordingly, one had to develop heuristics which integrate corresponding
features, for which the work on the SRCPSP may be helpful. Beside heuristics, one could try to tackle
the problem studied here or even a resource extension exactly, which however seems rather challenging
given the experience made especially with the SRCPSP. Furthermore one could also consider addi-
tional inventories such that a limited number of defective components may be also replaced by intact
components; theoretically such a case can be simulated already in the model here, but practically
such instances would look differently than those generated in our study. In that sense it may be
interesting to study the interplay between exchanges, resources and inventories by suitable simulation
models, for which, however, also suitable policies would be needed which integrate all these factors in
an appopriate way. The insights from that one studied here for exchange may be helpful on this way.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Stochastic Dynamic Program
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Optimal decisions are highlighted in green.
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8.2 Frequencies of changes for df/tp combinations

Logarithmated frequencies of changes for df/tc combinations

change value
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Colours as earlier for non-logarithmated frequencies, i.e. blue for df = 0.8, green for 1.0, yellow-brown
for 1.2; darker for t/p = 2/0.2, medium for 4/0.3, lighter for 9/0.5. Indicated values are the slopes of
corresponding linear regression lines. For better readability the graphs are successively shifted by 1
in the y-axis, which also corresponds to one unit of that axis.
There are some differences between tp-combinations for given df -value, but which are in most cases
smaller than those between df -values. Especially 2/0.2 and 4/0.3 have nearly the same slope coeffi-
cients for each df -value whereas the slope values for 9/0.5 are a bit higher (slower decrease). The higher
similarity between the first two t/p-combinations is not that surprising given that type combinations
2 and 3 are and behave more similar to each other than to type combination 9 (and additionally
probabilities 0.2 and 0.3 are nearer to each other than 0.5).
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